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I Shelby Twinn, of the City of Edmonton, make oath and say that:



1. I am a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust and as such have personal knowledge of the matters
deposed to unless to be stated to be based upon information and belief, in which case I verily
believe the same to be true.

2. It is my understanding that the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee of Alberta
represents all minor beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust in this litigation, including those
beneficiaries who were minors at the beginning of the litigation and who have subsequently
become adults.

3. The adult beneficiaries are not represented in this litigation, I am one of those persons.

4. I am currently 27 years old and was born on January 3, 1992.

5. As a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust, I have been attempting to follow this Court proceeding
and retained counsel at one point to advise me. Although I have asked for and received some
assistance in preparing this affidavit, I cannot afford counsel at this point.

Jurisdictional Applications

6. I am aware of a Consent Order issued by Justice Thomas on August 24, 2016 in this litigation
which approved the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust (the "Transfer
Order").

7. Prior to the Consent Order being issued, it was brought to my attention through my then legal
counsel, Nancy Golding. Ms. Golding was present at the Court application on August 24,
2016 and did not object to the Consent Order. I understood the Order to be approving that all
of the assets that had transferred to the 1985 Trust from the 1982 Trust were properly held by
the 1985 Trust and were subject to the 1985 Trust terms. Attached as Exhibit "A" to my
Affidavit is a copy of the relevant portions of the August 24, 2016 transcript.

8. I am aware that in 2019 the Court directed a hearing on the Transfer Order and the Trustees
of the 1985 Trust filed an application on September 13, 2019 to address this matter. I am
further aware that a hearing is pending on matters raised in a Consent Order filed on
December 18, 2018. I understand these two applications are being collectively referred to as
the "Jurisdictional Applications".

My Lineage and Membership Prospects in the Sawridge First Nation

9. I am a registered Indian with the federal government.

10. The late Chief Walter Twinn was my grandfather. The current Chief of the Sawridge First
Nation, Chief Roland Twinn, is my uncle.

11. I applied for membership in the Sawridge First Nation in April 2018. Despite my application
being submitted and my obvious lineage to the First Nation, I have yet to be approved for
membership. In fact, I have not even received any form of substantive response to my
application from the First Nation. Unfortunately, from what I understand from other
applicants, this is pretty typical of the membership system at the First Nation. Attached as
Exhibit "B" are various sworn statements I have reviewed that were made by other
applicants about their experiences with the membership process, which leads to my belief that
I am not alone in my experience.



12. It was a difficult decision for me to apply for membership in the First Nation as I know that
the membership process is biased and, from my perspective, unfair. It is painful for me to
have my heritage denied by my own family members.

13. I am aware that others struggle with these same concerns. I am aware that others are
genuinely afraid to apply for membership in Sawridge as a result of their belief that the
membership process is abusive and painful. Many of us believe that we will never be given
membership unless we are political supporters or otherwise useful to the Chief. I note that
the Band presently only has 45 members.

14. I am aware that Deborah Serafinchon (Daughter of late Chief Walter Twinn), Aspen Twinn
(minor — father is Patrick Twinn and grandfather is late Chief Walter Twinn) and my uncle
Cameron Shirt (brother to Patrick Twinn) applied for membership in April 2018. In speaking
with Patrick, Cameron and Deborah, I understand their experiences have been the same as
mine — namely they have heard nothing from the First Nation and neither Aspen, Cameron or
Deborah have been admitted into membership.

15. Based on my personal experience and my discussions with others, it is my belief that the
membership system at Sawridge is corrupt, biased and unfair and is unlikely to change
anytime in the near future as not many people have the necessary financial resources to
challenge the Chief and counsel who control membership.

Intervenor Status

16. I am aware the Trustees of the 1985 Trust have historically sought to change the current
beneficiary definition of the 1985 Trust to include only those persons whose names appear on
the Sawridge First Nation membership list that is controlled by Chief and Council. I am not a
band member. I will lose my beneficiary status if the Trustees succeed in changing the
current definition to their proposed definition.

17. I am aware that in August 2016 the Trustees made a proposal to Justice Thomas seeking this
solution and stated that those who lost their beneficiary status could simply apply for
membership in the First Nation. Attached as Exhibit "C" to my Affidavit is a copy of the
Trustees' Distribution Proposal as submitted in their written submissions filed August 5, 2016
("Distribution Proposal").

18. I am aware the Trustees premised this position on their belief that the current beneficiary
definition of the 1985 Trust is discriminatory because it discriminates against Bill C-31
women who would not qualify for beneficiary status because they married non-indigenous
men.

19. I understand that all Bill C-31 women were Court ordered on to their respective Band lists in
1985 as a consequence of amendments to the Indian Act. As such, the Sawridge Bill C-31
women have been able to enjoy all of the benefits of being a member of Sawridge.

20. I am aware that my status as a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust is contingent on me not marrying
a non-indigenous man. In this way, I share the same concerns as the Bill C-31 women who
came before me in 1985. However, unlike the Bill C-31 women, the Government of Canada
is not helping me, and others like me, to gain membership in the First Nation. The 1985
Trust is the only official link to my heritage, identity and belonging.



21. From my perspective it is important to retain my beneficiary status on the terms currently set
out in the 1985 Trust. If the definition was changed to membership in the First Nation, I have
no control over whether I ever become a member and if I ever was to, I have no control over
whether the First Nation elects to take that status away from me. It would be a significant
change to lose clear beneficiary status than to leave my status to the whim of the First Nation.

22. I am aware the Trustees used me (personally) as an example of discrimination in their written
submissions to the Court arising from the jurisdictional questions raised in the December
2018 Consent Order — see paragraph 46 of the Trustee written submissions filed on March 29,
2019. While the Trustees argue that my situation demonstrates inappropriate discrimination,
I do not agree. The Trustees never consulted with me about my views on the subject before
using me as an example to support their objectives.

23. I am aware Catherine Twinn must personally pay for her legal costs associated with this
litigation. I am advised by Catherine that this makes it difficult for her to fully participate in
the litigation as it is very expensive.

24. I am further advised by Catherine Twinn and do verily believe the Trustees have historically
provided full indemnity funding to the Sawridge First Nation for its participation in this
litigation, despite the fact that the Sawridge First Nation is not a beneficiary and has taken
hostile positions against the 1985 Trust. Ms. Twinn has advised me that by November 2017
the First Nation has been indemnified over $550,000 from the 1985 trust assets for their
involvement in this litigation.

25. I do not believe the Trustees of the 1985 Trust are taking care of my best interests. I note that
Chief Roland Twinn is a trustee of the 1985 Trust. I believe the trustees are motivated by the
political agenda of the First Nation. This belief is founded in my personal experience with
the Trustees and the documents that I have read from this Court file, which include:

(a) Their opposition to my application to be a party in this litigation, including
aggressive cross examination and maintaining on appeal that they should be
entitled to solicitor/client costs against me for my application. Attached as
Exhibit "D" to my Affidavit are the relevant excerpts from the Trustees factum
filed October 20, 2017.

(b) The trustees have elected not to examine Darcy Twinn on his application for
intervenor status (a person who is clearly seeking to advocate for the demise of
the 1985 trust), but yet were willing to mount a vigorous defense against my
application and others who have attempted to interfere with their plans. Attached
as Exhibit "E" to my Affidavit are the relevant excerpts from the transcript from
questioning of Darcy Twinn from October 18, 2019.

(c) The trustees have opposed the participation of any party that seeks to object to
their plan to have the beneficiary definition changed, for example:

(i) The application by myself, Patrick and Deborah Serafinchon for party
status;

(ii) Party status for the Office of the Public Trustee and Guardian (see 1985
Sawridge Trust v. Alberta (Public Trustee), 2012 ABQB 365);



(iii) Indemnification funding for Catherine Twinn and took steps to block Ms.
Twinn's access to information and legal counsel when she was a trustee
(see application filed by Catherine Twinn on December 11, 2015 and
Examination of Paul Buj old on Affidavit and undertakings conducted
March 7-10, 2017 and June 20, 2017 ("Bujold Transcript") Exhibits 5,
6 and 9) .

Conversely, the Trustees have never taken a position adverse to the First Nation
and are not opposing their involvement as an intervenor and I understand from
Catherine Twinn they have even historically paid their legal fees.

(d) The trustees have refused to properly identify all of the 1985 Trust beneficiaries
and have taken the position that the beneficiaries aren't capable of ascertainment
until the Court gives a ruling in this litigation. (see Bujold Transcript Page 526-
527, Lines 11-24 and Pages 530-536, Lines 25-18);

(e) The majority of the trustees are also members of the First Nation and thus would
stand to personally benefit if the beneficiary group was reduced to only those on
the Band list (currently 45 people);

(f) To date and to my knowledge, the trustees have refused to acknowledge that they
will protect the interests of all existing and future beneficiaries of the 1985 trust.
Attached as Exhibit "F" to my Affidavit is a letter dated October 16, 2019 from
counsel for Catherine Twinn to counsel for the Trustees seeking this
confirmation. I understand from Ms. Twinn that the trustees have not yet
responded. In fact, the Trustees have historically taken positions in this litigation
that are obviously adverse to us, for example:

(g)

(i) Seeking the beneficiary definition to be amended to only allow for
inclusion for Band members (see Affidavit of Paul Bujold filed February
15, 2017 at Exhibit "A" para. 33)

(ii)

(iii)

Distribution Proposal;

Settlement application to Justice Thomas filed June 12, 2015 and
attached as Exhibit "G" which sought to change the beneficiary
definition to only Band members with grandfathering for a select group
of minor beneficiaries. This application had the potential to end this
litigation. The settlement did not consider the impact on adult
beneficiaries, unborn beneficiaries and was not transparent as to how the
list of minors for grandfathering had been developed;

(iv) Accepted that their preferred outcome to this litigation would lead to
"collateral damage" and "winners and losers" amongst the current
beneficiary group (see Bujold Transcript Page 367, Lines 18-22 and Page
366, Lines 14-15).

Worked to further the interests of the First Nation, for example:

(i) The Trustees have been informed by Dr. Donovan Waters that the First
Nation's membership code was likely discriminatory and not Charter



compliant and it was deficient in that the decision making criteria for
membership was too subjective and delays in processing were
inappropriate, yet still seek to change the 1985 Trust beneficiary
definition to that standard — effectively exchanging what they say is a
discriminatory definition for another one. (See Exhibits G and H to
Affidavit of Catherine Twinn filed May 11, 2017);

(ii) Were aware of the issues with the First Nation's membership system and
voted to proceed with this litigation on the basis that they work with the
First Nation to ensure the application process was expedited
(applications for membership determined within six months from receipt)
and work with the First Nation to make amendments to its membership
code to ensure its decision making criteria met appropriate legal
standards (See Exhibit H to Affidavit of Catherine Twinn filed May 11,
2017) and that all existing 1985 beneficiaries were grandfathered (See
Bujold Transcript Exhibit 10). Despite initiating the litigation on this
basis, the Trustees have not followed through on these parameters;

(iii) Failed to advise the Court of these issues with the membership process
and in fact on more than one occasion represented to the Court that "the
membership process is working" and "functioning" (see attached as
Exhibit "H" transcripts from June 24, 2015 and September 2, 2015
Court dates).

(iv) Stated that Catherine Twinn's concerns about corruption within the
membership process were "dramatic" and inciting investigation, based
on information received only from Chief Roland Twinn and Bertha
L'Hirondelle (former Chief) (see Bujold Transcript, page 6-7, Lines 26-
13);

(v) Asked Catherine Twinn to remove portions of affidavit evidence
submitted in this litigation that speak to problems with the First Nation's
membership process (see undertakings requested of Catherine Twinn in
2016/17 — 32-33);

(vi) Supported the First Nation in this litigation to oppose the OPGT's
attempts to inquire into its membership process (see 1985 Sawridge Trust
v Alberta (Public Trustee), 2015 ABQB 799). I am advised by Catherine
Twinn that they even indemnified the First Nation's legal fees for this
defence from the 1985 Trust's assets;

(vii) Have considered the controversy that may arise for the First Nation if the
membership system is investigated in its approach to this litigation (See
Buj old Transcript and Exhibit 11).



26. I, and others like me, have a unique perspective and insight concerning the issues raised by
the Jurisdictional Applications, as a result of our experiences and lineage with the Sawridge
First Nation and cannot rely on the trustees to protect our interests.

Funding

27. I cannot afford to pay a lawyer to bring this application on my behalf. I make only enough to
cover my modest living requirements. I have very little in savings. If I do not have funding
from the Trust, I will not be able to have meaningful representation in these proceedings as I
am not a lawyer and do not understand all of the legal complexities.

28. If the Court grants me funding, I will hire a lawyer to assist me with my participation at the
Jurisdictional Applications. This will help level the "playing field" which in my view has
historically been stacked against the beneficiaries of the 1985 trust.

SWORN 13FORE M at the
City of Ec) Yv-• 
in the Province of Albgrta.
the ,23  day of  oclb b C  , 2019

A Commissioner for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta
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This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the AffdAvit of
SHELBY TWINN sworn before me on the   day
of October, 20]9.

A I AL--) / 4
A Commissioner for Oaths i and
for the Province of Alberta
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1

1 Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Law Courts, Edmonton, Alberta

2  

3 August 24, 2016
4

5 The Honourable

6 Mr. Justice Thomas

7

8 C.K.A. Platten, Q.C.

9 C. Osuladini

10 L. Maj

11

12 J.L. Hutchison

13 D.C. Bonora

14 A. Loparco

15 N.L. Golding, Q.C.

16 E.H. Molstad, Q.C.

17 G. Joshee-Arnal

18 S.A. Wanke

19 C. Wilde

20  

21

22 Discussions

23

24 THE COURT:

25

26 Are you going to do the introductions?

27

28 MR. MOLSTAD:

29

30 THE COURT:

31

32 MR. MOLSTAD:

33 Ms. Bonora and Ms. Loparco.

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

Morning Session

Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta

For Catherine Twinn

For Catherine Twinn

For the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and

Northern Development

For the Public Trustee of Alberta

For Sawridge Trustees

For Sawridge Trustees

For Patrick Twinn, et al

For Sawridge First Nation

For Sawridge First Nation

For Morris Stoney, et al

Court Clerk

Good morning.

I have been assigned that task, Sir.

All right.

We have, representing the Sawridge Trustees,

We have representing the Public Trustee, Ms. Hutchison. Mr. Meehan is not with us

today.

We have representing Catherine Twinn, Ms. Platten, and Ms. Osualdini.

We have myself, Sir, and Mr. Joshee-Arnal representing the Sawridge First Nation.



2

1 We have representing Mr. Morris Stoney, et al, Ms. Wanke.
2

3 And we have representing Patrick Twinn, et al, Ms. Golding.
4

5 We also have in attendance from the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern

6 Development, Ms. Maj from the Department of Justice.

7

8 We -- as you can see from the agenda that was sent to you yesterday, the first item on the

9 agenda is the Rule 5.13 application --

10

1 1 THE COURT: Yes.

12

13 MR. MOLSTAD: -- on membership and costs. And I'd like to

14 guess that the matters after that are not going to take too long, but that is a guess in terms

15 of the other matters (INDISCERNIBLE).

16

17 THE COURT: Yeah, I saw that revised agenda this morning.

18 Thanks for sending it in. But I think what I'm going to do is I'm going to reorder it,

19 because it looks to me from the revised agenda, the only matter that may take some time

20 is actually your application.

21

22 MR. MOLSTAD: That may be the case.

23

24 THE COURT: So let's see if we can move some of the

25 counsel along here.

26

27 MR. MOLSTAD: Well, I'm -- we're all in your hands, Sir, so.

28

29 THE COURT: All right.

30

31 MR. MOLSTAD: What order are you proposing in.

32

33 THE COURT: Oh, I'm proposing just normal chambers

34 process; that is the consent order first, get it resolved and dealt with. That would be --

35

36 MR. MOLSTAD: Number 4?

37

38 THE COURT: Number 4, the consent order. And then we'll

39 deal with these adjournment requests and --

40

41 MR. MOLSTAD: All right. Before I sit down, before we start the



3

1 Rule 5.13 application, I've had some discussion with my friend and I have a few

2 preliminary comments before we start that.
3

4 THE COURT: All right.

5

6 MR. MOLSTAD: Okay? Thank you, Sir.

7

8 THE COURT: Certainly. And I think I will -- that's useful,

9 because I think I've reviewed that material and I can narrow it down fairly quickly.

10

11 MR. MOLSTAD: Thank you.

12

13 THE COURT CLERK: Sorry, Sir, what was your name?

14

15 THE COURT: Mr. Molstad, Q.C.

16

17 MR. MOLSTAD: Sorry.

18

19 Submissions by Ms. Bonora

20

21 MS. BONORA: Sir, you'll recall that in this application, there

22 were basically two issues. One was the beneficiary designation and the second was to

23 confirm that the transfer of assets from the 1982 Trust to the 1985 Trust were -- was

24 appropriate, and that we've put that issue behind us. And through the work of counsel,

25 we've been able to reach agreement on the issue of the transfer of assets.

26

27 I believe, Sir, you received a brief from us and a copy of the consent order.

28

29 THE COURT: I did. And thank you very much for the brief,

30 because it makes it pretty clear

31

32 MS. BONORA: Yeah. So --

33

34 THE COURT: well, what the basis for it is, and I'm

35 certainly satisfied that the consent order is appropriate and properly based in law.

36

37 MS. BONORA: Sir, I will not take any more time then. If

38 you've read the brief, I really have nothing else to add to the submissions that we've

39 made. And so, therefore, I think my friends would like to make a few comments, and I'll

40 just respond to those if there's anything else, unless you have any questions for me.

41
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1 THE COURT: All right. I wonder if, counsel, if you wouldn't

2 mind just mentioning your name before you speak just so the clerk can keep track of

3 who's speaking?

4

5 MS. BONORA: Doris Bonora of Dentons just spoke. Thank

6 you, Sir.

7

8 THE COURT: Thanks, Ms. Bonora.

9

10 Submissions by Ms. Hutchison

11

12 MS. HUTCHISON: Good morning, My Lord. Janet Hutchison for

13 the Public Trustee of Alberta.

14

15 Very brief comments, My Lord, simply to give the Court some idea of why the OPTT,

16 and I believe Ms. Platten will speak to trustee Twinn, why we weren't able to arrive at a

17 joint brief, as well as a consent order. And it was simply a matter, My Lord, of some of

18 the wording around the facts and the evidence and what evidence was actually available,

19 as well as the final paragraph of the brief Counsel just really weren't able to quite agree

20 how to characterize some of the issues around accounting.

21

22 The -- the Public Trustee would just like it noted on record that its position on the

23 consent order is that when it -- there is this reference to accounting in the preamble in

24 paragraph 2, that includes an individual accounting, as well as a passing of accounts.

25 And, of course, My Lord, for future reference, the passing of accounts for the five trusts

26 would occur logically within this proceeding, after beneficiary identification is dealt with.

27

28 But that's all we have to say, My Lord.

29

30 THE COURT: All right. Thank you. Ms. Platten?

31

32 Submissions by Ms. Platten

33
34 MS. PLATTEN: Sir, I think those are also our submissions, and

35 so we don't really anything further to say.

36

37 THE COURT CLERK: Sorry, your name, for the record?

38

39 MS. PLATTEN: Sorry, Karen Platten for Catherine Twinn.

40

41 Submissions by Ms. Golding
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1

2 MS. GOLDING: Sir, Nancy Golding from Borden Ladner

3 Gervais in Calgary, and I am new to these -- this matter, acting on behalf of several of the
4 individual beneficiaries.
5

6 I just wanted to comment that my client wasn't involved in this order, and so we don't

7 intend to make any comment on it. However, we do want it noted that our understanding

8 is the order is without prejudice to the rights of our client to request an accounting as it

9 relates to the 1982 and 1985 Trusts, and for any relief that might come from that.

10

1 1 Thank you, Sir.

12

13 THE COURT: Thank you. Ms. Bonora, any --

14

15 MS. BONORA: Just one --

16

17 THE COURT: Look, I --

18

19 MS. BONORA: -- comment, Sir.

20

21 MS. MAJ: Sony, sorry.

22

23 MS. BONORA: Oh, my -- my apologies.

24

25 THE COURT: You -- you can say something, but if --

26

27 MS. MAJ: That's all right. It's hard -- it's hard to see me

28 in the back.

29

30 THE COURT: Quite frankly, you are not a party at --

31

32 Submissions by Ms. Maj

33

34 MS. MAJ: I was simply going to actually echo

35 Ms. Platten's comments, My Lord.

36

37 THE COURT: Yeah. Well, okay. Well, just echo it and let's

38 get on with it.

39

40 Ms. Bonora?

41
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1 Submissions by Ms. Bonora
2

3 MS. BONORA: Just one comment. Ms. Hutchison said that the

4 consent order was based on the accounting naturally occurring in this proceeding, and that

5 was not discussed until yesterday morning. So I don't think it is the basis for the consent

6 order, and that is a very live issue in terms of how the accounting will proceed. So I --

7 we just need to -- I'm not sure that you will be hearing that accounting. That is an issue

8 that you'll hear about later in terms of how that's going to happen, so. . .

9

10 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Molstad, you don't have

11 anything to say?

12

13 MR. MOLSTAD: I don't have anything to say. My name is

14 Mr. Molstad.

15

16 Order (Consent Order)

17

18 THE COURT: All right. The consent order being sent to me

19 with the brief, as I -- just so it's clear on the record, I did review that brief and it was

20 very helpful to me in teinis of providing a legal basis for the consent order. Plus, the

21 Summary of Facts helped put me in the picture again.

22

23 So the consent order is granted, and there it is.

24

25 MS. BONORA: Thank you, Sir.

26

27 THE COURT: Madam Clerk, if you wouldn't mind handing

28 that to Ms. Bonora.

29

30 Submissions by Ms. Bonora (Distribution Proposal Adjournment)

31

32 MS. BONORA: Sir, perhaps I'll speak to the adjournment in

33 respect of the distribution proposal next.

34

35 THE COURT: All right. Sure.

36

37 MS. BONORA: Sir, the -- you'll recall in your December 17th,

38 2015, decision, you asked the Trustees to present a distribution proposal and to have it

39 approved by the Court, and so we, in fact, submitted the distribution proposal to the

40 Court. We then filed a brief in respect of approving that distribution proposal, and briefs

41 have been filed by the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee, and by Catherine
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SWORN STATEMENT OF GAIL O'CONNEL

I, Gail O'COnnell, great daughter of Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal, granddaughter of Elizabeth Mable

Ward and daughter of Roseina Ward, of the City of Red Deer, in the Province of Alberta, do solemnly
swear that:

Family History and Genealogy

1. I am the daughter of Roseina Lindberg nee Ward (hereinafter referred to as Roseina) who was
born October 20, 1935.

2. Roseina, along with others, was Court ordered onto the Band List of the Sawridge First Nation
(hereinafter referred to as the "Band") by Justice James Hugessen of the Federal Court by Order
dated March 27, 2003. Attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "A" is a true copy of the Court Order.

3. The reason Roseina was Court ordered onto the Band List is because the Band had not added her

to the List they administer even though she was entitled, as the Court found, to be on the Band
List without having to apply.

4. The Band appealed the Court Decision ordering Roseina and others be added to the Band List but

the Band's Appeal failed. Attached as Exhibit B is a true copy of the Decision of the Court of
Appeal dated January 19, 2004.

5. Roseina Lindberg was the daughter of Elizabeth Mable Ward. Attached as Exhibit C is a copy of
the Certificate of Birth for Roseina.

6. Elizabeth Mable Ward, my grandmother, married Harry DeJong July 18, 1938, however, Harry
DeJong is not my Grandfather. The Registration of Marriage Certificate of Elizabeth Ward who
married Harry DeJong does not show her date of birth. It lists her age as 19 (she turned 20 the

following month), her father as Leo Ward of Slave Lake, her mother as Josephine Cardinal and
her name as Elizabeth Ward. Attached as Exhibit D is a copy of the Registration of Marriage
Certificate of Elizabeth Ward and Harry DeJong.

7. Elizabeth Mable Ward had Roseina Ward (Lindberg) out of wedlock before she knew Harry
DeJong.

8. Attached as Exhibit E is a copy of a letter dated September 6, 2000 from Indian Affairs and

Northern Development indicating the reason for Roseina's omission from the Indian Register due
to non-Indian paternity. It also notes that her parents are Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal,
registered under #7, Sawridge Band.

9. Elizabeth Mable Ward was born August 18, 1918argi died September 6, 1951, only 33 years
old. Attached as Exhibit F are true copies of the Baptismal Certificate dated September 7, 1918
and Birth Certificate for Elizabeth Mable Ward. On both documents her date of birth is August 18,
1918 and her parents are Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal. Elizabeth's older sister, Philomine
Ward, is listed as her godmother on the Certificate of Baptism.

10. Elizabeth Mable Ward is the daughter of Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal, both Sawridge #7.
Attached as Exhibit G is a true copy of a two page summary of the Band's Pay Lists from



October 3, 1910 to July 11, 1932 showing only Leon Ward as #7, his wife, their children and one

copy of an Original Band Pay List dated June 19, 1931. The Band did not provide copies of any

original Band Pay List. Through Access to Information, I obtained a copy of the original Band Pay

List dated June 19, 1931. Most of the names on the original Pay List are redacted except for the

name #7 Ward and #4 Ward, Under remarks, it states the woman is a duplicate of #51 and two

boys not accounted for. I assume #4 must also be related to #7 or the name would have been

redacted.

Who Is Really Elizabeth's Father?

11. The Band admits that Leon Ward, Josephine Cardinal and their children were members of

Sawridge and Leon Ward is listed as #7. The Band disputes that Elizabeth Mable Ward is the

child of Leon Ward. Attached as Exhibit H is a document prepared by or for the Band titled

"'The Issue Is How Is "Elizabeth Ward" Related to Sawridge" (hereinafter referred to as the

"Band Genealogy"). It concludes that Elizabeth's father was George Hamelin, #51, from the

Driftpile First Nation (hereinafter referred to as Driftpile).

12. I am informed by Sam Twinn and do verily believe that when my Appeal first came to the

Electors January 5, 2013 an elected Elder and Trustee, Bertha L'Hirondelle, suggested I belonged

to Driftpile. Sam Twinn and others requested that a Genealogy be drafted in collaboration with

our family prior to the Appeal being heard. The Genealogy would provide facts and relevant

information from both sides on contested facts. My Appeal was rescheduled for March 9, 2013 to

enable preparation of the collaborative Genealogy to assist the Electors.

13. There was no follow up or outreach to me to confirm or discuss the Band Genealogy by anyone

from the Band.

14. The Band Genealogy prepared for my Appeal heard March 9, 2013, I believe, influenced the

outcome of my Appeal. The Electors who attended were mostly supporters of the Chief and

Council. The electors upheld the Council's decision denying my application for membership. Many

of the members voting on my Appeal believed I belong to Driftpile, not Sawridge, because of the

Band Genealogy. I am informed by Catherine Twinn and do verily believe she overheard Paul

Twinn say about me, "she belongs to Driftpile."

15. The Band Genealogy refers to "Pay Lists" but not the original Pay Lists. It relies on Analyses
prepared by the Lesser Slave Lake Indian Regional Council, Treaty and Aboriginal Rights
Research, Genealogical Project, 1999-2000. The Band places inordinate weight on these Band

Pay List Analyses. The original Pay Lists are notorious for mistakes and vagueness and I

understand there was controversy around Indian Agent Harold Laird (1911-1930) of Lesser Slave

Lake and his record keeping.

16. The Band Analyses add researcher comments under the Indian Agent column that do not appear

in the original Pay list. Attached as Exhibit "I" is a copy of the Driftpile Pay List for George

Hamelin dated July 5, 1934 and the Band Analysis of that Pay List showing the addition of the

researchers comments under the Indian Agent column.

17. The Band Genealogy disputes my great grandfather Leon Ward's paternity of my grandmother

Elizabeth Ward. It says, "Among the possible answers is that she is the daughter of Egbert Ward.

Or that she is the daughter of Leon Ward. Or none of the above." It dismisses Elizabeth as the

daughter of Egbert Ward and Leon Ward and concludes she is the daughter of George Hamelin,
#51, from Driftpile.



18. The Band's reasons for concluding my grandmother is the daughter of George Hamelin #51
appear to rest on the following:

a. A Driftpile Pay List for #51 George Hamelin dated October 12, 1920 records "girl born" and
the Band researcher's comments are "Elizabeth Ward Hamelin born in 1917";

b. The June 19, 1931 Sawridge Pay List for #7 Ward that says the woman is a duplicate of #51;

c. On October 12, 1920 the Indian Agent, under #51, records "girl born". She is never given a

name while under #51. The Researcher later assumes this girl becomes #101, first appearing

on the July 5, 1934 Driftpile Pay List until 1940;
d. On June 23, 1939, according to the Driftpile Pay List Analysis, the Indian Agent adds

comments to the Driftpile Pay List that #101, Elizabeth Ward Hamelin, age 22, married H. De

Gong, a white trader, at Prairie River on June 14, 1938. The 1939 date for the Analysis is

incorrect. The actual date for the Pay List is June 23, 1938;
e. She remained on the Driftpile Pay List until June 21, 1940, when she was given
"commutation authority" Sept 13, 1939;

f. Her name never appeared on the Sawridge Pay List;

19. The Band Genealogy states "What is clear is that although Elizabeth Ward Hamelin becomes the

wife of Harry DeGong, and while it is likely that they are the parent of Fleury DeJong, she never

was a member of the Sawridge Band and never appeared on a Sawridge Paylist....If the woman

who is the grandmother of Gaile O'Connell is the same person who married Harry DeGong and is

the mother of Fleury Degong/DeJong, then the proper First Nation for Gaile O'Connell to direct
her application for membership is Driftpile. There is not and never has been any connection with

Sawridge."

20. The authorship of this Band Genealogy was not identified at the time of the Appeal and all

supporting sources of information in the possession of the Band were not provided to me.

21. I was informed by Catherine Twinn that Mike McKinney, Executive Director/General Counsel to

the Band, recently advised that Rarihokwats, Chair of the Appeal Committee (e.g. the Electors), is

believed to have authored the Band Genealogy.

22. To dismiss Elizabeth Mable Ward as Leon Ward's daughter, the Band Genealogy ignores the best
evidence, makes unsubstantiated assumptions, fails to disclose all relevant evidence and is
inherently speculative and biased in selecting information to support a pre-determined
conclusion, particulars of which include:
a. The birth and baptismal certificates for Elizabeth Mable Ward, born August 18, 1918 lists her

parents as Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal who are on the Sawridge Pay list;
b. The copy of the Birth Certificate provided to Rarihokwats at the March 9, 2013 Appeal;
c. I do not believe any proper weight was given by the Electors to the Birth Certificate

evidence;
d. The Registration of Marriage Certificate for Elizabeth Ward, Exhibit D, dated July 18, 1938

naming Leo Ward and Josephine Cardinal as her mother and father;
e. The Band Analyses of the Sawridge Pay Lists, Exhibit "G", for Lion/Leon Ward, #7, from

October 3, 1910 to July 11, 1932;
f. The Band did not produce any original Pay Lists or all its Analyses of Band Pay Lists including

past 1932 for Leon Ward and his children with Josephine Cardinal;

g. The Band did not produce any birth, baptismal, marriage or other certificates to support its
position that George Hamelin, not Leon Ward, fathered Elizabeth Mable Ward;

h. The woman listed on the Driftpile Pay lists as Elizabeth Ward Hamelin, appears to not be the

same woman as my Grandmother Elizabeth Mable Ward, for a number of reasons including:
® My Grandmother's Birth and Baptismal certificates list her birth date as August 18,

1918 and her father as Leon Ward, not George Hamelin;



lam) • My Grandmother's Registration of Marriage lists her father as Leo Ward and my

Grandmother's name as Elizabeth Ward, not Hamelin;

• This Marriage Certificate does not identify my Grandmother as Elizabeth Ward

Hamelin;
• My grandmother never had the name "Elizabeth Ward Hamelin";

• My Grandmother had a child in 1935 and in 1938. No mention is made on the

Driftpile Pay List of those children born during that time period;

• My Grandmother was 19 years old when she married July 18, 1938. The woman

named Elizabeth Ward Hamelin is listed as being 22 years old on the June 23, 1939

Driftpile Pay List;
i. Our family oral history told to me by my mother Roseina is that my Grandmother was raised

by Bernard and Louisa Halcrow. Elizabeth lived with them for a long period of time. The

Halcrows' took care of my grandmother but they did not adopt her;

j The Band Genealogy says that Leon Ward became #7 Sawridge in 1910. A Sawridge Paylist

dated July 14, 1919 showed "Girl Born, Man Died". July 14, 1919 is not the date of Elizabeth

Mable Ward's birth. She was, according to her Birth, Baptismal and Marriage Certificates,

born August 18, 1918.
k. Elizabeth's August 18, 1918 birth occurred one month after the July 20, 1918 entry to the

1918 Pay List. Elizabeth Mable Ward is the last daughter born to Leon Ward. July 14, 1919 is

simply the annual date when the Indian Agent recorded notations onto the Pay List as to

what has occurred in the year prior, from the previous entries made to the Pay List July 20,

1918. These facts are contrary to the Band Genealogy that 'she never was a member of the

Sawridge Band and never appeared on a Sawridge Paylist'.

I. The Band assumed that the August 10, 1917 Pay List entry "Girl Born", who is transferred the

following year to #5, the widow of John Ward (e.g. Leon Ward's father) eventually becomes

Mary DeLorme. The Band says that John's widow dies in 1918, the girl is transferred to #15

St Pierre Nesootasis as "other relative" and that from then until 1936 when St. Pierre dies,

the girl becomes Mary DeLorme and paid as a girl, even though she is 19 years of age;

m. The Band assumed that the July 14, 1919 entry of "Girl Born" is "Philomene". My mother

always stated that Philomene was older than Elizabeth. This is corroborated by Elizabeth's

Baptismal Certificate dated September 7, 1918 which names "Philomine Ward" as Elizabeth's

godmother;
n. From the July 25, 1921 Pay List the Band states that "in 1921 the 2nd daughter is transferred

to #20, Sucker Creek Reserve" and "This daughter is transferred back to Sawridge #41 in

1930...and the "two daughters of Leon's, one #5 Sawridge and the other #41 Sawridge —

and neither of them are Elizabeth Ward". The Band Genealogy fails to provide evidence to

support this and other assumption and statements;
o. The Band Genealogy assumes that Josephine Cardinal marries George Hamelin, #51 Driftpile,

and is listed with a "newborn boy, Norman" on George's Driftpile Pay List July 24, 1918. How

could she be giving birth to another newborn, Elizabeth Ward, one month later, August 18,

1918?;
p. The Band suggests that Josephine Cardinal, mother to Elizabeth Ward, married George

Hamelin. They point to a woman and new born infant Norman being recorded on the July 24,

1918 Driftpile Pay List under George Hamelin #51. This is one month before Elizabeth Ward

was born, while Leon Ward was alive and married to Josephine and both were listed on the

Sawridge Pay List;
q. The Band Genealogy identifies the wife of George Hamelin as the daughter of William Giroux

#13. This cannot be my great grandmother Josephine Cardinal as her parents were Casimir

Cardinal and Sophie Masiniyoneb Willier;
r. The Band provided Driftpile Pay Lists for the period July 24, 1918 to June 24, 1944 for

George Hamelin #51. The June 23, 1939 Driftpile Pay List shows "girl born" to George

Hamelin#51. If his wife/the mother is Josephine Cardinal, in 1939 she is 48 years old. Giving

birth at this age is an inordinately long fertility period;



s. The June 23, 1939 Driftpile Pay List lists the names and ages of George Hamelin's famil
y, He

and Josephine Cardinal are listed as 44 years old. My great grandmother Josephine Cardi
nal

was born December, 1891 making her 48 years old;

t. The Driftpile Pay Lists are problematic. Whoever is accepting Treaty money for "Elizabeth

Ward Hamelin" allegedly Elizabeth Mable Ward, does not know the correct date when m
y

grandmother married DeJong or that my grandmother had two children prior to the

marriage, including my mother Roseina, born October 20, 1935;

u. Pay Lists only indicated where a person was paid at, not where their Band Membershi
p was.

If Elizabeth Ward lived near Driftpile her Treaty payments could be made at Driftpile. This

does not change her band membership to Driftpile from Sawridge, it just means her Treaty

money was paid at Driftpile;
v. Because Elizabeth's father is Leon Ward, not George Hamelin #51, under the Indian Act, 

her

membership was in her father's Band, which is Sawridge;

w. Elizabeth Ward's father died while she was an infant. Elizabeth Ward was given to Ber
nard

and Louisa Halcrow to raise. They did not adopt Elizabeth;

x. The Band failed and/or refused to provide evidence as to which Band Elizabet
h Mable Ward,

born August 18, 1918, was paid out when she married a non-Indian and was "
commuted;

y. In 2003 my mother Roseina Ward Lindberg was Court added to the Sawridge 
Band List. The

Crown lawyer relied on evidence the Court accepted in support of Roseina Ward b
eing added

to the Sawridge Band List. None of this evidence was successfully appealed, discl
osed to me

or provided at my March 9, 2013 Appeal. How can the Band now challenge this?

z. The Band unsuccessfully challenged the paternity of Elizabeth Courtreille, who
 was also

added to the Band List by the same Court Order that added my mother Roseina;

23. The Band Genealogy confuses, disputes and distorts facts including:

a. the recorded paternity of Elizabeth Mable Ward on her birth, baptismal and marr
iage

certificates;
b. the entitlement of Leon's children and wife to membership in his Band;

c. the 1917 and 1919 Sawridge Pay List evidence showing 2 girls born;

d. the evidence tendered by the Crown, accepted by the Court, adding my mother to th
e

Band List, upheld on Appeal;

e. Other evidence including that set out in paragraph 22;

24. The Band did not produce all the evidence and none of the original Pay Lists it re
lied on or other

evidence including the Band which paid the per capita share to Elizabeth Mable Ward
 when she

was enfranchised for marrying a non-Indian. It selected some Analyses of Pay Lists. T
here is

some evidence showing that researcher comments were later added to the Pay List Analys
es as

comments of the Indian Agent.

25. The Band did not make timely disclosure of who authored the Band Genealogy a
nd failed to

collaborate with us in creating our Ward family genealogy. Were there other Josephin
e

Cardinal's? Our family research suggests that the Josephine Cardinal who was the widow
 of Leon

Ward was born in December 1891 and baptized January 23, 1892. She married Leon Wa
rd

September 9, 1906 and gave birth to their first child in 1908-1910. Her parents were Casi
mir

Cardinal and Sophie Masiniyoneb Willier. The Band document identifies the wife of Georg
e

Hamelin as the daughter of William Giroux #13. This suggests there is more tha
n one Josephine

Cardinal.

The i.ppeal Ignored Our Family's Oral History Evidence

26. At the time of the 1918 Pay Lists, a flu epidemic killed many people in the L
esser Slave Lake

area. I do not have a copy of the Death Certificate for Leon Ward but our family
 oral history

evidence suggests he may have died in that epidemic leaving infant Elizabeth fatherl
ess.



27. Our oral history evidence suggests that following the death of Leon Ward, Josephine Cardinal

gave Elizabeth Mable Ward to Bernard and Louisa Halcrow to take care of. This was not a legal

adoption. According to my mother, Elizabeth Mable Ward lived with Bernard and Louisa Halcrow.

28. Elizabeth Mable Ward was never a part of the George Hamelin family. Elizabeth Mable Ward

never was a Hamelin and never lived with the Hamelins nor is George Hamelin listed on her birth,

baptism or marriage certificates,

29. Philomene was Elizabeth's older sister.

30. Attached as Exhibit 3, is an application for admission to St. Andrews Indian Residential School

dated September 14, 1931 by Bernard and Louisa Halcrow as Guardians to Elizabeth Ward. On

the backside of that document, there is a Certificate of Health for Elizabeth Ward. Both sides of

the application states her age as 13 years old. This further corroborates the birth, baptismal and

marriage certificate evidence that Elizabeth was born August 18, 1918 and is the daughter of

Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal.

31. Elizabeth Ward is never listed as a Hamelin on her Marriage Certificate, Baptismal or Birth

Certificate or application for admission to school. She was always a Ward and never a Hamelin.

The lineage of Elizabeth Mable Ward is that she is the daughter of Leon Ward, which the Court

confirmed when it recognized her daughter, Roseina, as belonging to the Sawridge Band.

32. The Band has placed much weight on oral history evidence, however, not our family's oral history

evidence or the conclusive and best evidence, the Birth, Baptismal, School Application and

Marriage Certificates of Elizabeth Mable Ward, all recording her parents as Leon Ward and

Josephine Cardinal.

33. Consistent with the Sawridge Pay Lists, we were told that Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal had

three other children besides Elizabeth Mable Ward. These were:

a. Norman Ward
b. John Ward
c. Philomene Ward

34. The Band did not seek our oral history evidence or other evidence nor did it's author collaborate

with us in creating the Band Genealogy. I believe the Band Genealogy influenced those voting on

my Appeal, arguing that I belong at Driftpile, not Sawridge.

The Band Membership Application and Process

35. In December 2003, I requested from the Band an application form for Membership.

36. On January 22, 2004 I received a letter from Mike McKinney, Executive Director/General Counsel

for the Band, attached as Exhibit K with a membership application form of about 43 pages with

instructions to return the form with a copy of my status card. In addition, I was to include

numerous essays, letters of character reference, and copies of vital documents,

37. On March 25, 2004 the completed application for membership, with required documentation, was

sent via registered mail and received by the Band.

38. On November 25, 2004 I placed a phone call to the Band to ask about the status of my

application for membership. I spoke to Lorna at the Chief's office and was told my application



had not been reviewed. She undertook to have someone call me as to whe
n I will receive a

response. I never received a return call.

39. Between 2004 and 2010 I periodically called the Band office at leas
t once a year. There was no

progress on my application. I always received the same type of resp
onse.-No one wanted to

know who I was. When I would express my concern about how long
 the process was taking, I

was told they had a lot of applications to go through.

40. On December 9, 2010 I placed another phone call to the Band inqu
iring about the status of my

application. I was told the Council was going through applications on T
uesday December 14,

2010. The person I spoke to would not take down my name or give me 
any further information. I

asked if there were some sort of statute of limitations and was informe
d there was not. She was

not concerned that my application was dated 2004.

41. I was never informed or given the opportunity to answer any quest
ions or concerns the Band had

or to participate in a meeting or interview with the Chief and Council or
 it's designate.

42. On November 8, 2012, attached as Exhibit L, I received a regi
stered letter signed by Mike

McKinney, Executive Director/General Counsel to the Band, dated
 October 31, 2012 advising me

the Council had denied my application for membership. Their reason
s were:

a. They do not recognize my connection to Sawridge through my 
mother, Roseina Lindberg,

because they do not recognize my mother's connection to Sawrid
ge. Yet my mother is on the

Band List, pursuant to the Court Order by Justice James Huges
sen dated March 27, 2003;

b. I do not have any specific "right" to have my entered on the Band li
st;

c. Even if I had shown a connection, they didn't feel it was in the Band
's best interests;

d. They took into account my character and lifestyle without
 any evidence of the standard set

by existing band members if judged on the same subjective criteria.

43. My application demonstrates I am of good character and an abs
olute family oriented person who

has worked hard to teach my children values and morals of a higher
 standard,

44, On November 13, 2012 I sent a Letter of Appeal to the Band vi
a registered mail.

45. On November 21, 2012 I received, via regular mail, a Notice of Meet
ing of the Electors to hear

my Appeal on January 5, 2013. The notice is dated November 21, 2012, the 
same date I received

it. Attached to this my Affidavit is Exhibit "M", a true copy of the Novemb
er 21, 2012 Notice.

46. The Band, included their membership processing form in Exhibit M
, and agreed my character

and lifestyle was 'not a detriment'. Exhibit M was mailed with the Not
ice of Appeal to be held

January 5, 2013. The form indicates the following:

• I am employed, debt free;

• own my own home;
• no criminal record;
• no driver's license suspension;

• hardworking and self-sufficient;

• good student;
• positive letters of reference from 3 people who have known me — one refe

rence

knew me for 25 years);

47. On December 13, 2012 I received, via Registered mail, a second Noti
ce of Meeting of the

Electors to hear my Appeal on January 5, 2013. The notice is dated November 2
1, 2012. The only

difference between the two notices, in my view, is that in the mail out re
ceived December 13,



2012, the Membership processing form is now marked "Draft". Attached as Exhibit "N" is a true
copy of the notice I received December 13, 2012.

48, I decided not to attend the Appeal at Slave Lake on January 5, 2013. I felt it was all just a matter
of formality, my exclusion from membership a foregone conclusion, Given the time the process
had taken, the lack of a fair process, the denial by Chief and Council using subjective criteria
without any interview or effort to fairly assess me or afford me a reasonable chance to address
their concerns and questions, no discussion of balanced options such as a probationary period,
and other factors, all pointed to a forgone conclusion. I believed there was no point In attending.

49. On February 19, 2013 I received a notice of a new date to hear my Appeal, March 9, 2013
Attached as Exhibit "0" are true copies of same,

50. On February 21, 2013 I received the Band Genealogy, attached as Exhibit H, dated February 19,
2013 from Donna Brown, administrative assistant, and copies of various pay lists. Information in
the Band document, as explained elsewhere, was not in the least accurate, fair or balanced,

51. On March 9, 2013 I attended the Appeal with my mother Roseina and my sister Gina. From the
moment we arrived, the hostility, unfriendliness, tension, unease and suspicion was palpable. A
person named Rarihokwats, who chaired the Appeal, suggested my mother, an elderly Band
Member, wait in the waiting room before the voting occurred even though she had a right as a
member to be present. The underlying suggestion was that we did not belong to Sawridge and
were not welcome. It was clear that minds were made up.

52. At the Appeal I was taken aback by the suggestion we belong to Driftpile. We have no roots or
relatives in the Driftpile First Nation.

53. I became so unnerved by the atmosphere I was hindered in speaking to the 5 pages of
documents and other information I had. I gave Rarihokwats the Birth Certificate for my
grandmother Elizabeth Mable Ward listing her parents as Leon Ward and Josephine Cardinal. I do
not know if copies were given to and read by the Band Members. I believe members who voted
against allowing my Appeal may have been influenced by the Band document endorsed by their
leaders and professional advisors that Elizabeth Mable Ward was not the daughter of Leon Ward
but the daughter of George Hamelin #51 and she belonged to Driftpile, not Sawridge.

54. The March 9, 2013 Appeal including the deliberations of the electors lasted the full day. They
were unable to reach a consensus. A secret vote was taken and later I learned my Appeal was
denied.

55. Sometime in April, 2013, I received from Ed Molstad, of Parlee McLaws LLP, present at my
Appeal as one of the paid professionals, a copy of the Decision from the Appeal Committee
chaired by Rarihokwats. My Appeal was denied. This Decision is attached as Exhibit "P".

My Concerns With the Process and Membership Rules

56. The Membership Application form I filled out was about 43 pages and extremely invasive,

57. The decision making process took almost 10 years.

58. The Applicant should not have to "prove" they are worthy or meet some other subjective criteria
that can easily be abused. If they are the child of a band member this should be of considerable
if not decisive weight. Descent should be conclusive of membership and only in rare
circumstances be overruled.



59. There is a power imbalance, lack of fairness and impartiality against applicants inherent in the

process. Members who reside close to the Band office and their close family may be unlikely to

dissent from the decision of Chief and Council and allow an applicant's Appeal.

60. The process did not allow a fair opportunity to know in advance, present and ask questions on 
all

relevant facts, concerns, reasons and principles both prior to the Chief and Council decision or on

Appeal.

61. The decision making process for band membership should ensure that applicants are equally

entitled to a fair process and equality of the law like other people in Canada.

62. There should be a period of time before the Decision and the Appeal in which the applican
t can

meet with Chief and Council and electors one on one, and address any questions or concerns.

63. Issues should be clearly identified in advance of the Decision and Appeal with a fair pr
ocess to

address these.

64. All applicants should have timely and full disclosure of a►l information the Band has gathered
relevant to their application and Appeal.

65. Applicants on Appeal should be given the names and contact information for all electors. All

electors should be allowed to vote, not just those who live close by to the Band office or their
close family who come to support their family members living on reserve. Some members may be
dependent on Band resources and the decisions of Chief and Council for their necessities.

66. A period of probation and/or conditional membership should be granted where existing members
and the applicant, through no one's fault, do not know one another. Not knowing one another
should not be an excuse to deny someone the same birthright members enjoy.

67. The discriminatory provisions of the Membership Rules should be changed particularly as it
impacts children. All applicants should be treated equally, not based on who likes, supports or
knows who.

68. Discriminatory thinking and mindsets should not determine membership. I should not be
discriminated against because of a circumstance that existed or an action that was taken by my
mother, grandmother, the Indian Agent, the Band or others.

69. The rules should provide for certainty based on descent and relationship. Subjective factors such
as "character", "lifestyle" and "knowledge of the history and customs" should be re-assessed as
these are too subjective.

70. The Chief and Council should not decide membership applications. They have a vested interest in
satisfying their current political constituency who arguably have an interest in excluding people
from membership to retain control and maintain a larger per capita share of resources. The
process needs an independent, impartial and unbiased decision maker like a Tribunal or body
with security of remuneration and tenure. I am advised by Catherine Twinn and do verily believe
she recommended this but it has not been implemented.

71. Despite Sam Twinn specifically requesting such, the Band did not collaborate with me in building
the Band Genealogy for my family and did not take into account critical evidence we provided or
had.



72. The "Chair" of the Appeal process should in fact be independent, neutral an
d impartial.

Rarihokwats influenced and controlled the Appeal process under the guise
 of being an impartial,

independent, neutral party. I am informed by Catherine Twinn and do verily beli
eve he is a paid

consultant to the Chief and Council, has refused to disclose his compensation
 and performs

multiple paid tasks for the Band including:

• Assisting the Band on litigation;

• Conducting Research;
• Drafting Court documents including the Band's Statement of Claim filed March 31

, 2015

in the Court of Queen's Bench as Action 1503-04882 contesting compliance with 
the

First Nations Financial Transparency Act;

• Drafting Laws and the Constitution of the First Nation at the direction of t
he Chief and

Council;
• Drafting Policies for the Band;
• Acting as Speaker of the Sawridge Legislative Assembly to push through t

he laws he

has drafted;
• Supporting the Chief in securing speaking opportunities and making prese

ntations;

• Supporting Mike McKinney the in house Band lawyer on issues including draft
ing Permit

forms so Chief and Council control if spouses, children and others can live wi
th a band

member on reserve;
• Recommending a legislative strategy and timetable for Band laws;

• Other;

73. There are no objective criteria in the Band's Rules, just vague, subj
ective and uncertain criteria

such as character and lifestyle with no fair process to assess this. Trans
parency and disclosure

well in advance of any decision should be required including disclosure of infor
mation that is

being considered with a fair and meaningful opportunity to reply. The proces
s must be fair,

reasonable, timely, transparent, accountable, unbiased and non-discrimina
tory.

Post Appeal

74. There was no honest effort to identify and resolve contested facts in adv
ance of the Chief and

Council Decision on my application or my Appeal. There was not a clear and 
balanced

presentation of all the evidence at the March 9, 2013 hearing. Band members
 were not enabled,

even if so motivated, to make a fair, unbiased and informed decision on my Appe
al.

75. I was not invited or given a fair opportunity to have input into the Band Genealogy
 about my

grandmother's paternity presented to the Band members March 9, 2013 or 
collaborate in

addressing a fair and balanced presentation of contested facts.

76. The Band is very small, only 44 members. The Band imported outside paid p
rofessionals for my

Appeal. Rarihokwats chaired the Appeal, led the process, controlled informa
tion, inappropriately

influenced decision making and without disclosure, authored the Band G
enealogy. I consider the

paid professionals to have played an enabling role in this gross wrongdoing a
nd obvious

manipulation of the vote to deny my Appeal. Their combined conduct enabled the Chi
ef and

Council in an improper purpose of unfairly considering and excluding my equa
l entitlement to

membership.

77. The Band Genealogy that is supposedly my family genealogy still makes my
 head spin and I

wonder if that was the author's intention. Being a reasonable person, I cou
ld see how

assumptions could be made from historical entries, however, the assumpti
ons and conclusions in

the Band Genealogy are speculative and unreasonable. The Band should disc
lose all its research

and information it uses with regard to membership applications, which it h
as not.



78. When I reflect on the whole process including the Appeal, I still feel anxiety, frustration and

sadness. Especially when I consider my grandmother and her paternity as Leon's daughter. My

grandmother suffered violence in life and now in death.

79. I contacted Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) a number of times

after the March 9, 2013 Appeal hearing to confirm and request information but the process is so

slow. Without information, I was not in a position to appeal. As a single parent I did not have

money to retain a lawyer and appeal, I have no chance against the notorious resources and

litigation muscle of the Band that has spent millions of dollars on litigation to exclude people from

membership.

80. I've subsequently learned about other Sawridge women who married non-Indian men and the

status of their minor children upon their mother's enfranchisement by marrying a non-Indian

man.

81. I am aware that Lilly Potskin, a Band member, attended the wedding of Pauline Twin w
ho

married a non-Indian man named Hammers in about 1966. Pauline is sister to Bertha L'Hirondelle

and Clara Midbo and mother to Vera McCoy. Vera McCoy's son Justin Twin and daughter Winona

Twin were Band Councillors who rejected my application for Band membership.

82. I want the Band to confirm that Pauline Twin was enfranchised as a result of her marriage
 to a

non-Indian and the enfranchisement of her minor daughter, Vera McCoy nee Twin, postponed.

Vera McCoy is a Band member. I want to understand why people in the same factual

circumstances as me and my family are treated differently. Vera McCoy married a non-Indian

man, Jody McCoy, and their two children, Jaclyn Twin and Justin Twin, are Band Members, Justin

Twin, up until recently, was a Band Councillor and is a Sawridge Trustee. Jaclyn Twin is an

elected official of the Band.

83. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the )

City of Red Deer,
in the Province of Alberta 

)
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Intervr Itt;

t1] In this action, started some 17 years ag
o, the plaintiff has sued the Crown seeking

 a

declaration that the 1985 amend
nients to the Indian Act, B.S.C. 1985, c.1e5, c

ommonly
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known as Bill C-31, ar
e unconstitutional. While I s

hall later deal in detail
 with the precise

text of the relevant ame
ndments, I cannot do better he

re than reproduce the Co
urt ofAppeal's

brief description of the th
rust of the legislation when

 it set aside the fsratjudg
ment herein and

ordered a new trial:

Briefly put, this legislation, whil
e conferring on Indian han

ds the rightto control 
their own band lists,

obliged bands to include i
n their membership certain

 persons who became add
ed to Indian status by

virtue of the 1985 legislation. Suc
h persons included: wom

en who bed become di
sent4tied to Indian status

through marriage to non-India
n men and the children of suc

h women; those who ha
d lost status because

their mother and paternal grand
mother were non•Indian

 and had gained Indian s
tatus through marriage

to an Indian; and those wh
o had lost status on the basis th

at they were illegitima
te offspring of en Indian

woman and a uØ-lgdian man.
 Bands assuming control 

of their band lists woul
d he obliged to accept all

these people as members, Su
ch bands would also be a

llowed, if they chose, t
o accept certain other

categories of persons previou
sly excluded front Indian stat

us,

[Sawridge Band v. Canada
 (C.A4), [199713 F.C. 580

 at paragraph 2]

[2] The Crown defendant now m
oves for the following in

terlocutory relief:

a. An interlocutory deelarad
on that, pending a final deter

mination of the Plaintiffs ac
tion, in accordance

with the provisions of the Indian A
ct, RISC. 1985 e. I-5, as .am

ended, (the "Indian Oct,
 19$3") the

Individuals who acquired the r
ight to be members of the Sawr

idge Band before it took
 control of its own

Band List, shall be deemed
 to be registered on the Band Lis

t as members of the Sawrid
ge Band, with the

MI rights and privileges enjoyed
 by all band members;

b. In the Alternative, an interl
ocutory mandatary Injunction

, pending a final resolution of
 the Plaintiffs'

action, requiring the Plain
tiffs to enter or register on the

,Sawridge Band List the n
ames of the individuals

who acquired the tight to be
 members of the Sawridge Band 

before it took control of its
 Bend list. with

the full rights and privilege
s enjoyed by all band memb

ers,

(3) The basis of the Crown's requ
est is the allegation that th

e plaintiff Band has

consistently and persistently
 refused to comply with the 'rem

edial provisions of C-31, with

the result that ll women
, who had formerly been me

mbers of the Band and had
 lost both

their Indian status and thei
r Band membership by marr

iage to non•Indans pursuant
 to the

former provisions of sectio
n 12(1 )b of the Act, are sti

ll being denied the benefits o
f the

amendments.
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[41 Because these women are'gett
ing on in years (a twelfth 

member of the group, has

already died and one other is s
eriously ill) and because th

e action, despite intensive
 case

management over the pa
st five years, still seems to, be a

 long way from being read
y to have

the date of the new trial set d
own, the Crown alleges that i

t is urgent that 1 should 
provide

some form of interim relief be
fore it is too late.

[53 In my view, the critical and by
 far the most important quest

ion raised by this motion

is whether the Band, as the C
rown alleges, is in fact refusing 

to follow the provisions ofC.3
1

or whether, as the Band alleg
es, it is simply exercising the 

powers and privileges granted
 to

it by the Legislation itself. 1 s
hall turn to that question shortly, 

but before doing so, I want

to dispose of a number of subsid
iary or incidental questions wh

ich were discussed during the

hearing.

[6) First, I am quite satisfied that the
 relief sought by the Crown in 

paragraph a, above

is not available: An interim decl
aration of right is a contradict

ion in terms. 1.f a court finds

that a right exists, a deZlaration
 to that effect is the end of the m

atter and nothing remains to.

be dealt with in the final jud
gment. lf, on the other hand, th

e right is not established to the

court's satisfaction, there can b
e no entitlement to have an un

proved right declared to exist.

(See Sankey v, Minister of Transp
ort and Stanley Ey Haskins, [1979

3 1 F.C. 134 (F.C.TD.))

I accordingly treat the motion as 
though it were simply seeking 

an interlocutory injunction.
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[7] Second, in the unusual and perhap
s unique circumstances

 of this case, I accept the

submission that since b am deal
ing with a motion seeking a

n interlocutory injunction, 
the

well-known three part test
 established in such cases as 

Manitoba (Attorney Gener
al) v.

Metropolitain Stores (MTS) Ltd,
 [1987] 1 S,C.R. 110 and 

R J R Macdonald v, Canada

(Attorney General), [1994]
 1 S.C.R. 311 should in e

ffect be reversed. The univer
sally

applicable general rule for anyon
e who contests the consti

tutionality of legislation is t
hat

such legislation must be ob
eyed unless and until it is ei

ther stayed by court order or 
is set

aside on final judgment, Here
, assuming the Crown's all

egations of non-compliance a
rc

correct, the plaintiff Band has ef
fectively.given itself an inj

unction and has chosen to act 
as

though the law which it contest
s did not exist. 1 can only pe

rmit this situation to contin
ue

if 1 am satisfied that the pl
aintiff could and should hav

e been, given an interlocu
tory

injunction to suspend the effect
s of C-31 pending trial. App

lying the classic test, therefo
re,

requires that I ask myself if th
e plaintiff has raised a ser

ious issue in its attack on the 
law,

whether the enforcement of the
 law will result in irreparable ha

rm to the plaintiff,  and finally,

determine where the balance
 of convenience lies, I do no

t accept the proposition that

because the injunction sought 
is of a mandatory nature, th

e test should in any way be

different from that set down in t
he cited cases. (See Ansa Intern

ational Rent-A-Car (Canada)

LuL v. American International Re
nt-A-Car Corp., [1990] F.CJ.

 No. 514; 32 C.P.R. (3d)

340.)
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[8) It is not contested by the Cro
wn that the plaintiff meet

s the first part of the test, but

it seems clear to me that it 
cannot possibly meet the ot

her tvvo parts. It is very rar
e that the

enforcement of a duly adopte
d law will result in irreparable 

harm and there is nothing he
rein

which persus.des me that this is s
uch a rarity. Likewise, whatev

er inconvenience the plaintiff

may suffer by admitting 11 o
ld ladies to membership is 

nothing compared both to 
the

damage to the public inter
est in having Parliament's law

s flouted and to the private i
nterests

of the women in question wh
o, at the present rate of pr

ogress, are unlikely ever t
o benefit

from a law which was adopted
 with people in their positi

on specifically in mind.

[9] Thirdly, I reject thepropositi
on put forward by the plaintif

f that would deny the Court

the power to issue the inju
nction requested because th

e Crown has not alleged a ca
use of

action in support thereof in its
 statement of defence. .The Cou

rt's power to issue injunctio
ns

is granted by section 44 of t
he Federal Court Act and is

 very broad. Interpreting a si
milar

provision in a provincial statu
te in the case of Canadia

n Pacific Ltd. v. Brotherhood 
of

Maintenance of Way Employees
 Canadian Pacific System Fe

deration, [199612 S.C.R. 49
5,

the Supreme Court said at pag
e 505:

Canadian courts since Chann
el Tunnel have applied it for t

he proposition that the court
s have

Jurisdiction to grant an injunction
 where there is ajusticiable ri

ght, wherever that right may fa
il

to be detorrnined..,This accords
 with the niorc general rocogn

ition throughout Canada that t
he

good may grant interim relief wh
ere final relief will be grant

ed in another forum.
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[10] The Supremo Court of Canada confirmed the Fe
deral Court of Canada's broad

jurisdiction to grant relief under section 44 a Canada (HR
G) v. Canadian Liberty Net, [1998]

1 S.C.R. 626.

[11] Likewise, I do not accept the plaintiffs argument to 
the effect that the Crown has no

standing to bring the present motion. I have already
 indicated that I feel that there is a strong

public interest at play 41 upholding the laws of Canada unl
ess and until they are struck down

by a court of competent jurisdiction. That interest is
 uniquely and properly represented by

the Crown and its standing to bring the motion is, 
in my view, unassailable.

[12] Finally, the plaintiff argued strongly that the women
 in questimi, have not applied for

membership. This argument is a simple "red her
ring", It is quite true that.only some of

them have applied in accordance with the 
Banes membership rules, but that fact begs the

question as to whether those rules can lawfully be 
used to deprive them of rights to which

Parliament has declared them to be entitled. Th
e evidence is clear that ail of the women in

question wanted and sought to become members o
f the Band and that they were refused at

least implicitly because they did not or could n
ot •fulfil the rules' onerous application

requirements.
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(13] This blings Tno at last to the maiel question: 
has the Band, refused to comply with the

provisions åf C-31 se as to deny to the 11 wo
men ity question tite rights guaranteed to them

by that legislation?

(14] I start by setting out the principal relevant prov
isions,

2,(1) "rnember of a band" mens a person whos
e name appears on a Band List or who is enti

llIed

to have his name appear on a Rand List.

S. (t) Thore shell bc maintained in the Department an 
Indian Register in whioh atletl be recorded

the name of every person who Is ~lcd t
o be registered as en indian under this Act.

(3) The Registrer may et any time add to or 
delete from the Indian Rasister the

 name of any

person who, in acoordance with this Act, ia ent
itlod or not entitied, as the cas&may be, to have

his name included in the indian Register.

(5) The name of a person who is entiticd t
a be registered is not required to be recordc

d ie the

Indian Register unloss an application for regis
tration is made to the Registrer.

6, (1) Subjcet to seetion 7, a person is cntitled to be 
registered if

TV.

(e) the name of that person was omitte
d or doleted from the Indian Register, 

or from

a band list prior to September 4, 1951, un
der subparagraph 12(1)(a)(iv), Paragraph

12(1)(b) or subsection 12(2) or under subpa
ragraph 12(1)(e)(11i) pursuent to an order

made under subseotion 109(2), as cach provisi
on read immediately prior to April 17,

1985, or under any.former provision of th
is Act relating to the same subj ect.mattor

 as

any of those provtrions;

8. ner* ettall be mainteined in acoor
dance with this Act for each band a Band List i

n which

ahall be entered the name of every person 
who Is a member of *at band,

9. (1) Until sueh time as a band assumer con
trOl of b Band List, the Band List of thet ba

nd stall

bo maintained in the Department by the Regis
trer.

(2) Tbc urnes in a Band List of a band immed
iataly prior to April 17,1985, skall oonst

itute

the Band List of thet band on April 17, 198
5.

(3) The Registrer may at any time add to 
or delete fram a Band List maintained in the

Department the name of any person who, in accardance With 
this Act, is entitled or not entitied,

es the case may be, to have hia name inc
lu dcd in that List.

“1/
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(5) The name ota person w
ho Is entitled to have his name entere

d in a Band List maintained

in the Department Is not requ
ired to be entered therein unle

ss an application for entry ther
ein is

made to the Registrar.

10. (1) A band may assume control
 of its own membership if it 

establishes membership rule
s for

itselfin writing in ■ccordanoe with this section and if; 'an' the bend has given appropriate notice

of its intention to assume control of Its own membership, a majority of the eleetors of the band

gives its consent to the band's control of Its own membership,

(2) A band may, pursuant to the consent eta majority of the electers of the band,

(a) after it has given appropriate notice of its intention to do so, establish membership

rules for itself; and

(b) provide for a mechanism for reviewing decisions on membership.

(4) Membership rules established by a band under this acetion may not deprive any person

who had the right to have his name entered in the Band List'for that band, Immediately prior to

the time the rules were established, of the right te have his name so entered by reason only II

situation that existed or an action that was taken before the rules came into force,

(5) For greeter certainty, subsection (4) applies In respect of a person who was entitled to have

his name entered in the Band List under paragraph 11( 1 )(c) immediately before the band

asaumed control of the Band List if that person does not subsequently cease to be entitled to have

his name entered in the Band List. •

(6) Where the conditions set out in subsection (1) have been met with respect to a band, the

council of the band shall forthwith give notice to the Minister in writing that the band Is

assuming control of its own membership and shall provide the Minister with a copy of the

membership rules for the band,

(7) On receipt of a notice from the council of a band under Subsection (6), the Minister shell,

if the conditions set out In subsection (1) have been complied with, forthwith

(a) give notice to the band that it has control of its own membership; and

(b) direct the Registrar to provide the band with a copy of the Band List maintained

in the Department.

(8) Where a band assumes control ef its membership under this section, the membership rules

established by the band shall have effect from the day on which notice is given to the Minister

under subsection (6), and any additions to or deletions from the Bend List of the band by the

Registrar on or after that day are of no effect unless they arc in accordance with the membership

rules established by the band.

(9) A band shall maintain its own Band List from the date on which a copy of the Band List

is received by the band under paragraph (7)(b), and, subject to section 13,2, the Department shall

have no ti►rther responsibility with respect to that Band List from that date,

(10) A band may at any time add to or delete from a Band List maintained by it the name of

any person who, in accordance with the membership rules of the band„ is entitled or not entitled,

as the case may be, to have hia name included in that list.
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I I. (1) Commencing on April 17,19
85, a person is entitled to ha

ve his name entered in a 
Band

List maintained in the Departme
nt for a band if

(c) that person is entitled to be registe
red under paragraph 6(1)(

o) and ceased to be a

member of that band by reason of
 the circumstances set out in

 that paragraph;•

(2) Commencing on the day tha
t is iwo years after the day that

 an Act entitled An Act 
to

amend the Indian Act, Introduced i
n the Rouso of Commons o

n February 28, 1985, is 
assented

to, or on such earlier day as may
 be agreed to under section 13

.1, where a band does not h
ave

control of its Band List under th
is Act, a person is entitled to 

have his name entered in
 a Band

List maintained in the Department
 for the band ,

(a) if that person Is entitled to be r
egistered under paragraph 6(I

)(d) or (e) and ceased

to be a member of that band by re
ason of the circumstances set o

ut In that paragraph;

or

(b) if thatperson is entitled to b
e registered under paragraph

 6(l)(f) or subsection 6(2)

and a parent referred to in that pro
vision is entitled to have hi

s name guttered in the

Band List or, if no. longer living, 
was at the time of death ent

itled to have his nam
e

entered in the Band List,

[15] The amending statute was adopt
ed on June 27, 1985 but w

as made to take effect

retroactivelyto April 17, 1985,
 the date on which section 15 o

f the Charter took effect. This

fact in itself, without more, is
 a strong indication that one of

 the priMe objectives of the

legislation was to bring th
e provisions of the Indian Oct in

to line with the new requireme
nts

of that section, particularly a
s they relate to gender equality

.

[16] On July 8, 1985, the Band gave
 notice to the Minister that it

 intended to avail itself

a

of the provisions of section 10 all
owing it to assume control of

 its own Band List and that

,data, therefore, is the effectiv
e date of the coming into force o

f the Band's membership rules.

Because C-31 was technically i
n force but realistically unenfor

ceable for over two months

before it was adopted and becau
se the Band wasted no time in

 assuming control of its own

Band List, none of the 11 wome
n who are in question here wer

e able to have their names
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entered on the Band List by the Registrar pri
or to the date on which the B

control.

[117] The relevant provisions of the Band's membership
 rules are as follows:.

took such

3. each of the following Persons shall have 
a right to have his or her name entered in t

he Band

,s• .
(a) any person who, but for the establishment of th

ese rule, would be entitled pursuant

to subsection 11(1) of the Act to have his or her na
me entered in the Band List required

to be maintained in the Department and who, at
 any time after these rules come into

force, either

(i) is lawfully resident on the reserve; or

(ii) has applied for membership in the band and, 
in the judgment of the Band

Council, has a significant commitment to,
 and knowledge of, the history,

customs, traditions, culture and communal life 
(Idle Bend and a character

and lifestyle that would not cause his or her 
admission to membership in the

Band to be dotrimentai to the CAN welfare or adva
ncement of the Band;

CV.

S. In considering an application under section 3,
 the Band Council shall not refuse to enter 

the

name of the applicant in the Band List by rea
son only of a situation that existed or 

en action that

was taken before these Rules carne into force,

*AO

11. The Band Council may consider and deal wit
h applications made pursuant to section 3 

of •

these Rules according to such procedure and 
as such time or times is it shall determine

 in ill

discretion and, without detracting from the 
generality of the foregoing, the Band Council m

ay

conduct such interviews, require such .evidenee a
nd may deal with any two or mere 9f suc

h •

applications separately or together as it shall dclorr
nino in its discretion.

[ 18] Section 3 (a)(i) and (ii) clearly create pre-conditi
ons to membership for acquired rights

individuals, referred to in this provision by
 reference to section 11(1) of the Act. Those

individuals must either be resident on the rese
rve, or they must demonstrate a significant

commitment to the Band. In addition, the process
 as described in the evidence and provided

for in section 11 of the membership rules re
quires the completion of an application form
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some 43 pages in length and calling upon t
he applicant to write several essays well as to

submit to interviews.

(19] The question that arises from these provisions and 
counsel's submissions is whether

the Act provides for an automatic entitleme
nt tot ad membership for women who had los

t

it by reason of the former paragraph 12(1)(b). 
If it does, then the pre-conditions establis

hed

by the Band violate the legislation.

[20] Para .h 6(1)(c) of the Act entitles, inter eta, wom
en who lost their status and

membership because they married non-Indian m
en to be registered as status Indians.

[21] Paragraph 11(1)(c) establishes, inter alia, an
 automatic entitlement for the women

referred to in paragraph 6(1)(c) to have their name
s added to the Band List maintained in the

Department

[22] These two prOvisions establish both an 
entitlement to Indian status, and an

entitlement to have ono's name added to a Ba
ud List maintained by the Department, These,

provisions do not specifically address whet
her bands have the same obligation as th

e

Department to add names to their Band List 
maintained by the Band itself pursuant to section

10,
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[23j Subsection 10(4) attempts to address tbis issue by stipulatin
g that nothing in a band's

membership code can operate to deprive a person of her or h
is entitlement to registration "by

reason only of a situation that existed or an action that w
as taken before the rules came into

force. For greater clarity, subsection 10(5) stipulates that
 subsection 10(4) applies to persons

automatically entitled to membership pursuant to paragraph 11(1)(c), unless they

subsequently cease to be entitled to membership.

(24] It is unfortunate that the awkward wording of subsecti
ons 10(4) and 10(5) does not

make it absolutely clear that they were intended to
 entitle acquired rights individuals to

automatic membership, and that the Band is not 
permitted to create pre-oonditiona to

membership, as it has done. The words "by reason only 
of" in subsection 10(4) do appear

to suggest that a band might legitimatelyrefiise member
ship to persons for reasons other than

those contemplated by the provision. This reading of
 subsection 10(4), however, does not

sit easily with the other provisions in the Act as wel
l as clear statements made at the time

regarding the amendments when they were' enacte
d in 1985.

[25] The meaning to be given to the word "entitled" as it 
is used in paragraph 6(1Xe) is,

clarified and extended by the definition of"member of a b
and" in section 2, which stipulates

that a person who is entitled to have his name appear o
n a Baud List is a member of the

Band. Par h 11(1)(c) requires that, commencing on April 17,1985,
 the date Bill C-31

took effect, a person was entitled to have his or her name e
ntered in a Band List maintained
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by the Dep ent of Indian Affairs for a band if, inter a1ic, th
at person was entitled to be

registered under paragraph 6(1)(c) of the 1985 Mt and 
ceased to be a member of that band

by reason of the circumstances set out in pare h 6(1)(c).

(261 While the Registrar is not obliged to enter the name °fa
tly person who does not apply

therefor (see section 9(5)), that exemption is not extended 
to a band which has control of its

list. However, the use of the imperative "sh
all" in section' 8, makes it clear that the band i

s

obliged to enter the names of all entitled persons o
n the list which it maintains, Accordingly,

on July 8, 1985, the date the Sawridge Band obt
ained control of its List, it was obliged to

enter thereon the names of the acquired rights
 women. When seen in this light, it bec

omes

clear that the limitation on a band's powers con
tained in subsections 10(4) and 10(5) is

simply a prohibition against legislating retr
ospectively ; a band may not create barriers to

membership for those persons who are by law 
already deemed to be members,

[271 Although it deals specifically with Band. Lists ma
intained in the Department, section

11 clearly distinguishe between automatic, °rune 
onditional, entitlement to membership and

conditional entitlement to membership. Subs
ection 11(1) provides for automatic entitlement.

to certain individuals as of the date the amendmen
ts came into force, Subsection 142), on

the other hand, potentially leaves to the band's 
discretion the admission of the descendants

of women who "married out,"
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[28] The debate in the House of Commons, prior 
N the enactment of the am

endments,

reveals Parliament's intention to create an aut
omatic entitlement to women wh

o had lost their

status because they married non•Indian men.
 Minister Crombie stated as foll

ows

„, today, i em seldng Hon. Members to consider legislatio
n which will eliminate: two historic

wrongs in Canada's legislation regarding Indian peopl
e. These wrongs ate discrimina

tory

treatment based on sex and the control by Governm
ent of membership in Indian communities,

[Canada, House of COMMAS' Debates
, March 1, 1985, p. 26441

[29) A little flirter, be spoke about the ca
refUl balancing between these rig

hts in the Act.

in this section, Minister Crombie r
eferred to the difference between st

atus and membership.

He stated that, while those persons wh
o lost their status and membersh

ip should have both

restored, the descendants of those pers
ons are only automatically ent

itled to status:

This legislation achieves balance and rest
s comfortably and fairly on the principle that th

ou

persona who lost status and membership shou
ld have their status and membership restored,

While there are some who would draw the line 
there, in my view fairness also demands that th

e

first generation descendants of those who wer
e wronged by discriminatory legislation should

have status under the Indian Act so that they will
 be eligible for individual benefits provided

 by

the federal Government. however, their relation
shipwith respect to membership and residency

should be determined by the relationsh
ip with the Indian communities to which they

 belong.

[Debates, supra at 2645)

[30] Still further on, the Minister stated the fun
damental purposes of amendments, and 

•

explained that, while those purposes 
may conflict, the fairest balance had been

 achieved:

have to reassert what is unshakeable for this Gov
ernment with respect to the Bill. First, it

must include removal of discriminatory provisions in
 the Indian Act; second, it shoat include the

restoration of status and membership to those wh
o test status and membership as a result of those

discriminatory provisions; and third
, it must ensure that the Indian FirstNations who wi

sh to do

so can control their own membership. Those
 are the three principles which allow us to find

balance and fairness and to proceed. conf
idently in the face of any disappointment wh

ich may

R eceived Time Mar ini 10:5IAM
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be expressed by persona or groups who were
 not able to accomplish (00 per Cent of their o

wn

partioular goals,

This is a difficult issue. it has been for many years. The challenge 
is striking. The fairest

possible baba* must be struck and 1 believe it has 
been struck in this E1111. I believe 

we have

litlfIlled the promise rode by the Prime Mi
nister in the Throne Speech that disc

rimination in the

Indian Act would be ended,

[Debates, supra at 2646]

[31] At a meeting , of the Standing Com
mittee on Indian Affairs and Northern

Development, Minister Crombie again made it 
clear that, while the Bill works to

wards full

Indian self-government, the Bill also
 has asa goal remedying past wron

gs:

Several members of this committee said 
during the debate on Friday that thi

s bill is Just a

beginning and not an end in itself, but rather 
the beginning of a process aimed at ful

l Indian self-

government. I completely agree with tha
t view, But before we can create t

he fixture, sonic of

the wrongs of the past have to be cor
rected. That is, in part, the purpose of 

Bill C-3 I...

[Canada, House of Commons, Minut
es of the Proceedings of the Special 

Committee

on Indian Affairs and Northern De
velopment, Issue no. 12, March '?,1985

 at 12:7]

[32] Furthermore, in the Minister's letter
 to Chief Walter Twinn on September 

26, 1985,

in which he accepted the' members
hip cod; the Minister reminded 

Chief Twinn of

subsections 10(4) and (5) of the Act, an
d stated as follows:

We are both aware that Parliament intend
ed that those persons listed in paragraph 6(1)

(c) would

at least initially be part of the member
ship of a Band which maintains its own li

st. Read in

isolation your membership rules would appear to
 create a prerequisite to membership of lawful

residency or significant commitment to the Band
. However, I trust that your membership

 rules

will be read in conjunction with the Act so that the
 persons who are emitted to reinstatement to

Bend membership, as a result of the Ac
t, will be placed on your Band List, T

he amendments

were designed to strike a delicate balance betw
een the right of individuals to Band memb

ership

and the right of Bands to control their 
membership, I sponsored the Band con

trol 'of membership

amendments with a strongly held mat 
thatBands would Midi their obligations and

 act fairly and

reasonably. I believe you too feel this 
way, based tin our past din-unions,

R eceived Time Mar.27. 1011AM
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(33J Sadly, it app from the Band's subsequent actions that the M
inis-tees "trot" was

seriously mispl The very provisions of the Band's rules to whi
ch the Minister drew

tion have, since their adoption, been invoked by the
 Band consistently and persistently

to refuse membership to the 11 women in questio
n. In fact, since 1985, the sand has only

admitted three acquired tights women to membership,
 all of them apparently being sisters

of the addressee of the Minister's letter.

(343 The quoted excerpts make it abundantly olear
 that Parliament intended to create an

automatic right to Band membership for certain 
individuals, notwithstanding the fact that thi

s

would necessarily limit a band's control over its 
membership.

[353 In a very moving set of submissions on behalf o
f the plaintiff,,Mrs. Twinn argued

passionately that there were many significant 
problems with constructing the legislation as

though it pits women's rights against Nati
ve rights. While I agree with Mrs. Twinn's

concerns, the debates demonstrate that ther
e 'existed at that time important differences

between the positions of several groups affected 
by the legislation, and that the legislation

was a result of Parliament's attempt to balanc
e those different concerns. As such, while

agree wholeheartedly with Mrs. Twinn that there is
 nothing inherently contradictory between

women's rights and Native rights, this legislati
on nevertheless sets out a regime for

membership that recognizes women's rig
hts at the expense Of certain Native rights.

Received Time Mar,27‘ 10:61/011
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Specifically, it entitles women w
ho lost their status and band 

membership on account of

marrying non-Indi men to automatic band mem
bership,

[36] Subsection 10(5) is further 
evidence of my conclusion t

hat the Act creates an

automatic entitlement to membe
rship, since it states, by referen

ce to paragraph 11(1)(c), that

nothing can deprive acquire
d rights individual to their autom

atic entitleinent to membership

unless they subsequently lose
 that entitlement. The band's 

membership rules do not includ
e

specific provisions that descr
ibe the circumstances in whi

ch acquired rights individuals

might subsequently lose their en
titlement to membership, Enac

ting application requirements

is certainly not enough to depriv
e acquired rights individuals oft

heir automatic entitlement

to band membership, pursuan
t to subsection 10(5). To p

ut the matter another way,

Parliament having spoken in
 terms of entitlement and a

cquired rights, it would take mo
re

specific provisions than what is
 found in section 3 of the membe

rship rules fordelegated and

subordinate legislation to take
 away or deprive 'Charter protect

ed persons of those rights.

[31] As a result, I find that the Band
's application of its membership r

ules, in which pre-

conditions have been created 
to membership, is in contraventi

on of the Indian Act.

[38] While not necessarily conclusi
ve, it seems that the Band itself t

akes the same view.

Although on the hearing of
 the present motion, it vigoro

usly asserted that it was in

compliance with the Act, its s
tatement of claim herein asserts wi

thout reservation that C-31

R eceived Time Mar.27, AD:51AM
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has the effect of imposing on it members that
 it does not want. Faragiaph 22 of the Fresh

as Amended Statement of Claim reads as fol
lows:

22. The plaintiffs state that with the enact
ment of the Amendments, Psrliatncnt a

ttempted

unilaterally to require the First Nations to admit
 certain persons to membership. The

Amendments granted individual membership
 rights in each of the First Nations withou

t their

consent, and indeed over their objection, Furthermore, su
ch membership rights were granted to

individuals without regard for their actual co
nnection to or interest in the First Natio

n, and

regardless of their Individual desires or that of th
e First Nation, or the circumstances pert

aining

the First Nation. This exercise of power by
 Parliament was unprecedented 

in the predecessor

legislation.

[39] I shalt grant the mandatory injunction as reque
sted and will specifically order that the

names of the 11 known acquired rights wom
en be added to the Band List and that 

they be

accorded all the rights of membership in th
e Band.

[40] I reserve the question of costs for the Cro
wn. If it seeks them, it should do so by

moving pursuant to Rule 369 of the Fede
ral Court Rules, 1998. While the interveners hav

e

made a useful contribution to the debate, I wo
uld not order any costs to or against them.

cRonR

The plaintiff and the persons on whose be
half she sues. being all the members of the

Sawridge Band, are hereby ordered, pending 
a final resolution of the plaintiffs action, to

enter or register on. the Sawridge Band List 
the names of the individuals who acquired the

right to be members of the Sawridge Ba
nd before it took control of its Band List, with th

e

full rights and privileges enjoyed by all Band 
members.

Received'Time Mar.27, 10t61AM,
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Without restristing the gene
rallty of.the foregoin

g, tids Order require
s that the

following persons, =la
dy, Jeannette Nancy B

oudreau, Elizabeth 
Couttoreilic, plenry

Edward DeJong, Rosei
na Anna Lindberg, Cecile

 Yvonne Loyie, Elsie 
Flora Loyie, Rita Rose

Mandel, Elizabeth Bernad
ette Poltras, Lillian An

n Marie Potsicin, Margg
et Ages Clara Wat

d

and Mary Raohel L'H
irondelle be forthwith en

tered on the Band List o
f the Sawridge Band

and be inunediately a,c
eorded all the rights and 

privileges attaohing to B
and membership,

Edmonton, Alberta '

March 27, 2003
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[1) By Order dated March 27, 2003, Hugessen J. of the Trial Divi
sion (as it then

was) granted a mandatory interlocutory injunction sought by the Crown,
 requiring the

appellants to enter or register on the Sawridge Band List the names of
 eleven individuals

who, he found, had acquired the right to be members of the Sawridge Band
 before it

took control of its Band list on July 8, 1985, and to accord the eleven indi
viduals all the

rights and privileges attaching to Band membership. The appellants
 now appeal that

Order.

HISTORY

[2] The background to this appeal may be briefly stated, An Act to amend the

Indian Act, 113.C. 1985, c. 32 (1st Supp.) (Bill C-31], was given R
oyal Assent on June 28,

1985. However, the relevant provisions of Bill C-31 were made
 retroactive to April 17,

1985, the date on which section 15, the equality guarantee, of the Cana
dian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms [the Charter] came into force.

[3] Among other things, Bill C-31 granted certain persons an entitlement t
o

status under the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. I-5 [the Act], and, arg
uably, entitlement to

membership in an Indian Band. These persons included those whos
e names were

omitted or deleted from the Indian Register by the Minister of Ind
ian and Northern

Affairs prior to April 17, 1985, in accordance with certain provisions
 of the Act as they

read prior to that date. The disqualified persons included an
 Indian woman who married

a man who was not registered as an Indian as well as certain 
other persons disqualified



by provisions that Parliament co
nsidered to be discriminator

y on account of gender. The

former provisions read:

12. (1) The following persons are n
ot 12. (1) Les personnel suiva

ntes n'ont

entitled to be registered, namely, 
pas le droit d'être inscrites

 :

(a) a person who 
a) une personne qui, selon

 le

cas :

(iii) is enfranchised, or

(iv) Is born of a marriage entered i
nto (iii) est emanclpee,

after September 4, 1951 and has

attained the age of twenty-one 
years, 

(iv) est née d'un mariage cele
bre apres

whose mother and whose father
's 

le 4 septembre 1951 et a atte
int Page

de v
mother are not persons described in 

ingt et un ans, dont la mere et la

paragraph 11(1)(a), (b) or (d) or en
titled 

grand-mere paternelle ne sont
 pas des

to be registered by virtue of pa
ragraph 

personnel decrites a l'alinea 1
1(1)a), b)

11(1)(e), 
ou d) ou admises a etre insc

rites en

vertfi de l'alinea 11(1)e),

unless, being a woman, that pe
rson is

'sad si, &apt une femme, cette

the wife or widow of a person

described in section 11; and 
personnetst repouse ou la veuv

e de

quiequ'un decrit a Particle 11;

(b) a woman who married a 
person who

is not an Indian, unless that wo
man is 

b) une femme qui a epouse un 
non-

subsequently the wife or widow
 of a

Indien, sauf sl cette femme devie
nt

person described In section 11, 
subsequemment l'epouse ou la 

veuve

d'une personne decrite a ('article 
11.

(2) The addition to a Band List o
f the

name of an Illegitimate child 
described 

(2) L'addition, i une Ilste de bande,

in paragraph 11(1)(e) may be
 protested 

du nom d'un enfant illegitime de
crit

l'alinea 11(1)e) peat faire ('objet
 d'une

at any time within twelve mont
hs after

the addition, and If on the pr
otest it is 

protestation dans les douze moll 
de

decided that the father of the 
child was 

!'addition; si, a is suite de is

not an Indian, the child is not
 entitled to

protestation, it est decide que le
 pare

de !'enfant n'e'talt pas un indien,

be registered under that para
graph.

('enfant nla pas le drolt d'être inscrit

selon cet alinea.

[4) Bill C-31 repealed these disqua
lifications and enacted the followi

ng

provisions to allow those w
ho had been stripped of their stat

us to regain it:



)

6, (1) Subject to section 7, a person is

entitled to be registered if

A ll

(c) the name of that person was

omitted or deleted from the Indian

Register, or from a band list prior to

September 4, 1951, under

subparagraph 12(1)(a)(iv), paragraph

12(1)(b) or subsection 12(2) or under

6. (1) Sous reserve de Particle 7, une

personne a le droit d'être inscrite si elle

remplit une des conditions suivantes_;

T V, c) son nom a ete orris ou

retranch6 du registre des indiens ou,

avant le 4 septembre 1951, dune liste

de bande, en vertu du sous-alinea

12(1)a)(lv), de ('alinea 12(1)b) ou du

paragraphs 12(2) ou en vertu du sous-

alinea 12(1)a)(iii) conformementa une

subparagraph 12(1)(a)(iii) pursuant to ordonnance prise en vertu du

an order made under subsection 109(2),paragraphe 109(2), dans leur version

as each provision read immediately anterieure au 17 avril 1985, ou en vertu

prior to April 17, 1985, or under any de toute disposition anterieure de la

former provision of this Act relating to presente loi portant sur le meme sujet

the same subject-matter as any of thoseque celui dune de ces dispositions;

provisions;
•••

11. (1) Commencing on April 17, 1985, a 11. (1) A compter du 17 avril 1985, une

person is entitled to have his name personne a droit a ce que son nom soit

entered in a Band List maintained in the consigne dans une liste de
 bande tenue

Department for a band if pour cette derniere au ministere si elle

remplit une des conditions suivantes:

l et

(c) that person is entitled to be

registered under paragraph 6(1)(c) and c) elle a le droit d'être inscr
ite en vertu

ceased to be a member of that band by de ranee 6(1)c) eta ces
se d'être un

reason of the circumstances set out in membre de cette bande en raison des

that paragraph; circonstances prevues a cet alinea;

[5] By an action originally commenced on January 15, 1986, the appellants c
laim

a declaration that the provisions of Bill C-31 that confer an entitle
ment to Band

membership are inconsistent with section 35 of the Constitution
 Act, 1982 and are,

therefore, of no force and effect. The appellants say that an Indi
an Band's right to

control its own membership is a constitutionally protected Aborig
inal and treaty right

and that legislation requiring a Band to admit persons to memb
ership is therefore

unconstitutional.



0
[61 This litigation is now in its eig

hteenth year, By Notice o
f Motion dated

November 1, 2002, the Crow
n applied for:

an Interlocutory mandatory in
junction, pending a final 

resolution of the Plaintiff's 
action,

requiring the Plaintiffs to ente
r or register on the Sawr

idge Band List the names
 of the

individuals who acquired th
e right to be members of

 the Sawridge Band be
fore it took

control of its Band list, with t
he full rights and privileg

es enjoyed by all band mem
bers.

[7) The basis of the Crown's ap
plication was that until

 legislation is found to be

unconstitutional, it must b
e complied with. The man

datory injunction applic
ation was

brought to require the Band 
to comply with the prov

isions of the'Act unless a
nd until

they are determined to be unc
onstitutional. By Order

 dated'March 27, 2003, H
ugessen J.

granted the requested injunc
tion.

[8] This Court was advised that
, in order for the Band t

o comply with the Order

of Hugessen J., the eleven i
ndividuals in question wer

e entered on the Sawri
dge Band

list, Nonetheless, the appe
llants submit that Hugess

en J.'s Order was made
 in error and

should be quashed.

ISSUES

(9] In appealing the Order of Hu
gessfen J., the appellants

 raises the following

issues:

1. Does the Band's membersh
ip application process com

ply with the requirements
 of

the Act?

2. Even if the Band has not co
mplied with the Act, did Hu

gessen J. err in granting a

mandatory interlocutory inju
nction because the Crown l

acks standing and has not th
e

met the test for granting int
erlocutory injunctive relie

f,

APPELLANTS' SUBMISSIO
NS

(101 The appellants say that t
he Band's membership code 

has been in effect since

July 8, 1985 and that any 
person who wishes to becom

e a member of the Band mus
t

apply for membership an
d satisfy the requirements o

f the membership code, The
y say

that the eleven individu
als in question have never

 applied for membership.
 As a result,

there has been no refus
al to admit them. The appella

nts submit that the code's

requirement that all appl
icants for membership go

 through the application proc
ess is in

accordance with the p
rovisions of the Act, Beca

use the Band is complying wit
h the Act,

there is no basis for gra
nting a mandatory interloc

utory injunction.



[11] Even if the Band has not complied with the Act, the appellant
s say that

Hugessen J, erred in granting a mandatory interlocutory inj
unction because the Crown

has no standing to seek such an injunction. The appellants arg
ue that there is no lis

between the beneficiaries of the injunction and the appellants
, The Crown has no

interest or, at least, no sufficient legal interest in the remedy. 
Further, the Crown has not

brought a proceeding seeking final relief of the nature sought
 in the mandatory

interlocutory injunction application. In the absence of such a 
proceeding, the Court is

without jurisdiction to grant a mandatory interlocutory injunctio
n. Further, there is no

statutory authority for the Crown to seek the relief in questi
on. The appellants also argue

that the Crown has not met the three-part test for the g
ranting of an interlocutory

injunction.

ARE THE APPELLANTS COMPLYING WITH THE INDIAN ACT?

The Appropriateness of Deciding a Legal Question in the Cou
rse of an Interlocutory

Injunction Application

[12] The question of whether the Sawridge Band membershi
p code and application

process are in compliance with the Act appears to hav
e been first raised by the

appellants in response to the Crown's injunction applicatio
n. Indeed, the appellants'

Fresh As Amended Statement of Claim would seem to
 acknowledge that, at least when it

was drafted, the appellants were of the view that certai
n individuals could be entitled to

membership in an Indian Band without the consent of th
e Band. Paragraph 22 of the

Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim states in part:

The plaintiffs state that with the enactment of the Amendm
ents, Parliament attempted

unilaterally to require the First Nations to admit certain perso
ns to membership. The

Amendments granted individual membership rights in 
each of the First Nations without

their consent, and indeed over their objection,

[13] There is nothing in the appellants' Fresh As Amended Statement
 of Claim that

would suggest that an issue in the litigation was whether
 the appellants were complying

with the Act. The entire Fresh As Amended Statement of Cla
im appears to focus on

challenging the constitutional validity of the Bill C-31 am
endments to the Indian Act.

[14] The Crown's Notice of Motion for a mandatory interlocu
tory injunction was

based on the appellants' refusal to comply with the legis
lation pending determination of

whether the legislation was constitutional. The Crown's 
assumption appears to have

been that there was no dispute that, barring a finding
 of unconstitutionality, the

legislation required the appellants to admit the eleven indi
viduals to membership.

[15] Be that as it may, the appellants say that the interpretat
ion of the legislation



and whether or not they are in 
compliance with it was a

lways in contemplation In a
nd

relevant to this litigation. It wa
s the appellants who rais

ed the question 'of wheth
er or

not they were in compliance in 
response to the Crown's, m

otion for Injunction, It,

therefore, had to be dealt with
 before the injunction appl

ication itself was addresse
d.

The Crown and the interveners d
o not challenge the need 

to deal with the question an
d

Hugessen J. certainly accepte
d that it was necessary to

 interpret the legislation an
d

determine if the appellants w
ere or were not in comp

liance with it.

[16] Courts do not normally make 
determinations of law as a c

ondition precedent

to the granting of an interlocutor
y injunction. However, tha

t is what occurred here. In

the unusual circumstances of t
his case, I think it was app

ropriate for Hugessen J. to
 have

made such a determination,

(17] Although rule 220 was not e
xpressly invoked, I would a

nalogize the actions of

Hugessen J, to determining a 
preliminary question of law

. Rules 220(1) and (3) read a
s

follows:

220. (1) A party may bring a mot
ion

before trial to request that t
he Court

determine

(a) a question of law that ma
y be

relevant to an action;

220. (1) Une partie peut, pa
r voie de

requête présentée avant l'inst
ruction,

demander à la Cour de statuer
 sur

a) tout point de droit qui pe
ut être

pertinent dans l'action;

1 111 

.111

(3) A determination of a qu
estion (3) La décision prise au sujet d'u

n

referred to in subsection (1) is
 final and point visé au paragr

aphe (1) est

conclusive for the purposes
 of the définitive aux fins de l'action, so

us

action, subject to being varie
d on réserve de toute modification ré

sultant

appeal. 
d'un appel.

(181 Although the appellants did n
ot explicitly bring a motion under 

Rule 220, the

need tocidetermine the prop
er interpretation of the Act w

as implicit in their reply to the

respondent's motion for a m
andatory interlocutory Injunct

ion. It would be illogical for

the appellants to raise the
 issue in defence to the injunc

tion application and the Court

not be able to deal with it. 
There is no suggestion that th

e question could not be decided

because of disputed facts or
 for any other reason, it was

 raised by the appellants who

said it was relevant to the 
action. Therefore, I think that Hu

gessen J. was able to, and did,

make a preliminary determ
ination of law that was final a

nd conclusive for purposes of

the action, subject to bein
g varied on appeal.

Does the Band's Membersh
ip Application Process Comply

 with the Requirements



of the Indian Act?

[19] i turn to the question itself. Alth
ough the determination un

der appeal was

made by a case management judge
 who must be given extre

mely wide latitude (see

Sawridge Band v. Canada, [20
02] 2 F.C. 346 at paragraph 

11 (C.A.)), the determination
 is

one of law. Where a substantive
 question of law is at issue, 

even if it is decided by a cas
e

management judge, the applicabl
e standard of review will 

be correctness.

[20] The appellants say there is no au
tomatic entitlement to me

mbership and that

the Band's membership code is a
 legitimate means of contro

lling its own membership.

They rely on subsections 10(4) a
nd 10(5) of the Indian Act w

hich provide:

10(4) Membership rules establ
ished 10(4) Les regles d'appa

rtenance

by a band under this section may
 fixees par une bande en vert

u du

not deprive any person who 
had

the right to have his name enter
ed

in the Band List for that band,

immediately prior to the time t
he

rules were established, of t
he right

to have his name so entered by

reason only of a situation that

existed or an action that wa
s taken

before the rules came into for
ce.

(5) For greater certainty,

subsection (4) applies in respe
ct of

a person who was entitled to ha
ve

his name entered in the Band L
ist

under paragraph 11(1)(c)

Immediately before the band

assumed control of the Band 
List if

that person does not subseq
uently

cease to be entitled to have h
is

name entered in the Band Li
st.

present article ne peuvent p
river

quiconque avait droit a ce que
 son

nom soft consigne dans Ia i
lste de

bande avant leur etablisse
ment du

droit a ce que son nom y soft

consigne en raison uniquement

d'un fait ou d'une mesure

anterieurs a leur prise d'effet,

(5)1Idemeure entendu que le

paragraphe (4) s'applique a la

personne qui avait droit a ce que

son nom soft consigne dans Ia lis
te

de bande en vertu de l'alinea

11(1)c) avant que celle-ci n'assu
me

la responsabilite de la tenue de sa

liste si elle ne cease pas

ulterieurement d'avoir droit a ce

que son nom y soft consigne.

[21] The appellants say that subs
ections 10(4) and (5) are clear and un

ambiguous

and Hugessen .1, was bound t
o apply these provisions. They su

bmit the words "by reason

only of" in subsection 10(4) m
ean that a band may establish me

mbership rules as long as

they do not expressly cont
ravene any provisions of the Act, Th

ey assert that the Band's

code does not do so. The cod
e only requires that if an individu

al is not resident on the

Reserve, an application must
 be made demonstrating, to the s

atisfaction of the Band

Council, that the individual:



Li

has applied for membership In the band and, in the judgment of the 
Band Council, has a

significant commitment to, and knowledge of, the history, cus
toms, traditions, culture

and communal life of the Band and a character and lifestyle that
 would not cause his or

her admission to membership in the Band to be detrimenta
l to the future welfare or

advancement of the Band (paragraph 3(a)(ii)).

[22] With respect to subsection 10(5), the appellants say that the 
words "if that

person does not subsequently cease to be entitled to have his nam
e entered in the Band

List" mean that the Band Is given a discretion to establish membe
rship rules that may

disentitle an individual to membership in the Band. They s
ubmit that nothing in the Act

precludes a band from establishing additional qualifications f
or membership.

[23] The Crown, on the other hand, says that persons in the pos
ition of the

individuals in this appeal have "acquired rights." I understand this 
argument to be that

paragraph 11(1)(c) created an automatic entitlement for thos
e persons to membership

in the Indian Band with which they were previously connecte
d, The Crown submits that

subsection 10(4) prohibits a band from using its membership
 rules to create barriers to

membership for such persons.

[24] Hugessen J. was not satisfied thOubsections 10(4) and (5) a
re as clear and

unambiguous as the appellant suggests:. He analyzed the p
rovisions in the context of

related provisions and agreed with the Crown.

[25] The appellants seem to object to Hugessen J.'s contextual app
roach to

statutory interpretation. However, all legislation must be rea
d in context. Driedger's well

known statement of the modern approach to statutory const
ruction, adopted in

countless cases such as Re RIzio & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., [1998] 1 
S.C.R. 27 at paragraph 21,

reads:

Today there is only one principle or approach, namely, the word
s of an Act are to be read

in their entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary sense 
harmoniously with

the scheme of the Act, the object of the Act, and the intentio
n of Parliament (Elmer A.

Driedger, Construction of Statutes, 2d ed. (Toronto: Butterworths,
 1983) at 87),

Hugessen J. interpreted subsections 10(4) and (5) in accordan
ce with the modern

approach and he was correct to do so.

[26] I cannot improve on Hugessen J.'s statutory construction analysi
s and i quote

the relevant portions of his reasons, which I endorse and 
adopt as my own:

[24] It is unfortunate that the awkward wording of subsectio
ns 10(4) and 10(5) does



not make it absolutely clear that they were intende
d to entitle acquired rights individuals

to automatic membership, and that the Band is not 
permitted to create pre-conditions

to membership, as it has done. The words "by reaso
n only of" in subsection 10(4) do

appear to suggest that a band might legitimately r
efuse membership to persons for

reasons other than those contemplated by the 
provision. This reading of subsection

10(4), however, does not sit easily with the other 
provisions in the Act as well as clear

statements made at the time regarding the amen
dments when they were enacted in

1985.

(25] The meaning to be given to the word "entitled" as
 it Is used by paragraph 6(1)(c)

is clarified and extended by the definition of "mem
ber of a band" in section 2, which

stipulates that a person who is entitled to have his 
name appear on a Band List is a

member of the Band. Paragraph 11(1)(c) requires 
that, commencing on April 17, 1985,

the date Bill C-31 took effect, a person was e
ntitled to have his or her name entered in a

Band List maintained by the Department of I
ndian Affairs for a band if, inter alia, that

person was entitled to be registered under p
aragraph 6(1)(c) of the 1985 Act and ceased

to be a member of that band by reason of the 
circumstances set out in paragraph 6(1)(c).

(26) While the Registrar Is not obliged to enter t
he name of any person who does not

apply therefor (see section 9(5)), that exempti
on is not extended to a band which has

control of its list. However, the use of the imp
erative "shall" in section 8, makes it clear

that the band is obliged to enter the name
s of all entitled persons on the list which it

maintains. Accordingly, on July 8, 1985, the date t
he Sawridge Band obtained control of

its List, it was obliged to enter thereon the name
s of the acquired rights women. When

seen in this light, it becomes clear that the lim
itation on a band's powers contained in

subsections 10(4) and 10(5) is simply a prohibit
ion against legislating retrospectively : a

band may not create barriers to membership 
for those persons who are by law already

deemed to be members.

[27] Although it deals specifically with Band L
ists maintained in the Department,

section 11 clearly distinguishes between auto
matic, or unconditional, entitlement to

membership and conditional entitlement to
 membership. Subsection 11(1) provides for

automatic entitlement to certain individuals as 
of the date the amendments came into

force. Subsection 11(2), on the other hand, po
tentially leaves to the band's discretion the

admission of the descendants of women w
ho "married out."

[36) Subsection 10(5) is further evidence of my
 conclusion that the Act creates an

automatic entitlement to membership, si
nce it states, by reference to paragraph

11(1)(c), that nothing can deprive acquired 
rights individual (sic) to their automatic

entitlement to membership unless they 
subsequently lose that entitlement. The band's



membership rules do not include specific provis
ions that describe the circumstances

 in

which acquired rights individuals might subseque
ntly lo.se their entitlement to

membership. Enacting application requirements
 is certainly not enough to deprive

acquired rights individuals of their automatic 
entitlement to band membership, p

ursuant

to subsection 10(5). To put the matter another way,
 Parliament having spoken in terms

of entitlement and acquired rights, it would tak
e more specific provisions than what is

found in section 3 of the membership rules for 
delegated and subordinate legislation t

o

take away or deprive Charter protected persons 
of those rights,

[27] I turn to the appellant& arguments in this
 Court.

[28] The appellants assert that the descripti
on "acquired rights" used by Hugessen

J. reads words into the Indian Act that are n
ot there. The term "acquired righ

ts" appears

as a marginal note beside subsection 10(4). 
As such, it is not part of the enact

ment, but is

inserted for convenience of reference only 
(Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-21

, s. 14).

However, the term is a convenient "sho
rthand" to identify those individuals w

ho, by

reason of paragraph 11(1)(c), became en
titled to automatic membership in th

e Indian

Band with which they were connected, 
In other words, the instant paragraph 11(

1)(c)

came into force, i.e. April 17, 1985, these 
individuals were entitled to have their n

ames

entered on the membership list of thei
r Band.

[291 The appellants say that the words "by 
reason only of" in subsection 10(4) do

not preclude an Indian Band from establis
hing a membership code, requiring pe

rsons

who wish to be considered for member
ship to make application to the Band. I 0

acknowledge that the words "by reason
 only of" could allow a band to create restr

ictions

on continued membership for situati
ons that arose or actions taken after the

membership code came into force. Howe
ver, the code cannot operate to deny

membership to those individuals who
 come within paragraph 11(1)(c).

[30] A band may enact membership rul
es applicable to all of its members, Yet

subsections 10(4) and (5) restrict a ba
nd from enacting membership rules targe

ted only

at individuals who, by reason of para
graph 11{1)(c), are entitled to membership. T

hat

distinction is not permitted by the Act.

[31] The appellants raise three further ob
jections. First, they say that their

membership code is required because o
f "band shopping," However, in respect of

persons entitled to membership und
er paragraph 11(1)(c), the issue of band sho

pping

does not arise, Under paragraph 11(1)
(c), the individuals in question are only entit

led to

membership in the band in which th
ey would have been a member but for the pre-A

pril

17, 1985 provisions of the Indian A
ct, In this case, those individuals would ha

ve been

members of the Sawridge Band.



[32] Second, the appellants submit that the opening words of subsection 11(1),

"commencing on April 17,1985," Indicate a process and not an event, i.e. that there is no

automatic membership in a band and that indeed some persons may not wish to be

members; rather, the word "commencing" only means that a person may apply at any

time on or after April 17, 1985. 1 agree that there is no automatic membership. However,

there is an automatic entitlement to membership. The words "commencing on Ap
ril 17,

1985" only indicate that subsection 11(1) was not retroactive to before April 17, 1985. A
s

of that date, the individuals In question in this appeal acquired an automatic entitlement

to membership in the Sawridge Band.

[33] Third, the appellants say that the individuals in question have not made

application for membership. Hugessen J. dealt with this argument at paragraph 1
2 of his

reasons:

[12] Finally, the plaintiff argued strongly that the women in question have not applied

for membership. This argument is a simple "red herring". It is quite true that o
nly some

of them have applied in accordance with the Band's membership rules, but th
at fact begs

the question as to whether those rules can lawfully be used to deprive them o
f rights to

which Parliament has declared them to be entitled. The evidence is clear that all 
of the

women in question wanted and sought to become members of the Band and tha
t they

were refused at least implicitly because they did not or could not fulfil the rul
es' onerous

application requirements.

[34] The appellants submit, contrary to Hugessen J.'s finding, that there was no

evidence that the individuals in question here wanted to become members of
 the

Sawridge Band. A review of the record demonstrates ample evidence to support

Hugessen J.'s finding. For example, by Sawridge Band Council Resolution of Ju
ly 21, 1988,

the Band Council acknowledged that "at least 164 people had expressed an inter
est in

writing in making application for membership in the Band." A list of such persons w
as

attached to the Band Council Resolution. Of the eleven individuals in question he
re, eight

were included on that list. In addition, the record contains applications for Indian statu
s

and membership in the Sawridge Band made by a number of the individuals.

[35) For these persons entitled to membership, a simple request to be included in

the Band's membership list is all that is required. The fact that the individuals
 in question

did not complete a Sawridge Band membership application is irrelevant. As Huges
sen J.

found, requiring acquired rights individuals to comply with the Sawridge Band

membership code, in which preconditions had been created to membership, was
 in

contravention of the Act



[36] Of course, this finding has no bearing
 on the main issue raised b

y the

appellants in this action, namely, whether 
the provisions entitling pers

ons to

membership in an Indian band are unco
nstitutional.

THE INJUNCTION APPLICATION

Standing

(371 I turn to the Injunction application,
 The appellants say that ther

e was no lis

between the Band and the eleven perso
ns ordered by Hugessen J, to be 

Included in the

Band's Membership List. The eleven 
individuals are not parties to.the m

ain action. The

appellants also say that the Crown is
 not entitled to seek interlocutor

y relief when it

does not seek the same final relief.

(38] I cannot accept the appellants' argu
ments, The Crown is the respond

ent in an

application to have validly enacted le
gislation struck down on constitu

tional grounds, It

is seeking an injunction, not only on
 behalf of the individuals denied 

the benefits of that

legislation but on behalf of the publi
c Interest in having the laws of C

anada obeyed. The

Crown, as represented by the Attor
ney General, has traditionally had

 standing to seek

injunctions to ensure that public b
odies, suoh`as an Indian band cou

ncil, follow the law

(see Roberti, Sharpe, Injunctions a
nd Spedfrc Performance, loosele

af (Aurora, ON:

Canada Law Book, 2002) at paragrap
h g.90; Ontario (Attorney General) v

. Ontario

Teachers' Federation (1997), 36 D.
R. (3d) 367 at 371-72 (Gen, Div.)).

 Having regard to the

Crown's standing at common law
, statutory authority, contrary to the

 appellant,i'

submission, is unnecessary, Hugess
en J. was thus correct to find that th

e Crown had

standing to seek the Injunction.

[39] I also cannot accept the argument
 that the Crown may not seek inter

locutory

relief because it has not sought th
e same final relief in this action. The 

Crown is

defending an attack on the con
stitutionality of Egli C-31 and is

 seeking an interlocutory

injunction to require compliance 
with it in the interim. If the Crown is s

uccessful in the

main action, the result will be that
 the Sawridge Band will have to ente

r or register on its

membecrshlp list the Individuals who
 are the subject of the injunction app

lication. The

Crown therefore is seeking essenti
ally the same relief on the injunction

 application as in

the main action,

[40] Further, section 44 of the Federal
 Courts Act, R,S.C. 1985, c, F-7, confers

jurisdiction on the Federal Court
 to grant an injunction "in all cases i

n which it appears to

the Court to be just or conveni
ent to do so." The jurisdiction conferre

d by section 44 is

extremely broad, In Canada (H
uman Rights Commission) v. Canadian 

Liberty Net, [1998]



0 1 S.C.R. 626, the Supreme Court found that the Federal
 Court could grant injunctive relief

even though there was no action pending before the Court 
as to the final resolution of

the claim in issue. If section 44 confers jurisdiction on the 
Court to grant an injunction

where it is not being asked to grant final relief, the Court 
surely has jurisdiction to grant

an injunction where it will itself make a final determina
tion on an interconnected issue.

The requested injunction is therefore sufficiently connecte
d to the final relief claimed by

the Crown.

The Test for Granting an Interlocutory Injunction

[41) The test for whether an interlocutory injunction shoul
d be granted was set out

in American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd., [19751 A.C. 
396 (I-LL,) and adopted by the

Supreme Court in Manitoba. (Attorney General) v. M
etropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd., [19871

1 S.C.R. 110 and MR-Macdonald Inc. v. Canada (Attor
ney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311

where, at 334, Sopinka and Cory JJ. summarized the tes
t as follows:

First, a preliminary assessment must be made of the 
merits of the case to ensure that

there is a serious question to be tried. Secondly, it m
ust be determined whether the

applicant would suffer irreparable harm if the app
lication were refused. Finally, an

assessment must be made as to which of the pa
rties would suffer greater harm from the

granting or refusal of the remedy pending a decisio
n on the merits.

[42] The appellants submit that Hugessen J. erred in
 applying a reverse onus to the

test. Since, as will be discussed below, the Crown 
has satisfied the traditional test, I do

not need to consider whether the onus should be 
reversed.

Serious Question

[43] In RJR-Macdonald at 337-38, the Court indicated t
hat the threshold at the first

branch is low and that the motions judge should pro
ceed to the rest of the test unless

the application is vexatious or frivolous.

[44] The appellants say that in cases where a mandatory
 injunction is sought, the

older pre-American Cyanamide test of showing
 a strong prima fade case for trial should

continue to apply. They rely on an Ontario case, 
Breen v. Farlow, [1995] O.J. No. 2971

(Gen. Div.), in support of this proposition. Of
 course, that case is not binding on this

Court. Furthermore, it has been questioned by 
subsequent Ontario decisions in which

orders in the nature of a mandatory interl
ocutory injunction were issued (493680

Ontario Ltd. v. Morgan, [1996] O.J. No. 4776 (Gen
. Div.); Samoila v. Prudential of America

General Insurance Co. (Canada), (1999) O.J. N
o, 2317 (S.C.J.)). In Morgan, Hockin J. stated

that RJR-Macdonald had modified the old test, ev
en for mandatory interlocutory

injunctions (paragraph 27).



[45] The jurisprudence of the Federal Cour
t on this issue In recent years 

is divided.

In Relais Nordik Inc, v. Secunda Marine
 Services Ltd, (1988), 24 F.T.R. 2

56 at paragraph 9,

Pinard J. questioned the applicability o
f the American Cyanamide test to 

mandatory

interlocutory injunctions. On the othe
r hand, in Ansa International

 Rent-A-Car (Canada)

Ltd, v. American International Rent
-A-Car Corp. (1990), 36 F.T.R. 98 a

t paragraph 15,

MacKay J. accepted that the American C
yanamide test applied to mandator

y Injunctions

in the same way as to prohibitory ones
. Both of these cases were d

ecided before the

Supreme Court reaffirmed Its approv
al of the American Cyanamide 

test in RJR-

Macdonald. More recently, in Patriqu
en v. Canada (Correctional Servi

ces), 2003 FC 927

at paragraphs 9-16, Biais .1. followed t
he RJR-Macdonald test and fou

nd that there was a

serious issue to be tried In an applic
ation for a mandatory interlocu

tory injunction (which

he dismissed on the basis that the a
pplicant had not shown irreparab

le harm).

[46] Hugessen J. followed Ansa Internati
onal and held that the RJR-Macd

onald test

should be applied to an interlocut
ory injunction application, whethe

r it is prohibitory or

mandatory. In fight of Sopinka and Cor
y Lt.'s caution about the difficu

lties of engaging In

an extensive analysis of the constituti
onality of legislation at an interlo

cutory stage (RJR-

Macdonald at 337), I think he was 
correct to do so. However, the fa

ct that the Crown is

asking the Court to require the ap
pellants'.tritake positive action

 will have to be
• 

considered in assessing the balanc
e of convenience.

[47] In this case, the Crown's argumen
t that,8IIIC-31 Is constitutional is n

either

frivolous nor vexatious. There Is, 
therefore, a serious question to b

e tried.

Irreparable Harm

(483 Ordinarily, the public interest is co
nsidered only in the third branch of t

he

test. However, where, as here, th
e government is the applicant in a 

motion for

interlocutory relief, the public int
erest must also be considered in th

e second stage (RJR-

Macdonald at 349),

[49] Validly enacted legislation is assume
d to be in the public interest. Courts

 are

not to investigate whether the 
legislation actually has such an effec

t (RJR-Macdonald at

348-49).

[50] Allowing the appellants to ignor
e the requirements of the Act would

irreparably harm the public i
nterest in seeing that the law is obey

ed. Until a law is struck

down as unconstitutional or a
n Interim constitutional exemption

 is granted by a court of

competent jurisdiction, citiz
ens and organizations must obey it (M

etropolitan Stores at

143, quoting Morgentaier 
Ackroyd (1983), 42 O.R. (2d) 659 at 66

6-68 (H.C,)).



[51] Further, the individuals who have be
en denied membership 

in the appellant

band are aging and, at the present 
rate of progress, some are u

nlikely ever to benefit

from amendments that were adopte
d to redress their discrim

inatory exclusion from

band membership. The public interest
 in preventing discriminati

on by public bodies will

be irreparably harmed if the request
ed injunction is denied and 

the appellants are able

to continue to ignore their obligat
ions under Bill C-31, pendin

g a determination of its

constitutionality,

[52] The appellants argue that ther
e cannot be irreparable har

m because, if there

was, the Crown would not have wait
ed sixteen years after the c

ommencement of the

action to seek an injunction. The
 Crown submits that it explai

ned to Hugessen J. the

reasons for the delay and stated t
hat the very length of the p

roceedings had in fact

contributed to the irreparable har
m as the individuals in quest

ion were growing older

and, in some cases, falling ill.

[53] The question of whether delay i
n bringing an injunction ap

plication is fatal is a

matter of discretion for the moti
ons judge. There is no indic

ation that Hugessen J, did

not act judicially in exercising his
 discretion to grant the injunct

ion despite the timing of

the motion.

Balance of Convenience

[54] In Metropolitan Stores at 149, 
Beetz J. held that interlocutory in

junctions

should not be granted in public la
w cases, "unless, in the balanc

e of convenience, the

public interest is taken into co
nsideration and given the weig

ht it should carry," In this

case, the public interest in seeing
 that laws are obeyed and tha

t prior discrimination is

remedied weighs in favour of
 granting the injunction requeste

d by the Crown.

[55] As discussed above and as Hug
essen J. found, there is a clear p

ublic interest in

seeing that legislation is obey
ed until its application is staye

d by court order or the

legislation is set aside on final
 judgment. As well, Bill C-31 wa

s designed to remedy the

historic discrimination against 
Indian women and other Indians

 previously excluded from

status under the Indian Act and
 band membership. There is 

therefore a public interest in

seeing that the individuals in th
is case are able to reap the be

nefits of those

amendments.

[56] On the other hand, the Saw
ridge Band will suffer little or no da

mage by

admitting nine elderly ladies
 and one gentleman to member

ship (the Court was advised

that one of the eleven individ
uals had recently died). It Is true 

that the Band is being

asked to take the positive st
ep of adding these individuals t

o its Band List but it is difficult



0 to find hardship in requiring a public bod
y to follow a law that, pendi

ng an ultimate

determination of its constitutionality, is cur
rently In force. Even if the Band

 provides the

individuals with financial assistance o
n the basis of their membership

, that harm can be

remedied by damages against the Crow
n If the appellants subsequently 

succeed at trial.

Therefore, as Hugessen .1, found, the ba
lance of convenience favour

s granting the

injunction.

CONCLUSION

[57] The appeal should be dismissed.

COSTS

[58] The Crown has sought costs in this 
Court and In the Court below. The

interveners have sought costs in this
 Court only.

[59] In his Reasons for Order, Hugessen J.
 reserved the question of costs in

 favour

of the Crown, indicating that the Crow
n should proceed by way of a 

motion for costs

under rule 369. He awarded no cos
ts to the interveners. It is not appa

rent from the

record that the Crown made a cost
s motion,ynder rule 369 and in the

 absence of an

order for costs and an appeal of t
hat order/l'wouid not make any aw

ard of costs in the

Court below.

[60] As to costs in this Court, the Crown 
and Interveners are to make submissi

ons

in writing, each not exceeding 3 pag
es, double-spaced, on or before 7 d

ays from the date

of these reasons. The appellants s
hall make submissions in writing, not

 exceeding 10

pages, double-spaced, on or befor
e 14 days from the date of these reas

ons. The Court

will, if requested, consider the awar
d of a lump sum of costs inclusive of f

ees,

disbursements, and in the case o
f the interveners, GST (See Consorzi

o del Prosciutto di

Parma v. Maple Leaf Meats Inc., [200
3] 2 F.C. 451 (C.A.)).

[61] The Judgment of the Court will be
 issued as soon as the matter of costs i

s

determined.

"Marshall Rothstein"

"I agree Marc Noel J,A,"

"I agree B. Malone J.A."

FEDERAL COURT OF APPEAL

NAMES OF COUNSEL AND
 SOLICITORS OF RECORD

J.A.
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hereby ante« the ibov rEs parlienlluVirE th Indt Register, Fr your inferreation, the applicant
has b advised other registry number,

M. M. MacDonald
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0 The Issue Is How Is "Elizabeth WaM" Related to Savridg

The issue is Elizabeth Ward's (Mother of Rosfrta War氏Grandmother of Gail O'Connell) 

rel o呼p鲜awridge. Among岬p05叩ean酽rs is that she is the daughter of
昌goert vvara. ur mat sne is tne ctaugnter ot Leon Warct. Ur none or tie above, 

Egbert Ward, Son ofI。1飞nBaptiste Ward #4 

John Baptiste Ward #4 was辞aced on the Sawridge; paylist in 1910 with wife, five boys

and two girls. He died, likely in the flu epidemic, in 1918/1919. In 1922, one of the boys

was "transferred to #32, E妒art Ward." 

In 1938, E妒ert's age is given as 39, his wife 30. That would mean Egbert was born in

1899. He gets his own Sawridge number, #32, at a:ge 23, married with no children,His

first daughter is born in 1939, name given as [Marie Rose]. It would be impossible for

that daughter to be Elizabe甑since Elizabeth is the mother of Rosina ①．1935). 

Leonward, son ofIOlin Baptiste Ward: 

Leon Ward became #7 Sawridge in 1910. He has three Sons (b, 1910, 1914, and 1918)r A

daughter is born 1917. In 19184919, Leondies, likely in the flu epidemic.' The baby girl

is transfered to #5her grandmother, the widow碰孙hnWard. The widow died in 1918

and the baby girl is transferred to #15, St. Pierre Nesootasis and appears on his paylist

as "other relative". She continues as such until 1936.玩that骅ar, two things happened: 

Headman St. Pierre Nesootasis died, and the relative is "now paid as a girl"・・but her

name is given as"Ma哲Delorme". 

A second daughter of JohnWard is born in 1919, apparently Leon's widow having been

pregnant at the time of her husband's death.酗1921,龇second diughter is transferred

to #20 Sucker Creek Reserve (Leon's wife Josephin' Oubichon Cardinal was from

Sucker Creek). This daughter was transferred back to Sawridge #41洫1930・・ 

rhiomene ("Flemniing") Ward、Loyer. So, to suthmarize to this point, there are two

daughters of Leon's, one #5 Sawridge and the other: #41 Sawridge - and neither of出em

（口 

are"E七abe出Ward," Thisl s thILIt.H 。referred tol n the
焦、、虱｛ 

Sworn 孙，育堡 me趾叭．。．矗z.( ......, day
。！,.L组农留，～一病幂～～人0.,20  /y

O*tAM.....Hflt,.U$lHfl x;0,,,,,,缁..........fl..flfl,....,..,,..;,,...(f.!JA No for Oaths

'"snd orhe Provinse o Alberta。t辅鳅 
驷n'w嘴）‘『『“’虾 



NEW INFORMATION FROM DRIFTFILE rAYLISTS

George Hamelin #51 Driftpile 

George Hamelin appears on 24 July 1918 as #51 Driftpile, with a woman and
 a newborn

boy, Norman (he later becomes #97). George is frOm #30 (Leo Chalifoux), s
he is from

#13 (William Giroux),' A daughter is added to the paylist in 1920, wi
th a note that she

was born in 1917. A second daughter (Mary Jane) in 1923 and 1924. O
ne of the

daughters died in 1926. A daughter was born in 1928, another in 
1929. Another

daughter died in 1930, and still another in 1931. A girl Bertha is born
 in 1932.

Elizabeth Hamelin War& Driftpile #101 

On 5 July 1934, one "Elizabeth Ward Hamelin" was added to th
e Driftpile Cree Nation

annuity list as #51. It is likely she was just 18, giving her a
 birthdate of about 1916 (this

is confirmed in 1939 when her age is given as 22, and 1917 is 
given on her father's

paylist as her birthdate). In 1932, Elizabeth is paid at Whitefi
sh Lake, and a child is born

(Elie Walker Hemelin) he is apparently "adopted" and appears
 later as #115 Elie

Badger. Elizabeth's annuity it paid to the priest, Father Fathe
r. In 1939, it is indicated

that she is "wife of Harry de Gong, W.M. ("white male"). A "comm
ent by Indian

Agent" states, "Prairie Lake. H. DeGong is a white trader at Pra
irie River. Were married

June 14 1938 (8'7). "Woman given commutation [authority] 2
5431 Sept 13 1939".

Elizabeth remained on the Driftpile list until 21 June 1940.

What is clear is that although Elizabeth Ward Hamelin becomes the wife of
 Harry

DeGong, and while it is likely that they are the parents of Fleury dejong, s
he never was a

member of the Sawridge Band and never appeared on a Sawridge Paylist. This El
izabeth

Hamelin Ward deGong ceased to be an Indian pursuant.to the Indian Act on 1
3

September 1939. It is also clear that this Elizabeth cannot be the same pers
on as the

"Elizabeth Ward" who appeared on the Sawrid,e list as #65, In fact, "Ward"
 appears to

be only a given middle name and her proper name is Elizabeth Hamelin. 

If the woman who is the grandmother of Gaile O'Connell is the same person who
 married

Harry DeGong and is the mother of Fleury DeGong\Defong, then the proper
 First

Nation for Gaile O'Connell to direct her application for membership is Driftpile.
 There is

not and never has been any connection with Sawridge.

For further research if more Driftpile annuity paylists or summaries ar
e available, +



Elizabeth Ward #65 

There is also "Elizabeth Ward #65." She is placed on the Sawridge paylist in 1941 "Girl

Trans. from No. 118 D'pile [Age 20, which would make her born around 1920.)

Although she is described as a "girl", she enters as a "woman". She married Colin

Courtoreille (half-breed) on August 5, 1947, and is dropped from the paylist.

An examination of the Drifpile paylists indicates that she became #118 when she was

moved frOm the list of Johnny Chalifoux. This fits the theory that at the time of her .

birth, the then unmarried parents (Egbert Ward and Mary Chalffoux) placed the paper

with a family in Driftpile, If the parent of Felix Chalifoux is Johnny Chalifoux, and Felix

is actually the natural father of Elizabeth (as the paylist implies), this would explain

why Elizabeth was raised in the Chalifoux family, but when it was time to have her

own number, she was moved to the First Nation of her legal father, Egbert Ward,

namely Sawridge First Nation. None of this has anything to do with.the Elizabeth Ward

who is the grandmother of Gaile O'Connell,
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SWORN STATEMENT OF HEATHER JACQUELINE POITRAS

I, Heather Jacqueline Poitras, of the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:

Family Background and Roots in the Sawridge Band

1. I am an individual who resides in the City of Edmonton in the Province of Alberta and, as

such, have personal knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to, save where

stated to be based upon information and belief, in which case I verily believe the same to

be true.

2. I was born July 24, 1970. I have two older sisters, one late older brother, one younger

sister, and two adopted younger brothers. We have the same parents. Elizabeth

(Potskin) Poitras (hereinafter called "mother) was legally married when she had all of

us.

3. My late father, Homer Poitras, could have been a registered Treaty Status Indian and a

member of the Kehewin Cree Nation, but chose not to.

4. The effect of my parent's marriage was to enfranchise my mother from being a Treaty

Status Indian and Band Member of the Sawridge Band (hereinafter referred to as the

"Band") and to exclude all of us from being recognized as Band Members.

5. My grandmother, Jean Potskin proudly lived on the Band reserve for decades until her

death, as did many of my relatives including my grandfather who was a Band Councillor.

6. My grandmother sought my inclusion as a Band Member, despite concerns of reprisal.

Her efforts for our inclusion were unsuccessful and certain members of the Band made it

well-known that they disliked her. She resisted inequality, unfairness, discrimination and

hierarchy that demands silent obedience. She was always spirited this way. For

example, she told us the story of the police coming to her home on the reserve to take

the children to Indian Residential School which she resisted and prevented.

1985 Bill C-31

7. When Bill C-31 was passed in 1985 I became a registered Treaty Status Indian and was

given the Band number. But the Band had control of its Band List and I was never added

to the Band List. During this period, my mother applied for all us to be included as Band

Members, but was unsuccessful in accomplishing this while we were minors.

8. I am informed by my mother that other children in the same circumstance as me, such

as Vera Twin-McCoy, somehow retained their registration as Treaty Status Indians and

full Band Membership even though their mothers married non-Indians. At least two of

Vera's children were fathered by a non-Indian man yet all three children are Treaty

Status Indians and Band Members. Vera McCoy married Jody McCoy who is the father

of two of her children. Jody McCoy was a non-Indian with no aboriginal descent. I
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wonder why I am treated differently, especially when both my parents are of Aboriginal

descent and Cree speaking.

9. My mother and my older sister, Tracey Poitras-Collins, are Band members. I am a

Treaty Status Indian, but do not yet have Band Membership even though I applied to the

Band after I became an adult.

10. My mother was Court ordered onto the Band List, along with others, by Justice James

Hugessen of the Federal Court by Order dated March 27, 2003.

My Experience Applying to the Band for Band Membership

11. As an adult, in the 90's, I requested a Band Membership application form, but did not

complete it or submit it because the form was so long, inappropriate, offensive and

invasive. A few years ago, I again requested a new application form, because I was

informed that the application form changed. I completed it and couried it to the Band

office in March 2013.

12. I contacted the Band in September 2013 via a registered letter to notify them of my new

home address. In that letter I asked for information on the application process and the

status of my application to become a recognized full Band Member.

13. On October 2, 2014, my oldest son, Theoren Gregory Poitras, was murdered. I sent

another registered letter to the Band to update my Band Membership application. I have

not received any response from the Band Chief or Council, or the Band's legal counsel,

Mike McKinney.

14. I recently learned from various band members including my mother, that the Chief's son,

Roy Twinn, whose mother is a non-Indian and not of Aboriginal descent:

o is now a Band member;

o voted in the February 17, 2015 election;

o applied for Band Membership in 2013, the same year I submitted my
application as an Aboriginal person of descent from both parent's;

o within months of applying, his application was approved; and,

o just months before the February 17, 2015 election, was admitted into Band
and now has Band Membership and voting rights;

15. There are only three minor children who are Band members and all three are the

children of elected Band officials Roland Twinn and Winona Twin. They admitted their

children during their 2011-2015 term as Band Chief and Band Councillor. It appears their

children did not have to wait. This preferential space and discriminatory system

determines who is admitted into band membership and who isn't;
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16. The elected Band Chief and Council have refused and/or failed to make a timely,
unbiased and fair decision on my completed application, thus denying me the right to be
a Band Member and vote in Band elections like their children.

Others In Like Circumstances

17. My two daughters, Anastasia Chanel Poitras (4540019902) and Tamara Jacqueline
Poitras (4540019903), are Treaty Status Indians and should belong to the Band. Like my

mother, I want my children to be accepted as Band members. I am also proud that my
first grand-daughter, Carmella Mary, was born on March 18, 2015. Her father is a Treaty
Status Indian, and we want her to become a Band Member too.

18. 1 am aware of other members of the Potskin family who applied for Band Membership.
They too have waited a number of years for a response. During the wait they have
received little or no response from the Band or if a decision was made, their application
was denied by the Chief and Council.

19. 1 am aware of at least one case, Alfred Potskin, who was denied membership by the
Chief and Council who considered his commitment to and knowledge of the history,
customs, traditions, culture and communal life of the Band and his character and
lifestyle. The Chief and Council did not give Alfred an interview or any fair process to
determine if the subjective criteria they used to deny his application were correct, true

and fair. My uncle Alfred was by all accounts a loving, kind, sober and hardworking man.
At the time he was denied band membership by the Chief and Council, he was suffering

from cancer.

20. 1 am aware there are 8 or more Potskin family members who have applied including:

I. Crystal Poitras-John;

I I. Nicole Poitras;

I II. Gina Donald;

IV. Tracey-Poitras Collins submitted a Band Membership application three times,

over a 28 year time-frame before she was finally admitted into Band
membership after a grueling and biased process:

• The first application was submitted to the Band in 1985. The Band did not
acknowledge her application, offered no follow up, and failed to respond
to Tracey's inquiries, despite her many calls to the Band office.

• The second application was hand-delivered January 6, 2005 to the Band
office with no subsequent response from the Band.
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• The third application was submitted in 2012. The Chief and Council
denied her application. Tracey's Appeal was heard January 26, 2013, and
narrowly succeeded because not enough of the Chief and Council's
supporters were present. The Appeal process is limited to members
resident on the reserve or who can attend the Appeal in person. This
discriminates against members who are not resident, live away from the
reserve and do not have the resources to attend the Appeal even though
they wish to participate. The Chief and Council participated fully in
Tracey's Appeal including the secret voting.

21. Gail O'Connell's Appeal was to be heard with Tracey's Appeal, but Gail's Appeal was

adjourned until March 2013. Enough of the Chief and Council's supporters turned out to

uphold the decision of the Chief and Council and deny Gail's Appeal. Gail O'Connell is

the daughter of Roseina Lindberg, another Court ordered member added to the Band
Membership List in March 2003.

22. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the
City of Edmonton,
in the Province of Alberta
the 27th day of April, 2015

A Commissioner for(Oaths in and
for the Province of lberta
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Si/VI: F STATEMENT OF GINA DONALD

I, Gina Donald, of the City of Edmonton in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:

Family Background and Roots in the Sawridge Band

1. I am an individual who is resident in the City of Edmonton in the Province of Alberta
and, as such, have a personal knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to, save
where stated to be based upon information and belief, in which case I verily believe the
same to be true.

2. I was born September 17, 1979. I have two older brothers. We have the same parents.
My mother, Lillian Potskin (hereinafter called "mother") was 5 months pregnant with me
when she married my father, Lyle Donald, now a registered Indian and a member of the
Mikisew First Nation. At the time, he was not recognized as an Indian.

3. The effect of their marriage was to enfranchise my mother from Indian status and
membership in the Sawridge Band (hereinafter referred to as the "Band") and to exclude
me from being registered as an Indian and Band Member like my older brothers
Jonathon and Brent, who were registered and retained their status and membership
despite the marriage of our parents.

4. After my birth, my mother received and signed enfranchisement papers and later upon
her enfranchisement, a per capita payment after my birth.

5. Following my birth and before 1985, my mother applied for my band membership many
times but these efforts were unsuccessful.

6. I am informed by my mother that other children in the same circumstance as me, such
as Vera Twin-McCoy, somehow retained their registration as an Indian and membership
in the Band even though our mothers married non-Indians and our fathers were non-
Indian. Vera Twin-McCoy's three children are registered Indians and Band members
even though the two children fathered by Vera's husband, Jody McCoy, is a non-Indian.
I wonder why I am treated differently.

7. My mother and brother, Jonathon Potskin, are presently Band members. My brother,
Brent, was a Band Member until he enfranchised his membership in or around 1995. I
am a status Indian, but do not have membership in any Band.

1985 Bill C-31

8. The Band passed Membership Rules in 1985 and took control of its Band List. My mother
was not added to the Band List by the Band.

9. After Bill C-31 my mother applied to the Band for me to have Band Membership while I
was still a minor. The form used by the Band was for adults and not appropriate for
children.
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10. My mother was Court ordered onto the Sawridge Band List, along with others, by Justice
James Hugessen of the Federal Court by Order dated March 27, 2003.

My Experience Applying to the Band for Band Membership

11. When I became an adult I first applied to the Band Council in the 1990s for membership
in the Band. Sometime later, the Band advised me they had lost my application. I
reapplied for membership in the Band in 2005. Once again, I was advised that my
application had been lost by the Band.

12. My grandmother, Jean Potskin, who lived until her death on the Band reserve, was a
Band Member and sought my inclusion as a Band Member despite concerns of reprisal.
Her efforts were unsuccessful and certain members of the Band made it well known that
they disliked her.

13. I applied yet again to the Band Council for membership on February 27, 2009. On
September 9, 2013 and again on December 30, 2013. The Band Council requested that I
modify my application. I complied with these requests and modified my application as
requested. To my knowledge, my application is complete per the Band's requested
modifications since at least 2013.

14. Since December 2013, I have not heard from the Band Council in regards to my
application for membership in the Band.

15. I've called the Band office many times seeking an update on the status of my
application, but have not received any information. I have not received a return phone
call from the Chief or Council, or the Band's legal counsel, Mike McKinney.

16. I recently learned from my mother that the Chief's son, Roy Twinn, whose mother is a
non-Indian:

o is now a Band member;
o voted in the February 17, 2015 election;
o applied for Band Membership in 2013;
o within months of applying, his application was approved; and,
o just months before the February 17, 2015 election, was admitted into

Band membership;

17. There are only three minor children who are Band members and all three are the
children of elected Band officials Roland Twinn and Winona Twin. They admitted their
children while they held office as Chief and Councilor. It appears their children do not
have to wait. This preferential space and system determines who is admitted into band
membership and who isn't;

18. I've been denied the right to vote in many Band elections by the refusal or failure of the
Chief and his Council to make a decision on my completed application.
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Others in Like Circumstances as Me

19. My brother Brent Potskin has a daughter, Elizabeth, born Aug 4, 1994. My brothers
Brent and Jonathon Potskin went to the Band office to apply for Elizabeth's band
membership. At the time of Elizabeth's birth her father Brent was a band member. Yet
Elizabeth was not added to the Band List. Since she turned 18 years of age, in 2012, I
believe Elizabeth applied for membership but is still not a member.

20. The children of two women, members of the Twin family, were admitted without delay
into Band membership. These are the children of Frieda Draney and Clara Midbo.

21. Other members of the Potskin family have applied for Band Membership. They too have
waited a number of years for a response. During the wait they have received little or no
response from the Band or if a decision was made, their application was denied by the
Chief and Council.

22. I am aware of at least one case, Alfred Potskin, who was denied membership by the
Chief and Council who considered his commitment to and knowledge of the history,
customs, traditions, culture and communal life of the Band and his character and
lifestyle. The Chief and Council did not give Alfred an interview or any fair process to
determine if the subjective criteria they used to deny his application were correct, true
and fair. My uncle Alfred was by all accounts a loving, kind, sober and hardworking man.
At the time of his denial, he was suffering from cancer.

23. I am aware there are other Potskin family members who have applied including:

i. Crystal Poitras-John;

ii. Nicole Poitras;
iii. Heather Poitras;

iv. Tracey-Poitras Collins submitted a Band Membership application three times,
over a 28 year time-frame before she was finally admitted into Band
membership after a grueling and biased process:

• The first application was submitted to the Band in 1985. The Band did not
acknowledge her application, offered no follow up, and failed to respond
to Tracey's inquiries, despite her many calls to the Band office.

• The second application was hand-delivered January 6, 2005 to the Band
office with no subsequent response from the Band.

• The third application was submitted in 2012. The Chief and Council
denied her application. Tracey's Appeal was heard January 26, 2013, and
narrowly succeeded because not enough of the Chief and Council's
supporters were present. The Chief and Council participated fully in
Tracey's Appeal including the secret voting.
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24. Gail O'Connell's Appeal was to be heard with Tracey's Appeal, but Gail's Appeal was
adjourned until. March 2013. Enough of the Chief and Council's supporters turned out to
uphold the decision of the Chief and Council and deny Gail's Appeal. Gail O'Connell is the
daughter of Roseina Lindberg, another Court ordered member added to the Band
Membership List in March 2003.

25. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the
City of Edmonton,
in the Province of Alberta
the /6Th day of April, 2015

A Commissioner for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta

za-ccrz-x. r(S; ( cc roil.,
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SWORN STATEMENT OF LARRY CARDINAL

I, Larry Cardinal, retiree, and adoptive father of Kieran Cardinal, of the Hamlet of Calling Lake, in the
Province of Alberta, do solemnly swear that:

Family Background

1. I am the adoptive father of Kieran Trevor Cardinal, (hereinafter referred to as Kieran) born March
20, 1985.

2. Sandy Cardinal nee Schroder (hereinafter referred to as Sandy) is Kieran's adoptive mother.

3. Kieran was the biological son of Ardell Twinn (hereinafter referred to as Ardell) and Pamela
Masuda (hereinafter referred to as Pamela) and given up for adoption at birth.

4. Pamela was 15 years old when she became pregnant and 16 years when she gave birth to
Kieran.

5. Pamela lived with Sandy and myself for the last 6 months of her pregnancy. Sandy is Pamela's
maternal Aunt and sister to Pamela's mother.

6. Pamela thought of giving up her baby to Children Services but asked us to adopt her baby which
we were honored to do and did. Kieran is my only and much loved child.

7. Ardell abandoned Pamela shortly after she became pregnant and thereafter engaged in
avoidance and denial patterns. He was enabled by leaders of the Sawridge Band (hereinafter
referred to as the "Band") that he was the father of Kieran and his lineage entitled Kieran to be
on the Band List.

Sawridge Band Membership

8. At the time of Kieran's birth the 1970 Indian Act rules were in force and had not yet been
amended by Bill C-31, enacted on or about June 27, 1985.

9. Kieran as the illegitimate child of a male Indian should have been on the Band list at birth.

10. Kieran's biological mother Pamela is now a registered Indian. Both of Kieran's biological parents
are registered Indians and Ardell Twinn is a member of the Band.

11. On July 4, 1985 the Band was given notice by the Minister of then Indian Affairs (hereinafter
referred to as "INAC") that the Registrar was transferring the Band List to the Band, thereafter
administratively responsible for maintaining the List.

12. I am aware of others not on the Band List who the Court ordered be put on the Band List without
having to apply to the Band. Sandy and I talked about this wondering why Kieran had to apply.

13. In December, 1985 Kieran's adoption was finalized.

14. On or about August 16, 1988 I applied to Indian affairs for Kieran's treaty status. I received a
letter from INAC requesting Ardell's declaration he was the biological father of Kieran.
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22 Years of Avoidance, Denial, Uncertainty

15. From 19884999 I tried many different ways to get the declaration from Ardell, all of which
failed. The avoidance and denial patterns included:

a. Ardell being very hard to contact.

b. Ardell and the Band not returning calls.

c. When I was able to reach Ardell he claimed the Band did not want him to sign the
declaration.

d. When I contacted the Band, their story was that the Declaration had nothing to do
with them and it was Ardell's decision.

16. In June 2000 I hired a lawyer from a law firm, McBean Becker Cochard, to seek a Court order to
compel paternity testing.

.17. On or about February 15, 2001 the paternity tests were presented to the Court who declared
Ardell the biological father.

18. On March 16, 2001 Kieran was finally registered as a Treaty Indian under 6(1)(a) of the Indian
Act.

19. In April 2001 I attended the Band office requesting a band membership application form that was
some 43 pages long.

20. In May 2001 Sandy had a telephone conversation with then Chief Bertha L'Hirondelle, a Twinn
family member, to discuss the membership application form and process. Sandy kept detailed
notes which I've reviewed. One topic discussed was the inappropriateness of many questions
which requires essays. Kieran was a minor at this time. Bertha L'Hirondelle indicated that the
Chief and Council were re-evaluating the application for minors. Bertha L'Hirondelle questioned
Kieran's right to membership as he did not know the Twinn family and denied knowledge of
occasions when Kieran was in the community. Bertha L'Hirondelle also suggested Kieran did not
have a right to be on the Band List, as the Band decides, and we should talk to someone who
can inform us of this. Bertha L'Hirondelle refused to offer her support for Kieran's application.
Notes of that conversation were documented and retained.

21. In October 24, 2001 I called then Chief Bertha L'Hirondelle about the membership application. I
was told we did not need to include the requested passport, birth/death certificates as Chief and
Council were familiar with all the parties concerned. That conversation was documented.

22. In February 2003 I hand delivered the completed application and reference letters under a cover
letter dated February 24, 2003 signed by Kieran to the Band office. I asked the Band secretary to
bring this to Ardell's attention, a Council member, and that it go before the next Council meeting.
Attached as Exhibit A is Kieran's February 24, 2003 letter to the Band without the enclosures.

23. In July 2003, I spoke to Roland Twinn, now Chief of the Band whose Aunt, Bertha L'Hirondelle,
remained on Council, about the status of Kieran's application. Roland Twinn claimed the Band
had no knowledge of the application and Ardell did not bring it to Council. I travelled to Slave
Lake from Fort McMurray and hand delivered another copy to Roland Twinn.
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24. On or about December 10, 2004 Kieran was now an adult and wrote the Band asking for a copy
of the Membership Rules and authorizing me to communicate and receive information on his
behalf.

25. From July 2003 to May 2006 I and Kieran regularly made inquiries of Ardell, Bertha L'Hirondelle,
Roland Twinn and in house lawyer, Mike McKinney about the status of Kieran's application. Again
they were virtually impossible to get a hold of. When I did make contact the answer was the
same - the Band is busy with other matters and will get to it eventually.

26. In May 2005 I contacted Catherine Twinn out of frustration. She undertook to bring Kieran's
application to the attention of Mike McKinney and the Chief and Council and asked a series of
questions as to who I had contacted.

27. On or about June 2005 I contacted Catherine Twinn again letting her know I contacted Mike
McKinney about a meeting with Kieran and the Chief and Council.

28. From June 2005 forward it was the same pattern — repeated calls and/or communications to the
Band with no response.

29. March to April 2006 Kieran and I called the Band many times to check on progress. We always
got the same answer — the Chief, Council and Mike McKinney are in meetings or out. We left
many messages but not one of them replied. In particular, Kieran called Chief Roland Twinn, his
uncle, who did not reply.

30. In April 2006 I again drove to Slave Lake and attended at the Band office. I was told Bertha
L'Hirondelle and Roland Twinn were out of town. I ran into Paul Twinn, Ardell's brother, who was
on his way to see Ardell. I gave Paul Twinn my card with my cell phone number and asked him
to have Ardell call me. Ardell never called me.

31. Kieran had graduated from high school and was interested in taking a management degree and
music courses at Mount Royal College, being very talented in music. He was living on his own
and discovering how tough it is to be on his own, and simultaneously attend school. I wanted to
talk to the Band about what support there might be for Kieran to go to school. I was helping
Kieran financially but my capacity to do so was very limited.

32. At this point we were totally frustrated and ready to again take legal action. Four years had
passed since the application was submitted. I had incurred significant legal costs in relation to
Kieran's paternity and application process. I advised Roland Twinn I did not want to take legal
action and was told to "go ahead, it's just another law suit".

33. Ardell made no effort to build a relationship with Kieran and had only seen him once, shutting
Kieran out, as had influential members of Ardell's family. Kieran tried to communicate with Ardell
but gave up. Kieran had lived in Slave Lake for 2 years and no one from the Twinn family talked
to him when they saw him.

34. In May, 2006 I again contacted Catherine Twinn apprehensive about involving her but with
nowhere else to turn. I was aware Catherine Twinn had invited Kieran to dinner and ordered by
Ardell, who had been a Band Councilor, to stay away from Kieran. I explained to her that the
Band officials were ignoring us, that we took a lot of time to fill out the 43 page Questionnaire
and the Band should have the courtesy of letting Kieran know where he stands. Kieran, Sandy
and I fully believed Kieran was entitled to band membership, did not understand why he had to
apply and why the process was so difficult. I was ready to go to Court.
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35. I was informed by Catherine Twinn she again raised the issue of Kieran's membership with the
Band and its advisors.

36. In mid-August, 2006 Kieran got a call from the Band office to set up an interview September 27,
2006. Kieran was now interested in taking an Instrumentation Technologist Program at SAF.

37. On about September 27, 2006 Kieran was finally granted an interview of about 45 minutes with
Mike McKinney, Chief Roland Twinn, Councilor Bertha L'Hirdondelle and a male person. Kieran
immediately reported to me that he was not impressed, felt it was a waste of his time driving 6
hours one way and taking time off work and was upset at what had occurred:
• Roland Twinn and Mike McKinney did all the talking, starting off by asking Kieran what

he wanted, what he was after, if it was a cheque he wanted;
• Kieran was also asked many questions about me;
• Kieran would have to come back for a 2nd interview with all the band members.

I immediately called Mike McKinney for clarification on questions asked about me, what happens
next and a time line. As usual, I never got a reply back but I kept calling leaving messages.

38. In about the second week of January, 2007 Kieran had his second meeting, again immediately
reporting to me about what happened as follows:
• Present from the Band was Ardell, his sister Arlene Twinn, Elder Walter Felix Twin, and

two other people, including possibly Paul Twinn;
• With the exception of Elder Walter Felix Twinn, Kieran was asked many questions by

some of those present. The line of questioning was hurtful and upsetting, rooted in
suspicion that he just wanted membership for financial gain;

• He expressed his anger at how he felt he was being treated without respect or open
mindedness, as though he was not a human being and not family in any way;

• The absence of relationship they blamed on Sandy's family who allegedly limited Kieran's
contact with them.

39. Shortly after this 2'd interview, in mid to late January, 2007 Kieran was asked by the Band for a
copy of his birth certificate which he provided.

40. On April 25, 2007 Kieran received a call from Chief Roland Twinn that his application for
membership had been accepted.

41. If we had not persisted, spending time, money and resources including hiring lawyers, Kieran's
exclusion from birth to then would undoubtedly have continued. It took 22 years of dogged
persistence to have his name added to the Band list.

Aftermath of Band Membership and Healing the Trauma

42. By the spring of 2007, with Kieran living in Calgary, we decided to sell our home in Fort
McMurray. I received a call from David Midbo asking for help to secure an apprenticeship in Fort
McMurray and I helped him. David Midbo is the son of Clara Midbo, Bertha L'Hirondelle's sister
and Roland Twinn's Aunt. Clara Midbo and her sister Frieda Draney applied for Band Membership
in February 2001 and by April, 2002 were admitted into membership. Their five children applied
for band membership in March, 2003 and were admitted into band membership by April, 2003.

43. While Kieran was working as an instrument technician in Calgary, he was taking a fourth class
power engineering course on his own and asked the Band for tuition and books fees of $700. He
was denied this assistance.
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A Commissioner for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta

Clarence Cardinal
A Commissioner for Oathsin and for the Province of AlbertaM.D. of Opportunity No. 17

cillor
Expiry er 2017

Signature

44. In March, 2010 Kieran was hit with a large tax bill for a web based company he ran selling and
producing music. This ate up all his savings for school, delaying an April start until at least
October, 2010. Kieran was devastated. He now considered enfranchising from the Band like
former members, including his biological paternal grandmother, Terry Auger. It was well known
that the Band's per capita payouts to then enfranchising Band members exceeded $600,000 in
today's dollars.

45, I urged him to carefully consider such a drastic step, However Kieran had lost confidence and
trust In the Band's leaders who also ran the Trusts and influenced the Lesser Slave Lake Indian
Regional Council. To him, they were a source of trauma he needed to remove from his life. They
had unreasonably delayed adding his name to the Band List by engaging in administrative
exclusion and discrimination. They had demonstrated they had no interest in supporting,
knowing, understanding, Including and relating to him.

46. To date, there is no relationship between Kieran and Ardell or members of Ardell's family. Kieran
deleted Ardell from his Facebook, as have I.

47. By 2012 Kieran was still considering surrendering his band membership. The Band introduced a
Repeal of the Per Capita Pay Out on the Surrender of Membership Act, in October, 2013 which
was passed in early 2014.

48. I could not understand — and still don't — why Kieran was not simply put on the Band List by the
Band leaders' whose actions demonstrated they were incapable of running the Band's
membership affairs. I lost confidence and trust In the Band's handling of membership and feel
their misconduct limits whatever right they claim to decide membership. There Is no certainly or
fairness for applicants like Kieran including those with a clear right to be added to the Band List,

49. Kieran has abandonment and trauma issues from the maltreatment he experienced, before and
after birth, including denial and rejection by his biological father and other Twinn family
members, because his biological mother was too young to keep him and our traumatizing
experience having his name included on the Band list which should have been from birth.

50. He has anxiety and anger as a result of this history which is slowly healing. He is determinedly
making his own way forward as an adult. He is gainfully employed, in a committed and loving
relationship, has many hobbies, works out regularly, takes care of his health and has assumed
home ownership. He receives no help from the Band and very little from the Trusts although he
is a beneficiary of both Trusts. He was a beneficiary of the 1985 Trust before his name was
added to the Band List but never received benefits from that Trust.

51. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the
Hamlet of Calling Lake,
in the Province of Alberta
the 1st day of April, 2015

)
)
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February 24, 2003

Chief Bertha Twinn/L'Flirondelle and colon
Sawridge Band
Box 326
Slave Lake, Alberta
TOG 2A0

Dear Chief and Council

This application for Band Morn
(Larry Cardinal), and my Mo
questions do not apply to me
to answer all of the questions
applicable to me,

myself (Kieran), my Dad
a minor I fotmd that a lot of the

applicable to adults. We have tried
Lion and have noted those that are not

,Also to note, that during a telephon versation between my Dad sad Chief Bertha on
'October 24, 2001, my Dad was directed by Chief Bertha fbnt we did not need to provide a
.• passport, birth, marriage, and death certificates as asked for in the application. Chief
Bertha stated that she and the Council are tbmiliar with all the parties (family) on my

application. They also concluded that a lot of the questions do not pertain to me as X am a

minor and to Ell out only those that we can.

I am looking forward to hearing from the Chief and Council on your decision or approval

of my application to the Sawridge Band.

Kieran T. Cardinal

rtAi la EttallklA " ratitiitl to la6 oeec.--"Onba,:tSvv,04'

Cc: file
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• P• dr 11,:ej

Clarence Cardinal
A Commissioner for Oaths

In and for the Province of Alberta
M.D. of Opportunity No. 17

Councillor
Expiry D r 2017

Signature:
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SWORN STATEMENT OF DEBORAH SERAFINCHON

I, Deborah Serafinchon, office worker, and daughter of the late Walter Patrick Twinn, of the City of
Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, do solemnly swear that:

Family Background 

1. I am the eldest daughter of the late Walter Patrick Twinn, Settlor of the Sawridge Band Inter
Vivos Settlement, April 15, 1985 (the "1985 Trust") and the Sawridge Trust, August 15, 1986 (the
"1986 Trust") (collectively referred to as the "Trusts"), and former Chief of the Sawridge Band
(hereinafter called the "Band") and, as such, have a personal knowledge of the matters
hereinafter deposed to, save where stated to be based upon information and belief.

2. I was born on October 2, 1961, the illegitimate daughter of my late father Walter Patrick Twinn
(hereinafter called "Father") and Lillian McDermott (hereinafter called "Mother") of Faust. Both
were Indians and attended Indian Residential School at Grouard.

3. At birth I was placed into foster care and grew up in that system. I never felt I belonged and
struggled with knowing my identity, where I came from, who I came from and what caused me
to grow up in foster care. I experienced abuse.

4. After I became an adult, I searched for my birth parents.

5. I discovered my biological mother first; who informed me Walter Patrick Twinn was my Father.
Both of my parents died young, shortly after I found them. My Father was born March 29, 1934
and died October 30, 1997.

6. I contacted my Father in 1996, the year before he died and we spoke a number of times, but
before we could meet, he died suddenly. The day he died, I fell in my bathroom and have been
wheel chair bound since. I've had 3 back surgeries.

7. About a year after his death, I was contacted by Catherine Twinn, my Father's widow. I am
informed by Catherine Twinn that my Father told her shortly after they married he had fathered a
little girl he had no contact with, wondered about and had offered to marry my Mother. My
mother independently confirmed the marriage offer.

Taking Action to Establish Meaning and Recognition, Identity, Security & Connectedness

8. Catherine Twinn and I began a relationship. However, I was more interested in building a
relationship with my Father's five children, closest in age to me, from his first marriage to
Theresa Auger. They are Irene Twinn, Roland Twinn, Arlene Twinn, Ardell Twinn and Paul Twinn.
Arlene first contacted me by mail in 2000 and I met Irene Twinn and Ardell Twinn around
Christmas 2001.

9. Initially, I had a positive reception from Arlene Twinn and Ardell Twinn and a conflicting reaction
from Irene Twinn.

10. My primary relationship was with Arlene Twinn and through her, incidental contact with her twin
brother, Ardell Twinn with whom no relationship emerged.



11. I have no relationship with Roland Twinn and only met him once, accidently, in a Toys R Us Store
when I was with Arlene TWinn.

12. Paul Twinn refused to be in the same room as me when I was in Arlene Twinn's house. I have
never had a relationship or contact with Paul Twinn.

13. I quickly learned they hated Catherine Twinn and had no relationship with her or their young
half-brothers.

14. I felt caught in the middle. I felt I had to choose between having a relationship with the first or
second family, that the first family would reject me if I had a relationship with the second family.

Irene Twinn

15. Irene Twinn in particular made it clear I could not fence sit — telling me I had to choose one
family or the other. Irene Twinn had an extreme hatred towards Catherine Twinn. This made me
wonder what was wrong with Catherine Twinn to be so hated.

16. I chose my siblings from the first family and for years tried to build a stable relationship with
those of them who were interested.

17. One Christmas I and my 3 children but not my husband stayed with Irene Twinn and her 2 sons.
Christmas Eve, Irene Twinn told me that I am not liked by the Twinn family; I am not and never
will be a part of the family; I should stop trying to belong; and she is the oldest sibling and
protector of her siblings.

18. Christmas morning my daughter Lisa and her brothers woke up very early, accidently awakening
Irene Twinn, who became very angry. Irene Twinn verbally attacked me, my parenting skills, and
my children she called spoiled rotten and inconsiderate for waking her up.

19. My daughter Lisa called her father who quickly came and took us home. I left crying and never
spoke to Irene Twinn again. I was shocked at how cruel Irene Twinn could be while coating cruel
words with facial smiles and a pretext of friendliness.

20. I had no further contact with Irene Twinn.

Arlene Twinn 

21. My relationship with Arlene Twinn lasted from October 2000 until July 2010.

22. Arlene Twinn was forced to meet me August 2000 before she was ready. I had attended my
mother's funeral in August 2000. Elsie Stenstrom was a friend of my mother and Arlene Twinn's
mother. At the funeral Elsie Stenstrom gave me a sympathy card from Arlene Twinn. We had
corresponded prior but were not ready to meet in person.

23. On October 13, 2000 I went to Slave Lake to put a cross on my father Walter's grave. I stopped
at Elsie Stenstrom's home who asked if i wanted to meet Arlene Twinn. I said no, she is not
ready. Elsie Stenstrom took me to the restaurant in the Sawridge Truck Stop, left the table and
unbeknownst to me, went to the C-Store at the Truck Stop where Arlene Twinn worked and
brought her to meet me. That was the first time we met in person.



24. I experienced at least 2 volatile occasions where Arlene Twinn suddenly turned on me, leaving

me baffled. Once when Arlene Twinn thought I, unemployed at the time, was trying to get a job

with the Sawridge Group of Companies through Catherine Twinn. I had shared with Arlene Twinn

that I had given my Resume to Catherine Twinn asking if she knew of any jobs. Arlene Twinn

screamed at me assuming I wanted a job with the Sawridge Group. I reassured her I did not

want a job with Sawridge Group, had no intention of moving to Slave Lake and was seeking help

for a job search in Edmonton, specifically not with the Sawridge Group of Companies.

25. The other occasion I was yelled at by Arlene Twinn remains a mystery. I still do not know what I

did but I apologized, and about 1 week later Arlene Twinn called and apologized.

26. In July 2010 I and my family went to Slave Lake on Arlene Twinn's birthday and checked into a

Motel. Arlene Twinn's son Chase swam with my children during the day. That night I met Arlene

Twinn at the Fairgrounds and watched the fireworks. Arlene Twinn did not sit with me, sitting

with Haitina Twinn, Roland Twinn's wife. Arlene Twinn made little effort to spend time with me

and I felt rebuffed. The next day I called her to say goodbye and felt coldly and angrily

dismissed. It was unpleasant. Thereafter, Arlene Twinn deleted me from Facebook and dismissed

me from her life. There has been no contact since.

27. My reaching out to my older half siblings led to challenges with my foster family who, hurt,

withdrew from me.

28. Today the only members of the Twinn family I have relationships with are Catherine Twinn and

her sons, my half-brothers.

DNA Testing, Indian Status, Band Membership & Beneficiary Status

29. During the time Arlene Twinn spoke to me, I had conversations with her whether she, her

mother and her siblings would provide blood samples to prove my paternity. I remember washing

dishes in Arlene Twinn's kitchen and discussing this. She indicated her Mom was willing however

they never acted on it. I bear a striking resemblance to my Father. Because of this, Arlene and

Irene Twinn expressed apprehension about me meeting their Mother who they said has negative

feelings and thoughts towards my Father.

30. I began to feel it was obvious that the first family would not provide blood samples, so I turned

to Catherine Twinn. She and her sons' blood samples proved my paternity, that I am the eldest

daughter of Walter Patrick Twinn.

31. Catherine Twinn encouraged me to apply to the Trust and the Band to ascertain my entitlement

at birth under the 1970 Indian Act rules that I qualify as a member of the Sawridge Band, being

the illegitimate daughter of a male Indian, and a Beneficiary under the 1985 Trust. If I were to

apply and be admitted into Band membership I would become a beneficiary of the 1986 Trust.

32. In about 2002 I applied for Indian Status registration through the office of Lesser Slave Lake

Indian Regional Council (LSLIRC) governed by a Board of 5 Chiefs, Roland Twinn being one of

the Chiefs. The CEO, Al Willier, is Roland Twinn's good friend. I was never registered even

though both my parents qualify as Indians. At some point, I was informed by the LSLIRC the

DNA result proving Walter was my Father was inadequate and I would need 2 of my Father's

sisters to attest I was his daughter. I believed this requirement was impossible and gave up

pursuing Indian Status registration.
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33. I had raised the issue of applying for Band membership with Arlene Twinn and was led to believe

I would never be accepted into membership because the aunties, my Father's sisters, would

never allow it. Discouraged, I never applied and/or finalized my application for Indian Status,

Band Membership or Beneficiary status. It was evident to me that any application would upset

my half siblings and I put relationship ahead of applying.

34. I have not applied to the Trusts and the Trust Administrator has never contacted me. My half

siblings, except Cameron Shirt, are members of the Sawridge Band through our Father, Walter

Patrick Twinn.

35. I've been informed by Catherine Twinn and do verily believe that Cameron Shirt applied to the

Trust for beneficiary status but his status was resisted and he has never received benefits.

36. I have not applied for band membership for the same reason I have not applied to the Trusts.

Some of the principal leaders of the Sawridge Band govern the Trusts, and those like Roland

Twinn, have made it clear to me I'm not wanted and my application would be denied. I do not

have the resources to challenge this and endure a difficult process.

37. As Walter's daughter, I'd like to be equally included as a beneficiary and a band member as are

the children of my Father, his brothers and his sisters.

38. Through my Mother, I have direct lineage to the Sawridge Band. My Mother's Indian Registry

number had the Sawridge Band 454 number. My Mother and Father were related which is why

they did not marry. At the time they became involved, and I was conceived, they did not know

they were related. They later learned they were related after my Father offered to marry my

Mother. Not knowing they were related was one of many impacts from Indian Residential School,

along with addictions and shortened life spans. I am the "bruised generation", deeply impacted

by Indian Residential School which continues to alter the course of my life and that of my family.

I swear this evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

)

SWORN BEFORE ME at the
t  of  rail 67--i n it  ,

f Alberta
G;11 •  , 2015

A Commissis) er for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta

/111A-6?-0 1/4 it

DEBORAlf SERAFINCHON
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SWORN STATEMENT OF SHANNON TWITC1

I, Shannon Twinn, recently of the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, do solemnly swear that:

FAMILY BACKGROUND 

1. I am the daughter-in-law of the late Walter Patrick Twinn, Settlor of the Sawridge Band Inter

Vivos Settlement, April 15, 1985 (the "1985 Trust") and the Sawridge Trust, August 15, 1986

(the "1986 Trust") (collectively referred to as the "Trusts"), and former Chief of the Sawridge

First Nation (hereinafter called the "Band") and, as such, have a personal knowledge of the

matters hereinafter deposed to, save where stated to be based upon information and belief.

2. I was born and raised in Slave Lake and resided there all my life until a very recent move in

October, 2014 to the City of Edmonton.

3. I am of Aboriginal descent. My mother is a member of the Sinclair family. My late father is

also of Aboriginal descent.

4. I am forty years old. When I was 17 years old, in September 1991, I began to cohabit with

Ardell Twinn, son of my later father in law Walter Twinn and his first wife, Theresa Maltere

Auger.

5. I married Ardell Twinn February 9, 1992, shortly before the birth of our first son Cody Twinn

who was born in 1992, followed by our second son, Cory, who was born in 1994.

6. Because the Sawridge Band is so small, there is no choice but to marry someone from

outside the Band.

7. At the time of my marriage in 1992, the 1970 Indian Act rules that included the wives of

Indian men and their children as members of the Sawridge Band were no longer operating

although I knew women in the Band "who had married in" under those rules.

8. The 1985 Trust continues the 1970 Indian Act rules that include me as a beneficiary under

the 1985 Trust.

9. I contributed half my life to creating a home and raising a family on the reserve. I worked

hard, bringing two children into the world and contributing to my home and community.

10. I separated from Ardell Twinn January, 2012 and left the matrimonial home on the reserve.

Being a non-band member of the Sawridge Band I had to leave what had been my home my

whole adult life. When my marriage collapsed I did not ask for anything, and no support was

offered by Sawridge. I left with nothing and am rebuilding my life.

11. I lived in the Sawridge Staff Apartments on reserve where I paid rent from February, 2012

until mid-September, 2012. I ceased my employment with the Sawridge Group of Companies,

owned by the Sawridge Trusts, August 2012. I commenced new employment at the Family

Clinic in Slave Lake September 10, 2012. I believe other family members lived in the Staff

Apartments and I do not know if they were required to pay rent.
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12. After leaving, I had no resources to speak of and never received any support from Ardell
Twinn, the Trusts or the Band.

BAND MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS OF MY TWO SONS CODY AND CORY

13. Many years ago, I completed and submitted applications for my 2 sons to become members
of Sawridge which took many years for the Band to process. They only became members in
2013 when they were 21 and 19. I have no idea why it took so long or what caused the
delay. No one from the Band ever explained this to me.

14. As a result of my sons' being admitted into band membership, they are now beneficiaries of
the 1986 Trust.

15. I became aware that Sawridge elected leaders started processing membership applications in
2013.

16. I am aware the Band spent millions of dollars on their right to decide membership yet their
rules and process of deciding, based on the experience with the applications of my sons, is
very poorly done. The delay led to strife, uncertainty and anxiety.

17. I would not apply for Band membership. Under the leadership that was in place for some
time, my application would never be accepted. I've had to remove myself from the reserve.
On the breakdown of my marriage I had no right to stay on the reserve.

18. Before I left Ardell, he encouraged me to apply for band membership. Now separated from
Ardell, I would especially feel uncomfortable and unsafe applying.

SAWRIDGE TRUSTS AND COMPANIES AND INTERACTIONS WITH THE BAND

19. The same people who have majority control over the Trusts have controlled the Band
through their elected positions. I was employed by the Sawridge Group of Companies from
about 2001 — 2012. I have never received any kind of benefit from the Sawridge Trust.

20. While I was employed by the Sawridge Group of Companies, the Companies, not the Trust,
paid my tuition at "Northern Lakes College" in 2000, to further my education.

21. I enjoyed working for the Sawridge Group of Companies and had many wonderful teachers,
colleagues and mentors.

22. I ceased my employment with the Sawridge Group of Companies. In part because of the
marriage breakdown and because I felt mistreated and discriminated by at least one Trustee
and their'family member also working for the Sawridge Group of Companies. It is difficult to
explain this as I fear reprisal against my sons and I do not wish them harm.

23. •. I was aware of my facts that qualified me as a Beneficiary under the 1985 Trust. But I
remained silent and passive, in part because of my experience with the resentments about
my employment with the Sawridge Companies from some members in power.
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24. I felt my loved ones were treated poorly by many of the Band members in power. There
were many occasions where I was frustrated and hurt by the actions and accusations, gossip
and innuendo towards me, my ex-spouse and my children.

25. I felt it was unsafe to remain as an employee for the Group of Companies and live on the
Sawridge reserve. I felt treated as unwanted, disposable, without value and not belonging.

26. I was never advised by Paul Bujold, Roland Twinn, Bertha L'Hirondelle, the late Clara Midbo,
Justin Twin or Brian Heidecker about ascertaining my beneficiary status. I never received any
communication about this.

27. I have never been contacted by Paul Bujold or anyone about any process or actions I might
take to ascertain whether I am a beneficiary.

28. I see an obvious conflict of interest in having elected Band leaders sitting as Trustees.
Because I know them, I also know they are biased and ruled by their personal feelings.

29. I never applied for band membership or pushed for inclusion as a beneficiary for many
reasons. I felt the incessant conflicts amongst the members and the hostile environment. As
someone marrying in, the messages were communicated, including by some of those in
control of the Band and Trusts, that women who married in are not true members. I did not
want to put myself through that kind of stress. For these reasons, I would not apply for Band
Membership;

30. I positively contributed positively to Sawridge for years. While I had no political voice and
was not a member of the Band, I was a member of the community and family and worked
hard at raising and supporting my family, the community and the Sawridge Group of
Companies as a loyal employee.

31. I was kind and loving to everyone regardless of how I was treated.

32. I am very close and attached to my sons.

33. On September 27, 2013 I discussed with Catherine Twinn the rules of the 1970 Indian Act, 
my facts and Beneficiary Status under the 1985 Trust. Prior to, I had some knowledge of the
history of the Trusts having worked for the Sawridge Group of Companies, but no real
knowledge as to the different ways one could be a beneficiary and what that beneficiary
status might mean in terms of my life. I was not aware of any "public notices" from the
Trusts to beneficiaries or potential beneficiaries.

34. I believe Ardell and our two sons are beneficiaries under both Trusts. I believe I qualify as a
beneficiary under the 1985 Trust.

35. Arciatjfvvas born into the Band and has been a member since birth under then Indian Act
rules which define 1985 Trust Beneficiaries.

36. Having "married in", I felt the discrimination from some of the women who "married out" and
witnessed the treatment of women who married in who were treated as outsiders and
scapegoated.
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37. As a woman and mother who contributed and became part of the Sawridge community while
still a teenager, a hand up from the 1985 Trust would be comforting and affirming.

38. I want a fair, honest and transparent process to ascertain my beneficiary status that is not at
the will and discretion of the Trustees and elected Band leaders.

39. I swear this Statement for the Court and for no improper purpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the )
  of  )
in the Province of Alberta )
the day of , 2015 )

)
)

  )
A Commissioner for Oaths in and )
for the Province of Alberta

SHANNON 7WINN
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COURT FILE NO.

COURT

JUDICIAL CENTRE

APPLICANT

RESPONDENTS

DOCUMENT

1403 04885

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

EDMONTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND INTER
VIVOS St I I LEMENT, APRIL 15, 1985 (the "1985
Trust") and THE SAWRIDGE TRUST, AUGUST 15,
1986 (the "1986 Trust")

Form 49
Alberta Rules of Court

Rule 13,19

Clerk's Stamp

CATHERINE TWINN, as Trustee for the 1985 Trust and the 1986 Trust

ROLAND TWINN, BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE, EVERE I I JUSTIN TWIN and MARGARET
WARD as Trustees for the 1985 Trust and the 1986 Trust

AFFIDAVIT

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE
AND CONTACT
INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS
DOCUMENT

McLENNAN ROSS LLP
#600 West Chambers
12220 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, AB T5N 3Y4

Lawyer: Karen A. Platten, Q.C.
Telephone: (780) 482-9200
Fax: (780) 482-9102
Email: kplatten@mross.com
File No.: 281946

AFFIDAVIT OF ALFRED POTSKIN

SWORN ON THE 26th DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2014

I, Alfred Potskin, of the Town of Slave Lake, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:

1. I am an individual who is resident in the Town of Slave Lake in the Province of Alberta and, as
such, have a personal knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to, save where stated to be
based upon information and belief, in which case I verily believe the same to be true.

2. I was born on April 26, 1946.

3. I grew up on the Sawridge First Nation Reserve and was a member of the Sawridge Band

through my father's status as a Sawridge Band member. My father was a member of the
Sawridge Band until he applied to Indian Affairs to enfranchise in or around 1954 due to the
social, legal and other circumstances affecting status Indians at that time. As a result of my

father's decision to enfranchise, I lost my status as a Sawridge Band member,

4. As a child, my family moved around between the Sawridge First Nation Reserve and another First

Nation Reserve in the Lesser Slave Lake area. I often lived with my Uncle Albert and Jean
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Potskin on the Sawridge Indian Reserve, I would sometimes live with my parents and sometimes
on my own.

5. From approximately 1990 to 1999, with the permission of late Chief Walter Twinn, I lived in my
trailer on the Sawridge First Nation Reserve near my Aunt and Uncle who are Sawridge Band
members.

6. In or around 1998 or 1999, about two years after the death of Chief Walter Twinn, I was advised
through Mike McKinney, legal counsel for the Sawridge Band Council, that I had to move my
trailer off the reserve and leave the Sawridge First Nation Reserve because I was not a Band
member.

7. I applied to Sawridge Band Council for membership in the Sawridge Band on or around 2011. My
cousin Lilly Potskin dropped off my Band membership application to the Band office. I was never
called in for an interview or asked to answer any questions or concerns.

8. I received a letter dated December 10, 2013 from Michael McKinney, Executive Director of the
Sawridge First Nation, advising me that my application for membership in the Sawridge First
Nation had been declined. Attached as Exhibit 'IA" to my Affidavit is the December 10, 2013
correspondence from Mr. McKinney.

9. I swear this as evidence for the Court and for no improper purpose.

r-, SWORN BEFORE ME at the
City of Edmonton,
in the Province of Alberta
the 26 day of November, 2014

C 
A Commissioner for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta

Grist@ C. 
Osualdini

a Notary Public 
and 

Commissioner for Oaths

in and for the 
PrCgInGe. of A hada

My 
Appointment expires at de P,easure

of the 
Lieutenant Governor

)
)
)
)
)
) PALrl
)
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REGISTERED MAIL

December 10, 2013

---Mr. Alfred Joseph Potskin
P.O. Box 1626
Slave Lake, AB TOG 2A0

Dear Mr, Potskin,

RELMemtiershiofir3elication

Your application for membership in the Sawridge First Nation has been reviewed by the Council,
Please take notice that the Council has denied your application for Meml, hip in the
Sawridge First Nation. This decision was made pursuant to the Membership Rules,

Based on your application it was determined that

1) You do not have any specific "right to have your name entered in the Membership List of
the Sawridge First Nation.

2) The Council concluded that it would not be compelled to exercise its discretion to add
your name to the Membership List as it did not feel, in its Judgment, that your admission
into Membership of the First Nation would be In the best interests and welfare of the First
Nation. The Council considered your commitment to, and knowledge of. the history,
customs, traditions, culture and communal life of the First Nation and your character and
lifestyle in making this determination.

Pursuant to Section 12 of the Membership Rules, you are entitled to appeal this decision to the
Electors of the First Nation by delivering a Notice In Writing to the Council at the First Nation
Office within 15 days of receipt by you of this letter.

Yours truly,
SAWRIDGE Fl ST NATION
Per.

Mic el McKinney
Executive Director

806 Caribou Trull NE . Sal/ridge 1,R, 1500
Box 326, Slave Lake, AB TOG 2A0

This is Exhibit " er - referred to in the
Affidavit of

RiWuLik_\9\.- 1-or\ 
Sworn before me this _4_(:64._

of  WINekr‘ibkr\

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for the Province of Alberta

Crista C. Osualthni

a Notary Public and 
Cr .nrlst;ionar for Oaths

in and for trie Pm. 
of -..l .aria

My Appointment 
exaircs al the ;•leastire

n iof the Lieute 
;mt.

201

 day

16-1-cleas-CLA31~-1

1;\

Telephone: (780) 849.4331
Fax: (780) 849-3446
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This is Exhibit "C" referred to in the Affidavit of
SHELBY TWINN sworn before me on the 23 day
of October, 2019.

A Commissioner for Oaths in and )
for the Province of Alberta ,,..1)

1

CZ INS-h- (142 C')



Proposed Distribution ArMA nt

:of the G eBand Inter l/ivomSettle81mnt(
^rTrust,l

A. Introduction

The court has directed that the trustees of the Trust propose a distribution scheme for the Trust.
The Public Trustee has been tasked with ensuring fair heatnAentofminors in the distribution of
amsets, identifying potential minor beneficiaries and high level review of the d|sthbuGon process
but such supervision is to be done at the highest level and only to ensure o fair and equitable
distribution.

This proposed distribution scheme is provided for information as we understand that the Court
has concerns and jurisdiction over the protection of minors.

The Trust. was established ioinvest assets of the8awdge First Notion kz provide funds for the
members of the Sawridge First Nation. and for the future generations of members of the Sawridge
FkutNaUon. (Paul Bujo|d Questioning onAffid@vit page 7G line 7-13) (Tab~f)

TheupplicaUon before the court is to determine a definition of beneficiaries and this proposed
distribution scheme will address the payment of funds from the trust and to whom such payments
should bemade.

EL Intentions uf the Satt|or

In the trust deed, the opening paragraph says that the Settlor desires to create an inter vivos
settlement for the benefit of the individuals who :at the.,date of the exe~cutloA are members of
SawVdQe Indian band: No. 1Q...ondlhe future members zf such band.- and for that purpose has
transferred to the trustees property, (See Trust Deed Tab`EY),

The intentions of the Gettiorwerebz set aside funds hoprovid*&for the members of the First Nation
0v8rnlanygenersOoms. The Settlor was the Chief aLthe time and: he certainly would have had
the abilit to decide to ipay out capital distributions to his members if he, thought that Was in their
best interests. His desire and vla|op was not 'to squander thenssoufcoa oƒ the-First Nation bVL
instead to invest the assets go that the resources would be available for many successive
generations.
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0. Proposed Scheme pfnisthbwtiun

1, Introduction 

The distribution of funds from the Trust must Le hx~eTm~~e~. ~eTmuOe~
says ~ntthe fbndondU~e paid out aoconi~~hn the d~ooetionof the Trustees and. based onthe
benefitf-tp the beneficiaries of the "trust (pev.aQnaph 8 of the Trust Deed Tab 1]l. In the Trost
Deed the Trustees may make payments from the income or the capital of the Trust. oaUley.seafit
jnfheir Unfettered discnetinn..and as. is appropriate for one or more bonefiuianou |nporagnsph 8
of the Trust Deed, the Trustees are authorized bz do. all acts necessary, or desirable for the
purpose of administering the Trust for the benefit of the beneficiaries. Thus |t is. clear that the
administration of the Trust and the.paymenLto beneficiaries is to be focused onthebenefit of the
benefin|odeeand their families.

2. Distribution of Funds as per the po|oies~of the Trustees 

Since the 1985 Trust was eMablished, no dis.tributions have been made from the Trust. Payments
'have: been made from the 1986 Trua~ hr2OOA. dheTru$baey engaged the Four Worlds Center
for Development Learning to prepare recommendations for the development and implementation
oflhm'SaNddgeTrV$Cnbeneficiaryprogram.Afteroonsu|batiopwjththaTrust e$ and members of
the Sawridge First.Nation, a number of balancing Principles were identified in the report done by
the Four Worlds Conte[ for Development Learning. One. of the balancing principles Was to
bakaPoe the needs ofpreoentand fULU[egeneradon8. Fumler, the boneficiaMes identified 'that
there was -a need for limits on: benefits and understood that there are finite limits ba benefits that
can flow frorn the trust inorder,to benefit allb~oeficiarles and the Community over time.

Following the release of the Four Worlds Center report, the Trustees engaged ~~process to.
develop policies for the payment of funds from: the 1985 -and 1986 Trusts, The Trustees wena
e*em~ingth6ir, discretionary power b) determine which policies ho pot -In place.:aAdhow funds
would be paid under each policy. To date the pV|ioi~s have been used to moke payments from
the 486TmaL The Trustees will use the same policies for the 1985 Trust once the uncertainty
around the beneficiary definition |osolved.

The S8wridge Trustees passed enumber of policies that providefor benefits to the beneficiaries
cfhbth the 1W0Gand 1Q8G -Trusts and to the dependents cfbenefciareeofboth homts' The
policies are as follows:

6) Health, Denta[ Vision Care and Life Insurance benefit 'pmgram.pmv ea
for health, dental, vision care to the beriefidiarienond4heir dependents and life
insurance benefit to the beneficiaries;

'b) Education Support Fund benefit ^ this benefit provides. payments for the
beneficiaries or their dependents. bi:ProvWafor tuition and fee support $upoort
for books and equipment, living 8xpense sup-ports while the beneficiaries or
.their dependents are attending a recognized education program;

o) Addictions Tnmatmimt Support Fund bmne;~ ~this benefitprovides for the
banaOciados.or the r dependents bz attend eligible treatment programs;
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d) Child and Youth Development benefit - benefit provides up to $10.00.0 pet
annum to assist with costs associated with caring and educating a special
needs dependent on a reimblirsernent or prepaid basis and up to $8,500 per
annum to assist with childcare costs for a dependent on a reimbursement or
prepaid basis;

e) Compassionate Care and Death benefit —this benefit provides payments to a
beneficiary for travel costs for family members travelling to visit an ill or injured
family member, reasonable accommodation costs, reasonable meal costs for
the beneficiary and family, parking costs and child care costs for underage
children. It also provides for home modifications, special equipment or dietary
supplies or spedial medications not covered by the health plans. The death
benefit provides the cost of transporting remains of the deceased, cost of burial
or cremation, cost of the wake, the funeral and headstones, cost of transporting
the beneficiary and family to the funeral, costs of accommodation, meals for
the beneficiary and family; if the funeral is held at some distance;

f) Seniors Support benefit - this benefit is to provide support for eiders who
have provided much to the building of the community .and is a monthly
supplement to other government programs received by the senior;

g) Personal Development and Alternative Health benefit this benefit provides
the beneficiaries, or their dependents, including children, money up to $2,000
per annum for fitness and nutrition, self-esteem building programs, payments
for alternative health, herbs and supplements and fitness equipment, visits to
traditional healers, including the costs of transportation and other expenses;

h) income Replacement benefit this benefit provides an income replacement
Of up to $5,000 per year for .any benefidary if they lose income as a result of
attending a personal 'healing program or because of extended sick leave from
work because of an, illness;

I) Recognition of Beneficiaries and Dependents Educational Achievements
- this benefit provide a recognition of $250 or suitable gift along With a framed
certificate to a graduate of a recognized educational program to assist. with-
finding employment or celebrating their achievement;

j) One Time Only "Good Faith" Cash Disbursement - this benefit provides a
one-time payment to every beneficiary of $2,500, either immediately if they are
an adUlt or upon the benefidary attaining the age of 18.

A copy of each of the policies is attached as Tab "C". The brochures providedin respect of each:
of the policies which are provided to each of the benefidaries are attached as Tab "D

At the present time, these are the policie$ which have been approVedi by the Trustee8 to support
the beneficiaries of both the 1985 and 1986 Trusts, The Trustees continue to investigate the
needs of the beneficiaries and their dependents and continue to discuss new policies for payment
of benefits as needs arise. The principles behind the payments relate to strengthening individuals
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in the community and strengthening the community as a whole. These principles were identified,
as important to the First Nation.

3.. Distributions Available to Minors

Of interest to. the. Court and to the Public Trustee is how minor children who are the children of
beneficiaries are treated. If a minor is .a Member Of the First Nation then they are entitled to all.
the benefits under all of the policies. The following policies provide for the benefit of the families
and dependentS Of a beriefiCiary, 'including their minor children and dependents who are not
members:

a) The Health, Dental, Vision Care benefit - program provides for health, dental, vision care
for beneficiaries and their dependents who are under 18 or under 25 if they are attending
a post-secondary institution.

b) The Education Support Fund benefit provides funding to an eligible dependent who is a
natural or adopted child of an eligible beneficiary which child is under 25 years of age
and registered in a full-time or part-time education program with an accredited educational
institution,

c) The Addictions Treatment Support Fund benefit provides a benefit to an eligible
dependent which will include a natural or adopted child of an eligible beneficiary which
child is under 25 and living at home with the eligible beneficiary,

d) The Child and Youth Development benefit provides funding for a child of the beneficiary
who suffers a permanent physical or mental disability, who is a natural child or adopted
child of an eligible beneficiary, as well as for child care, if required, for all children of
beneficiaries who are Working or goingi to school.

e) The. Personal Development and Alternative Health benefit provides funding for an eligible
dependent Of a beneficiary which will include a natural or adopted child who is under 25
years of age and living at home with an eligible beneficiary. This policy provides for the
payment of all manner of programs for children including sports and fitness programs,

f) The Income Replacement benefit provides a benefit to an eligible dependent of a
beneficiary who is a natural or adopted child who is under 25 years of age and living at
home, with the eligible beneficiary.

g) The Recognitien of Beneficiaries and Dependents Educational Achievements benefit
provides for the dependents of a beneficiary to receive recognition for educational
achievements. A dependent is defined as a natural or adopted child of an eligible
beneficiary provided the dependent is living with the beneficiary or still considered to be a
dependent of the beneficiary.

h) The Compassionate dare and Death benefit - provides payments to a beneficiary Or their
children forexpenseS es set out in the policy.

The policies that do. net provide for minors are the Senior's Support benefit and the Cash.
Disbursement benefit.
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Thus it can be said that' almOst all of the policies provide a benefit to minor dependents (up to the age
of 25 Or older) of beneficiaries even though the dependent is not a beneficiary. Once the child it no
longer dependent as defined in the policies, the child is no longer eligible until they apply and become
a member of the $awridge First Natien, It is submitted that virtually all the needs Of a minor child are
covered by the policies, If there are needs identified that are not covered abOve, the Trustees have
an ability to implement new policies to cover such needs.. The Trustees recognize the need to assess
the needs of the beneficiaries and their families and the needs of the community and Implement new
or replacement policies that best meet the needs of the beneficiaries and their dependents and that
best meets the needs of the community,

We must be mindful of the feet that the First NatiOn considers itself to be e community and a family
that supports one another. The principles identified in the Four Worlds Report clearly show that there
is a focus on both individual and community development,

The minors of the Sawridge First, Nation have not been forgotten in the trust or in the benefits paid by
the trust. The Trustees know that the First Nation can only be successful by nurturing and providing
for the children who will be the members and leaders of the First Nation in the future.

The struggle of the Trustees in making payments under the policies, is that almost 50% of the annual
funding provided to the trusts from the companies' has been paid in legal fees in this and related
litigation. The trusts could provide greater support for its members if this litigation could be
concluded.

4, Proposed Distribution Scheme: Proposal to provide for Present Beneficiaries and their
families into the future 

The Trustees are requesting that the Court approve a distribution scheme that would allow the
Trustees to follow the policies set out above and future similar policies for the benefit of the
beneficiaries of the trust and their dependents as such are defined in each policy.

Beneficiaries: The beneficiaries of the Trust will be the membera of the First Nation as is set out
in the Membership'Li t maintained by the First Nation. The dependents of those beneficiaries Will
receive the benefits set out in the policies, The Trustees propose to ask the court to amend the
definition of beneficiary in the trust as set out in Tab "E" attached :by striking the necessary wards
from the definition to remove the discriminatory language.

Trust Payments: There will be distributions whether of income or capital in accordance with the
policies set out above and future policies, passed. These payments are in accordance with the
trust deed, In this way the Trust can continue to provide for the needs of the current
beneficiaries and their families and for the beneficiaries and their families in the future.,

Two POpts of Funds : The court identified the need to. establish two pools of funds. The
Trustees propose to satisfy this requirement by identifying those funds which are necessary for
the provision of payments under the policies on an 'annual basis for those beneficiaries and their
families which are identified at any given time and by keeping invested the funds for future
generations of beneficiaries and their families,

Pool Number One: At the present time, the Trustees prepare a budget of their expected
requirements and provide that budget to the directors of the corporations whose shares
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are owned by the Trust. The directors then provide the trust with the necessary funds to
meet the budget The Trustees always have the ability to request further funds from the
directors if the need arises. This will in essence be pool number one.

Pool Number Two: The second pool will be the current and future investments of the
Trust, which will be available for the current and future beneficiaries and their dependents
according to the policies in place at any given time.

5. Complete Capital Distribution

We do net interpret the Court judgment as Oirectingia full and complete. capital distribution of the
trust but in the event that such is interpreted iby any party we set out the dangers of such an
interpretation: belOM.

Capital distributions have been examined extensively and have been viewed as a dangerous
exercise of discretion for First Nations. First, there would need to be a liquidation of the'SaWridge
branded hotels and businesses that are currently owned by the Trust It would destroy the vie*
of the Settlor of the trust. The ability to know the numbers of future-generations is limited and thus

be very difficult to determine- the people who are to be provided for in the future.

Capital distributions from the trust can also be viewed as a form of welfare and can lead to a
dependency on payments resulting in the same effect as federal welfare payments: thus, reduced
interest in education and diminished motivation and work ethic leading to reduced employment-
all contributing to greater social problems. If beneficiaries begin relying on capital distributions as
a source of income, a full and complete capital distribution could also leave beneficiaries in a
position where reckless decisions are made upon a receipt of a windfall that cannot be sustained
by future distributions from the trust,

A full capital distribution would also divert resources away from the social programs outlined in
the proposed distribution scheme that were established for the income beneficiaries of the Trust.
Capital is a reserve source of funds to supplement the valuable social programs supported by
Pool Number One.

An expectation for capital distributions can also lead to greater conflict in the question of tribal
enrollment and disputes arising regarding tribal citizenship.

A consideration which is particularly striking given the current economic outlook in Alberta is the
uncertainty and unpredictability of natural resource markets, Retaining trust capital will help
moderate future uncertainties and can add to Pool Number One established for income
beneficiaries in the trust and their dependents. Maintenance of capital will also allow
diVersificatipn of investments to also Moderate risk throughout a recessionary. economy.

Some benefits to: capital distributions have been identified, such as the ability for beneficiaries to
meet their urgent needs and to shift agency in the determination of how the money should be
used away from the tribal, governments to individuals and families. As well, capital distributions
can be used strategically as a policy tool and can incentivize certain goals such as school
enrollment Although, we acknowledge these benefits, in most cases these benefits would also be
achieved with small, one-time capital distributions, such as the One-Time Good Faith Cash
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[hmbunsomenLTbe benefits could be eroded With |argaT capital distributions, if larger distributions
exacerbate the Uangena,we have noted. aboVe.

Nature nfe DiscretionarVTruot.

The distribution of Trust funds is to be paid to the benefit of the beneficiaries and. theirhamilles.
The Trustees have an unfettered diaonshonaohm how to direct the distribution of income and
capital from the TmaL in the nab%ma of o discretionary trust. /\ disnrmbbnaLy trust |o described in
N W&rsdn7lou/s,ao8 trust "in which the creator of the bumt..- imposes the duty upon the trustees
to distribute income or capital among the beneficiaries described in the trust instrument... as the
trustees think @!' [Donovan VV.KX.VVotens̀  Mark Bi||on Q Lione|.8nnKb. Np&a[o''Lom/nfTrusts /n
Canade,4 x̀ ud.(Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto, 2Qi2)etp3S(Na6ynyonTh/ats)]JL
|V the duty of the trustees bo oonskJor when and how the discretion aught b)beexe.roimed and the
decision of the trustees must fall within the objects cf -the trust and the power 000rorned upon. the
trustees (kmyYersun Trusts atpQ88), The trustees ofa discretionary trust are also bound bythe
fundannsnt~| duties o[atmstae^ that |s, not todoksgahethf~rduUos;notLoberu~naUybene8 ~h1~ ~
the ~uatpropert6 to act with honesty and act with the prudence expooted of  reasonable person
administering their ownmffaln~ and to decide: on the exercise of their discretion in line with the
best interests of the beneficiaries (WO at pp 906i 088~.

b. Avoiding Capital Poyme6tstn beneficiaries which destroyn the Trust

|n circumstances where the trustees ofa discretionary *trust have unfettered discretion mstothe
distribution of income and oepite|. then their decision oy to the quantum of the distribution,
o|k/oebon of the distribution between income and capital and the recipients of the distribution
should be. deferred to by the court. The trustees have the duty to consid& Whether the discretion
to distribute income or oap0hs| ought to be exa[olsei1; however, it may be the case that the
trustees determine thet.iL1ointhobeat inbenes\mof the beneficiaries 10 annually disbdbubeinuoma
to the benefit ofthe beneficiaries and their 5aml||eu but to posLpon~th~ ~on~pae ufthetrustby
distributing capital. As d|aouyaad below, the court should only interfere with the exercise of the
true tees' discretion in exceptional. circumstances.

c., Jurisdiction of the. Court to direct 0aYffient of funds

The Court should only intervene todirect the payment of funds from the Trost when the Trustees
fail to given proper consideration as to whether their discretion ought to be exercised. Or
e|Uamabve\y, when the discretion was exercised but the Trustees either acted ou~ide the scope
of the power conferred upon Chem in the trust deed or took 1nho account irrelevant or
unreasonable considerations in making, their decision. No n*rhedyhasbeen sought in/neypbotof
d|sthbuUonofthe'tmotandthaPa|onoevidenceofUle7iumbaesecting'nutsidefheacnpepf their
power o[ taking into account irrelevant cr unreasonable considerations,

When considering the degree ufc trol.  court can exercise pVor:a trustee that holds absolute
discretl0ri—Watets on Tedsts notes that on axiomatic feature ofa trustee's di.sposidue discretion in
o g0acp$Uonarytruu |a "that proviidod the trustees act wbhgond faith (ie.. honestly, thoughtfully,
o~eo~v~|y~mdQsi 'intheexerc|aeofthalr'6screhon,UhggourtwA||notinharfareoroouotentheir 
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leading case from the House of Lords which represents the principle that the ~covrt Should, not
interfere With the. discretion of trustees unless there is some "(pa/4 r1dao^ 'meqni _ bad faith or
fraud, The Ontario Court af Appeal |n Fox v Fox 2st~6e extended the. definition, o[mwla fides to
circumstances where the bushee~m d|scrmlkjn it conducted in on unde~s(rob|e mannen or|f the
discretion lsinhuencedby extraneous matters [28O.R'(3d)3W6(19Q8) at. Qae12(Fox)l.|nF0~
[h~ axtnenuoUm oonaideraUon impugned by the Court of Appeal was based on religious
discrimination rather than$ consideration df what would boneff t the bonqMc|ahenas spgPifijedin
the trust deod.

Albortacourts have confirmed the principle adopted in Fox in McNeil wMcNeil [N06 ABQB836.]
and Le,cky Estate, v Leaky [2011A8QB802(Lecky)].A|berta courts have confi~rmed that If the
trustees are acting within th e scope of their duties conferred upon themby the trust deed, then
their exercise of discretion should be "afforded considerable deharenoe" (LmcAy edpara GO).
N atexo on 7tnsts summarizes the principle as established in Canadian '|nvv. the oourtwi(| not
intervene with the decision of the trustees who are exercising their discretion if theydonot agree
with the decision orwould hive not have made the samedecisioh but will Intervene if the
decision was no unreasonable that oo 'honest ortair-doa|inQ^trustee would have made it, Itthe
.trustee took into account irrelevant considerations with respect tothe dechWun, or when the.
discretion was not exercised and the trustees could not uh4yV.thot proper consideration was given
aetowhether the cUsoredon ought hJue exercised (Waters on Trusts etppQ8Q^QQO).

F. Proposal to Provide for the protection. of minors and reportinq to the Publio Trustee

The Trustees would propose to provide areport to tha Public Tmstee the payments
that have beer! made to beneficiaries from the i986tmst.aince 2009. The report would not
identify ind,ivh duals, but would identify the amodntapaid. This will allow the Public Trustee to
assess Whether the payments are being. made ina fair andequibab|e'manne[,

G.. Conclusion,

We submit that the above proposed distribution scheme Meets all cri~a~xU~/~~~ar
trust, meets the criteria set for the trust bVthe Court and allows the Public Trustee to satisfy its
mandate. The Public Trustee ie assured that thotruetie providing benafitstominordependenha

through their oduKbenefiuiary or 16 the minor directly if the Minor is a; Member. Parents tan
apply on behalf of8 minor for the minor to| become a member of -the First in order for the
minor to become a beneficiary of the Trust, The child oomnadult could nn their own apply hz
become omember. The Sawridge Trust policies provide cradle to grave support.prog rams which
is  benefit tothin future ofthe First Nebonmembers,
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Canada Trust Co v Ontario Human Rights Commission,
69 DLR (4th) 321, 1990 CarswellOnt 486 ("Leonard Foundation Trust")
at paras 48, 49, and 53 [BOA, Tab 12].
Bruce Ziff, "Welcome the Newest Unworthy Heir",
(2014) 1 ETR (4th) 76 at 80 and 81 [BOA, Tab 13].

44. By its very nature, a discriminatory trust leaves out individuals from its beneficiary ranks.

Only Courts can remedy this situation by amending the trust by striking words to ensure

that trusts are no longer discriminatory. Hence, the Trustees' Application was advanced.

45. The application for party status is subject to the standard of review of palpable and

overriding error. The application of Rules 1.2 and 3.75 to the facts of this case make it

clear that the application should be denied as it causes irreparable prejudice.

46. This action is in its advanced stages. The Appellants chose not to abide by a court-

ordered imposed deadline. Moreover, they have not advanced any novel arguments.

47. Permitting further parties to be added at this stage causes clear prejudice to the Trustees

and all the beneficiaries of the Trust, The Court has already narrowed the focus and

made several key decisions with the goal of setting the matter down in the near future for

a hearing. The Trustees believe they are very close to a resolution of this matter. To start

fresh with three new litigants will jeopardize the significant progress made.

48. The addition of parties at this late juncture would unnecessarily expand the scope of the

Trustees' Application and increase legal expenses, which, given the Applicants' inability

to contribute to pay costs, would result in prejudice to the Trustees and the beneficiaries

of the Trust. This protracted litigation and opening up the floodgates to hundreds of

potential parties will risk bankrupting the Trust.

B. Judge Had Discretion to Award Application Costs on Solicitor and own Client Basis

49. The decision to award costs of the application on a solicitor and its own client basis is an

exercise of discretion. However, whether the Chambers Judge failed to consider or

properly apply the applicable legal principle or test in exercising his discretion is a

question of law, and the standard of review is correctness.

Half Moon Lake Resort Ltd v Strathcona (County), 2001 ABCA 50 at para
47, 2001 CarswellAlta 245 [BOA, Tab 14],
Dreco, supra para 20 at paras 8-11 [BOA, Tab 5].

50. Costs are a wholly discretionary matter for the Court pursuant to Rule 10.33 and in

accordance with the basic principle set out in the foundational Rule 1.2.

29933662_3INATDOCS
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51. The Case Management Judge held that Patrick and Shelby Twinn offer nothing and

instead propose to fritter away Trust resources to no benefit.

Sawridge #5, supra para 23 at para 47 [AR, Tab 3].

52. The CM Judge cited Babchuk v Kutz for the proposition that the Court must investigate

the role of the unsuccessful litigant when awarding costs. He concluded that Patrick and

Shelby had no basis to participate and would end up harming the pool of beneficiaries. In

this new reality of litigation in Canada, the purpose of cost awards is to "shape improved

litigation practices by creating consequences for bad litigation practices".

Babchuk v Kutz, 2007 ABQB 88, 411 AR 181, aff'd in toto 2009 ABCA
144, 457 AR 44 [BOA, Tab 15].
Sawridge #5, supra para 23 at paras 49, 51 [AR, Tab 3],

53. Justice Thomas found that elevated solicitor and own client indemnity costs were

appropriate to deter dissipation of trust property as this application involved meritless

activities by trust beneficiaries Patrick and Shelby Twinn. In addition, Justice Thomas

warned Patrick and Shelby Twinn that their involvement appeared duplicitous on August

24, 2016.

Case Management August 24, 2016 Transcript at 14:31-41 and 15:1-6
[AR, Tab 6].

54. In Serdahely (Estate of), Johnstone J held that at some point during the disclosure of

information, they should have withdrawn their claim, which was meritless. Justice

Graesser in Foote Estate (Re) reaffirmed this principle that the 'modern' approach to

costs in estate litigation requires careful scrutiny of the litigation to restrict unwarranted

litigation and protect estates from being depleted.

Serdahely (Estate o), 2005 ABQB 861 at paras 55-60, 2005 CarswellAlta
1751 [BOA, Tab 16].
Foote Estate (Re), 2010 ABQB 861 at para 16, 2010 CarswellAlta 513
[BOA, Tab 17].

55. More recently, in McDonald Estate, a matter under Case Management by Justice Gates, it

was held that the Respondent was ordered to pay costs personally on a solicitor and own

client basis due to what was determined to be unnecessary litigation.

McDonald Estate, 2012 ABQB 704 at paras 113-14, 2012 CarswellAlta
2235 [BOA, Tab 18].

56. In Brill v Brill, the Alberta Court of Appeal summarized the law on costs by stating that

Rule 14.5(1)(e) of the Rules of Court requires permission to appeal "a decision as to costs

29933662_31 NATDOCS
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only" and that permission should be granted sparingly. The predecessor to this rule was

meant "to bring finality to cost orders and to conserve this Court's time by screening out

hopeless appeals on the issues of costs alone."

Brill v Brill, 2017 ABCA 235 at paras 2 and 6, 2017 CarswellAlta 1246
[BOA, Tab 19].

57. In British Columbia (Minister of Forests) v Okanagan Indian Band, the Supreme Court

held that "the discretion of a trial court to decide whether or not to award costs has been

described as unfettered and untrammelled, subject only to any applicable rules of court."

The trial judge's decision was "based on his judicial experience, his view of what justice

required, and his assessment of the evidence; it is not to be interfered with lightly."

British Columbia ('Minister of Forests) v Okanagan Indian Band, 2003
SCC 71, [2003] 3 SCR 371 at para 42 [BOA, Tab 20].

58. In Bun v Seng, the Court of Appeal confirmed the above principle and stated that "the

case law is clear that permission to appeal costs orders should be granted sparingly, and a

party seeking permission to appeal such an award must meet a high threshold."

Bun v Seng, 2015 ABCA 165 at paras 4-5, 2015 CarswellAlta 854 [BOA,
Tab 21].

59. Given the warnings, the Appellants ought to have carefully considered their position.

Rather than ensure they had a proper basis to be added to the litigation so late in the

game, the Appellants merely repeated their entitlement and proffered no evidence to

distinguish their interests from those already represented.

60. Courts do not require egregious conduct in order to award solicitor-client costs. The

modern trend in trust litigation favours a discretionary award of solicitor and own client

costs in this case given the lengthy delay, the lack of necessity to the Appellants'

application and the prejudice caused to the Trust.

61. At paras 44 and 47 of the Appellants' factum, they argue that solicitor and client costs are

to be awarded only where egregious conduct is present in a case. However, one case they

cite, Meads v Meads, 2012 ABQB 571, demonstrates that there are many other factors to

be considered.

C. Within Jurisdiction of Court to Declare Patrick and Shelby Twinn Beneficiaries

62. The history of the Advice and Direction Application was set out in previous decisions

known as Sawridge #1-4, and multiple Court Orders, all of which are now res judicata.
29933662_3INATDOCS
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Sawridge #5, supra para 23 at paras 2-3 [AR, Tab 3].

63. The Appellants state that the Trustees have not filed an application on the issue of the

definition of beneficiaries and that the CM Judge has exceeded his jurisdiction in

determining matters related to the Trust in the absence of a constating application.

64. In para 57 of their factum, the Appellants complain that the determination of beneficiary

status is ultra vires. This argument demonstrates Patrick and Shelby's litigious nature

given that this ruling is in their best interest.

65. Both the Appellants and the Respondent Trustees agreed that Patrick and Shelby are

beneficiaries and thus, there was a desirable narrowing of issues made by the CM Judge.

His role is to identify, simplify and clarify the issues in dispute and make orders to

promote the fair and efficient resolution of the action (Rule 4.14).

Case Management August 24, 2016 Transcript at 14:35 [AR, Tab 6].

Patrick Affidavit at paras 7 and 9 [EKE, Tab 4].
Shelby Affidavit at paras 4, 9, and 10 [EKE, Tab 5].
Rules of Court, supra para 23 at R 4.14 [BOA, Tab 7],

66. The Procedural Orders operated as the de facto constating application regarding the

determination of the beneficiary definition in the Trust. In Chisholm v Lindsay, the Court

held: "A judgment or Order of the Court...is the governing document".

Chisholm v Lindsay, 2017 ABCA 21 at para 8, 2017 CarswellAlta 41

[BOA, Tab 22].

67. In para 58, the Appellants state that dismissing the claim for an accounting was not

proper. It was dismissed on a without prejudice basis as no submissions were made. The

Appellants have the ability to bring this application again. This is another example of

needless complication. An accounting application is not related to Advice and Direction.

VII. PART 5 — RELIEF SOUGHT 

68. The Trustees pray that the appeal be dismissed in its entirety.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 20th day of October, 2017.

Estimated Time of Argument: 45 minutes

Dentons anada LLP

Grp
Doris Bonora and Anna Loparco
Solicitors for the Trustees

29933662_3INATDOCS
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SHELBY TWINN sworn before me on the,. 3 day
of October, 2019.
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COURT FILE NUMBER: 1103 14112

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

J UDICIAL CENTRE: EDMONTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTEE ACT,
RSA 2000, C. T-8, AS AMENDED, AND

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND INTER
VIVOS SETTLEMENT CREATED BY CHIEF WALTER
PATRICK TWINN, OF THE SAWRIDGE INDIAN BAND,
NO. 19 NOW KNOWN AS SAWRIDGE FIRST NATION
ON APRIL 15, 1985 (THE "1985 SAWRIDGE TRUST")

APPLICANT: SAWRIDGE FIRST NATION

RESPONDENTS: ROLAND TWINN, MARGARET WARD, TRACEY SCARLETT,
EVERETT JUSTIN TWINN AND DAVID MAJESKI,
AS TRUSTEES FOR THE 1985 SAWRIDGE TRUST, THE
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC GUARDIAN AND TRUSTEE
OF ALBERTA, AND CATHERINE TWINN

Questioning on Affidavit of DARCY ALEXANDER TWINN, sworn September 24,

2019, taken at the offices of Parlee McLaws LLP, Barristers &

Solicitors, 1700, 10175 - 101 Street, Edmonton, Alberta, at 10 a.m.,

on the 18th day of October, 2019

E. Molstad, Q.C.
E. Sopko
Parlee McLaws LLP
1700, 10175 - 101 Street NW
Edmonton, Alberta T5J OH3
780.423.8500

For the Applicant

StuLIE-iln Ea-71EELesr,
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D. Bonora
Dentons LLP
2500, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW
Edmonton, Alberta T5J OK4
780.423.7100

J . Hutchison
Hutchison Law
Unit #190, 130 Broadway Boulevard
Sherwood Park, Alberta T8H 2A3
780.417.7871

C. Twinn
Twinn Law
Box 1460
Slave Lake, Alberta TOG 2A0
780.886.2921

For the Respondents
Roland Twinn, Margaret
Ward, Tracey Scarlett,
Everett Justin Twinn and
David Majeski , as
Trustees for the 1985
Sawridge Trust

For the Respondent Office
of the Public Guardian
and Trustee of Alberta

On Her Own Behalf

Shelley Becker, CSR(A) Court Reporter

CutfrrLii:Lii r rC 2t-1.EELOVE.:i;
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1

2

3

4

(PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 10:04 A.M., OCTOBER 18, 2019)

DARCY ALEXANDER TWIN, SWORN, QUESTIONED BY MS. HUTCHISON:

MR. MOLSTAD: Ms. Hutchison, before you begin

your questioning of Mr. Twin, I believe Ms. Bonora

5 wants to make a statement for the record.

6 MS. BONORA: Yes, I just want to say that we

7 won't be questioning today, so the majority of the

8 trustees have made the decision that it isn't necessary

9 to question, but I thought it was important to put on

10 the record that we are here and but that we won't be

1 1 doing any questioning today. Thank you.

12 MS. HUTCHISON: Thank you. Anything else

13 before --

14 MR. MOLSTAD: No.

15 MS. HUTCHISON: No? Wonderful. Thank you.

16 Q MS. HUTCHISON: Mr. Twin, I just want to

17 confirm that you are the Darcy Twin that swore an

18 Affidavit on September 24th in Action Number 1103

19 14112, Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta?

20 A Yeah.

21 Q And you have your Affidavit in front of you?

22 A Yes.

23. Q Wonderful, thank you. Mr. Twin, you indicate that you

24 have been a member of Sawridge First Nation since your

25 birth in 1977?

26 A Yes.

27 Q Have you lived on the reserve that entire time as well?

1:,_11ELeru AssociateyL
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MC LEINNAN ROSS
LEGAL COUNSEL

Our File Reference: 144194

October 16, 2019

Hutchison Law
#190 Broadway Business Square
130 Broadway Boulevard
Sherwood Park, AB T814 2A3

Attention: Janet Hutchison
(Mutchisongillilaw.ca)

Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 3V8

Attention: Doris Bonora
(doris.honora@dentons.com)

Counsel:

Re: 1985 Sawridge Trust

Crista Osualdini
Direct Line: (780) 482-9239

e mail: cosualdini@mross.com

Danielle Pfeifle, Assistant
Direct Line: (780) 482-9198

Fax: (780) 733-9723

PLEASE REPLY TO EDMONTON OFFICE

WITH PREJUDICE

Field Law
2500, 10175-101 Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5J 0H3

Attention: Jonathan Faulds, QC
(jfaulds@fieldlaw.com)

Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower
10220-103 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5J OKA

Attention: Michael Sestito
(michael.sestito@dentons.com)

We have reviewed Ms. Bonora's recent letter of October 11, 2019 to Mr. Faulds. We have

been following the exchange of correspondence between counsel for the trustees and the

OPGT that has led up to this letter. Our client is, and has always, been interested in

exploring resolution. We note Ms. Bonora's concern that we have been "speaking in

generalities" for some time. Our client shares the desire to engage in productive and cost

effective settlement meetings. From our perspective, rather than engaging in a debate on

"wordsmithing" a revised definition, we must first understand whether the parties are

Edmonton Office Calgary Office Yellowknife Office

600 McLennan Ross Building 1900 Eau Claire Tower

12220 Stony Plain Road 600 — 3`d Avenue SW

Edmonton, AB T5N 3Y4 Calgary, AB T2P 005

p. 780.482.9200 p. 403.543.9120

f. 780.482.9100 1. 403.543,9150

tf, 1.800.567.9200 tf. 1.888.543.9120

301 Nunasi Building
5109 — 48th Street
Yellowknife, NT X IA I N5
p. 867.766,7677
f. 867.766.7678
tf. 1.888.836.6684

Visit our website at www.mross.com
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committed to the same fundamental objectives. Failing such commonality, any further
settlement discussions are bound to fail.

From our client's perspective, a fundamental criteria of any settlement is the protection of
the existing beneficiary class. More particularly, all current and future beneficiaries under

the existing definition, must not lose beneficiary status. We are writing to seek the trustees'

position on this issue. Are the trustees also committed to requiring any settlement to meet

this criteria? We note Ms. Bottom expressed caution at taking positions on the record,

however, in light of the trustee's fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries of the 1985 trust, we

would not anticipate this to be a controversial matter for a trustee to take a position on —

especially with the comfort of the recent Ginoogaming First Nation decision out of Ontario

which upholds adminiStering a trust with a beneficiary class defined by a repealed version of

the Indian Act.

We look forward to the trustees' response. Assuming the trustees' also hold this objective as

a pillar of their negotiation parameters, we would be pleased to enter into further dialogue

with the parties to attempt resolution. However, if the trustees' are not committed to

ensuring the protection of existing and future right holders, then further settlement

discussions are not likely to be fruitful.

We look forward to your response.

Yours truly,

CRISTA OSUALDINI

CCO/pmd
00144194 -4140-6024-1951 v. 1
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COURT FILE NUMBER

COURT

JUDICIAL CENTRE

APPLICANTS

DOCUMENT

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE AND
CONTACT INFORMATION OF
PARTY FILING THIS DOCUMENT

Clerk's stamp:

1103 14112 
0

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF Pt

EDMONTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTEE ACT,
R.S.A. 2000, c. T-8, AS AMENDED

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND
INTER VIVOS SETTLEMENT CREATED BY
CHIEF WALTER PATRICK TWINN, OF THE
SAWRIDGE INDIAN BAND, NO. 19 now known as
SAWRIDGE FIRST NATION ON APRIL 15, 1985
(the "1985 Sawridge Trust")

ROLAND "MINN,
WALTER FELIX TWIN,
BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE, and
CLARA MIDBO,
CATHERINE TWINN, as trustees for the 1985
Sawridge Trust (the "trustees")

APPLICATION

Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manulife Place
10180 -101 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 3V5

Attention: Doris C.E. Bonora
Telephone: (780) 423-7100
Fax: (780) 423-7276
File No: 551860-00.1-DCEB

Reynolds Mirth Richards & Farmer LLP
3200, 10180 101 Street
Edmonton AB T5J 3W8

Attention:
Telephone:
Fax:

Marco S. Poretti
(780) 497-3325
(780) 429-3044

NOTICE TO RESPONDENT

This application is made against you. You are a respondent.

You have the right to state your side of this matter before the judge.

To do so, you must be in Court when the application is heard as shown below:

Date June 30, 2015
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Time 2:00pm

Where Law Courts Building,

Edmonton Alberta

Before Whom Justice D. Thomas

Go to the end of this document to see what else you can do and when you must do it.

Remedy claimed or sought:

1. Advice and direction with respect to the litigation plan which is attached hereto as Schedule "A".

2. Advice and direction with respect to the offer of settlement which is attached hereto as Schedule
B..

3. Advice and direction with respect to the Public Trustee of Alberta retaining out-of-province

lawyers to advise and provide research at significant costs to the trustees, when able lawyers

exist in Alberta.

4. Advice and direction with respect to a full audit and review of this matter with all accounts

including those of agents retained by the Public Trustee, produced in full without redaction.

5. Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court deems just and appropriate.

Grounds for making this application:

6. The litigation in this action seems to have stalled and the trustees seek the direction of the Court

to set a litigation plan as set out in Schedule "A" or as may be directed by the Court.

7. The trustees have made a settlement offer to the Public Trustee of Alberta which settles all issues

for the minor children who are affected by a change in definition of the 1985 Sawridge Trust. The

trustees seek direction on the narrow issues which must be addressed if all the minor children

who would be excluded by the change in definition are given irrevocable beneficiary status in the

1985 Sawridge Trust.

8. The Court in its inherent jurisdiction in the protection of minors and its parens patriae jurisdiction,

must review the settlement and determine if it is appropriate for the Public Trustee of Alberta to

refuse the generous settlement that is offered to the minor children. There are significant benefits

to being granted beneficiary status without the need to apply for membership in the Sawridge

Band. Such an offer should not be disregarded. There is no guarantee that these minors would

be granted beneficiary status in the final result of this action.

9. The Public Trustee of Alberta was granted advance costs in this action. The expenditures are

reviewable by this Court. To date the accounts of the Public Trustee have been paid without

question although given the redacting of the accounts, it is difficult for the trustees to challenge

the accounts.

10, The Public Trustee has now requested that out-of-province lawyers at significantly higher hourly

rates than the Alberta lawyers involved in this action be retained and paid. The first account was

submitted in excess of $5,000 as a disbursement to the account of Ms. Hutchison. The account

and letter from Ms. Hutchison are attached hereto as Schedule "C".
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11. The applicants will rely on such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and this

Honourable Court may permit.

Material or evidence to be relied on:

12. Schedules to this Application.

13. Such further and other materials or evidence as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court

may permit.

Applicable rules:

14. Alberta Rules of Court.

15. Such further and other rules as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may permit.

Applicable Acts and regulations:

16. Trustee Act, RSA 2000, c. T-8, and regulations and amendments thereto.

17. Minors' Property Act, SA 2004, CM-18.1, and regulations and amendments thereto.

18. Such further and other acts and regulations as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court

may permit.

How the application is proposed to be heard or considered:

19. In person, with all parties present.

WARNING

If you do not come to Court either in person or by your lawyer, the Court may give the applicant(s) what

they want in your absence. You will be bound by any order that the Court makes. If you want to take part

in this application, you or your lawyer must attend in Court on the date and at the time shown at the

beginning of this form. If you intend to rely on an affidavit or other evidence when the application is heard

or considered, you must reply by giving reasonable notice of the material to the applicant.



COURT FILE NUMBER

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF
ALBERTA JUDICIAL CENTRE

APPLICANTS

SCHEDULE "A"

CLERK'S STAMP

1103 14112

Edmonton

IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTEE ACT,
R.S.A. 2000, c, T-8, AS AMENDED

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND
INTER VIVOS SETTLEMENT CREATED BY CHIEF
WALTER PATRICK TWINN OF THE SAWRIDGE
INDIAN BAND, NO. 19 now known as SAWRIDGE
FIRST NATION ON APRIL 15, 1985 (the "1985
Sawridge Trust")

ROLAND TWINN
CATHERINE TWINN
WALTER FELIX TWIN
BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE and
CLARA MIDBO, as Trustees for the 1985
Sawridge Trust (the "Trustees")

DOCUMENT PROPOSED LITIGATION PLAN

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE AND
CONTACT INFORMATION OF PARTY
FILING THIS DOCUMENT
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ATTENTION: DORIS BONORA
DENTONS CANADA LLP
#2900, 10180 —101 STREET
EDMONTON, AB T5J 3V5

FILE NUMBER : 551860-1-DCEB
PH : 780-423-7100
FAX : 780-423-7276
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1. The remaining steps and procedures are to be completed on or before the dates specified below:

ACTION DUE ON OR BEFORE

Questioning of Paul Bujold on documents

and undertakings

July 30, 2015

Application on Objections and documents September 30, 2015

Questioning resulting from Application November 30, 2015

Mediation to come up with joint proposal December 31, 2015

Briefs for Applicant January 31, 2016

Brief for Respondent February 29, 2016

Application March 31, 2016

This Litigation Plan is agreed to by the Parties

Dentons Canada LLP

Per:  Per: 

Reynolds Mirth Richards & Farmer LLP

Doris Bonora Marco S. Poretti

Solicitors for the Applicants Solicitors for the Applicants

Chamberlain Hutchison

Per:
Janet L. Hutchison
Solicitors for the Office of the Public Trustee

of Alberta

14789914_2INATDOCS



SCHEDULE "B"

Carle C.6, Sonora

June 1, 2015

SENT VIA E-MAIL

WITH PREJUDICE

Chamberlain Hutchison
Suite 155, Glenora Gates
10403 - 122 Street
Edmonton AS T5N 4C1

Attention: Ms. Janet L, Hutchison

Dear Madam:

dorla,bonore@dontons,com
0 +1 780 423 7188

Dentons Canada LLP
2900 Manullfe Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton, A13, Canada T5J 3V5

T +1 780 423 7100
F +1 780 423 7278

Salons FMC SNR Denton
dentonscom

File No.: 551860-1

Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement ("1985 Sawridge Trust" or "Trust" Action No,

1103 14112

These proceedings were initiated on August 31, 2011. At that time, the trustees of the 1985

Sawridge Trust obtained an Order directing that an application for advice and directions was to

be brought regarding the definition of "beneficiaries" contained in the Trust deed. It is coming

upon 4 years since the issuance of that Order, and despite great expense incurred by our clients,

we are no nearer resolution of this issue. The time that has elapsed and the costs that have been

incurred are detrimental to the Trust and are not in the best interests of the beneficiaries,

We arc now in receipt of your letter dated May 15, 2015, wherein you advise that you will be

seeking joinder of our action with Action No. 1403 04885. It is our respectful view that the two

actions are unrelated, and joinder of these actions would result in further significant delay and

expense to the Trust,

Our clients have considered how to best proceed given the circumstances and we wish to propose

a settlement, As you know, the concern of the trustees is that the current definition of

"beneficiaries" is discriminatory, and we are seeking the advice and direction of the Court to

address this concern. By changing the definition of "beneficiaries" to one that references

membership in the Band, it was thought that this would best express the intentions of all parties

concerned including the settlors and trustees of the original trust. However, we acknowledge

that such a change is a concern to your client and the minors that you represent, We have our list

of beneficiaries and have included beneficiaries who were born after the litigation began and

included children who have become adults and further included children who have become

members, In particular, there are 24 children that are currently beneficiaries of the 1985

Sawridge Trust, and all but 4 of them would lose their beneficiary status should the definition of

"beneficiaries" be changed to equate to membership. There are 4 children who have attained

15382153_1INATDOCS
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Salons FMC SNR Canton
danlona,com

membership status and thus they will continue to be beneficiaries if the definition of beneficiary
changed to "members", See table 1 for a list of the children who would lose beneficiary status,
See Table 2 for a list of the children who have been admitted as members, There are 4 minors
who have become adults since the litigation began (or will be adults in 2015). They have
remained on the tables despite becoming adults,

Our client is prepared to "grandfather" the 20 ohildren -who have -not yet been admitted to
membership whereby they would not lose their beneficiary status, despite the change in the
definition. These individuals would maintain their beneficiary status throughout their lifetime.
Thus we are essentially offering these minors a complete victory in this matter, They would not
be excluded from the trust regardless of their ability to obtain membership. While we maintain
that they are likely to become members, we would now guarantee their beneficiary status in the
trust which could offer them significant benefits in the future. There is no guarantee that a
change in definition if approved by the court would provide benefits for these children.

The perpetuation of discrimination in the current definition of beneficiaries is evident in respect

the women who were excluded from beneficial status in the 1985 Trust by the Indian Act, 1970

even though they may have regained membership in the Sawridge First Nation. These women

were granted membership in the Sawridge First Nation as a result of Bill C-31 either through

application to the First Nation or as a result of a Court Order, Since these women are all current

members of the Sawridge First Nation and since it is the intent of the Trustees to apply for a

variance to the 1985 Trust definition of beneficiary which includes all members of the Sawridge

First Nation as beneficiaries, these women will be included as beneficiaries in the 1985 Trust

should the Court agree to the proposed variance to the 1985 Trust. The delay in this litigation

and the delay in the change of definition perpetuates the discrimination for these women. They

cannot receive benefits from this trust and they continue to be singled out as members who do

not enjoy the same status as other members of the First Nation. A change in definition is a very

good step to remedying the discrimination for these women as they are presently excluded from

the trust and with the change in definition will be included as beneficiaries.

We believe that such a solution of grandfathering the minors on Table 1 is not only fair but
provides the Public Trustee with everything that it could reasonably expect in these proceedings.
Not only is the discriminatory provision removed, but all of the minor "beneficiaries" who would
lose their status are protected, While we acknowledge that the Court will ultimately have to
decide whether such a proposal is appropriate, we are hopeful that a joint submission to that
effect will convince Justice Thomas of the same. We are also hopeful that your client will view
such a proposal as a good faith attempt by the trustees to address the interests of the minor
beneficiaries, and that you will agree to join us in seeking the necessary Order from the Court
without delay. As noted above, we are essentially offering these minors a complete victory in
this matter.

15382153_11NATDOCS
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Solana FMC SNR Donton
donlons,com

As we are proposing to grandfather as beneficiaries all of the minor children who would lose
their status we feel that the Public Trustee has fulfilled the mandate provided to it by the court.
We are offering to grandfather all of these children in the interests of fairness and in the interests
of stopping the litigation and proceeding to use the trust assets for the benefit of the beneficiaries
instead of the costs of litigation.

We :would also seek consent or at least no opposition to the none pro tune approval of the
transfer of assets from the 1982 trust to the 1985 trust, We believe that this was clearly intended
and the trust has been operating since 1982. It would be impossible to overturn the transactions
and events that have occurred since 1982, Thus we seek the approval for the transfer of assets, It
is a benefit to all the beneficiaries to remove this uncertainty, To be clear, if the transfer is not
approved we believe that the assets would need to return to the 1982 trust in which the definition
of beneficiary is the members of the First Nation and thus the children you represent would not
be included.

Thus we seek your approval for an order

1. To amend the definition of beneficiaries as follows:

"Beneficiaries" at any particular time shall mean:

a. all persons who at that time qualify as members of the Sawridge Indian Band
under the laws of Canada in force from time to time including, without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, the membership rules and
customary laws of the Sawridge Indian Band as the same may exist from
time to time to the extent that such membership rules and customary laws
are incorporated into, or recognized by, the laws of Canada;

b. the individuals who are listed as Schedule A to this trust (Schedule A would
include all the individuals listed on Table 1).

2, Approving the transfer of assets from the 1982 trust to the 1985 trust nune pro tune,

This offer open for acceptance until June 29, 2015.We look forward to hearing from you.

ba

ry truly,
ns C nada LLP

I Richards & Farmer LLP

Marco Porettl
DCEB/pach

15382153_11NATDOCS
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Denim Canada LIP
2000 Menulife Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton, A13, Canada T5J 3V6

T +1 780 423 7100
F +1 780 423 7276

Table 1: Minor Beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust as at
August 31, 2011 updated to 2015

13eneficiary Birthclate in
2015

Category

1, Lamouche-Twin, Everett
(Justin Twin)

05/10/2003 12
Illegitimate Child of Illegitimate Male
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

2. Lamouche-Twin, Justice
(Justin Twin)

02/04/2001 14
Illegitimate Child of Illegitimate Male
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

3, Lamouche-Twin, Kalyn
(Justin Twin)

24/08/2007 8
Illegitimate Child of Illegitimate Male
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

4, Lamouche-Twin, Maggie
(Justin Twin)

27/03/2009 6
Illegitimate Child of Illegitimate Male
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

5, Moodie, Jorja L. (Jeanine
Potskin)

29/01/2008
7 Illegitimate Child of Female Band
member Not Protested

6. Potskin, Ethan E.R. (Trent
Potskin)

15/01/2004 11
Illegitimate Child of Male Illegitimate
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

7, Potskin, Jaise A. (Jeanine
Potskin)

25/03/2003 12
Illegitimate Child of Female
Illegitimate Child of Female Band
member Not Protested

8, Potskin, Talia M.L, (Trent
Potskin)

16/03/2010 5
Illegitimate Child of Male Illegitimate
Child of Female Band member Not
Protested

9, Robberstad, Jadyn (Jaclyn
Twin)

04/07/2011 4
Illegitimate Child of Female Band
member Not Protested

10. Twin, Alexander L.
(Wesley Twin)

23/01/2005 10 Child of Married Male Band member

11, Twin, Autumn I. (Darcy
Twin)

26/09/2002 13 Child of Married Male Band member

12, Twin, Destin D, (Jaclyn
Twin)

24/06/2008 7
Illegitimate Child of Female Band
member, Not Protested

13, Twin, Justice W. (Wesley
Twin)

20/09/2001 14 Child of Married Male Band member

14. Twin, Logan F. (Daroy 17/04/2007 8 Child of Married Male. Band member

15382153_1INATDOCS
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Beneficiary Birthd ate
Age
in
2015

Category

Twin)
15, Twin, River C. (Darcy

Twin) 03/05/2010 5 Child of Married Male Band member

16, Tw 
nn
, 
) 
Clinton (Irene

Twi
inn

03/02/1997 1.8
> Illegitimate Child of Female

Band Member Not Protested
D- Adult after 30 August 2011

17. Twinn-Vincent, Seth
(Arlene Twinn)

01/07/2001 14
Child of Female Band member who
married Non-Band member

18. Twinn-Vincent, W. Chase
(Arlene Twinn) 31/07/1998 17 married

Child of Female Band member who
Non-Band member

19, Potslcin, William (Aaron
Potskin

19/09/2013 2
> Child of Male band member
> Born after the litigation

began
20, Twinn, Kaftan ( Paul

Twiny') 23/02/1995 20
> Child of male band member
> Adult after 30 August 2011

Table 1: Minor Beneficiaries of the 1985 Trust as at
August 31, 2011 updated to 2015

15382153ANATDOCS



Doris C.E, Sonora ciarla,bonora@dontona,com Seiane FMC SNR Minton
D +1 780 423 7188 dantonmoom

Denton° Canada LLP
2000 Manuilte Placa
10180 -101 Simi
Edmonton, A8, Canada T6J 3V6

T +1 780 423 7100
F +1 780 423 7278

Table 2: Beneficiaries to the 1985 Trust who have
become members

Non-Beneficiary Birthdate
Ate
in
2015

.

'Category

1. Twinn, Alexander G.
(Roland Twinn)

01/10/1997 18

> Child of Married Male Band
member

> Admitted as a member of the
First nation

» Adult (this year) after 30
August 2011

2. Twinn, Corey (Ardell
Twinn)

18/01/1994 21

> Child of male band member
> Admitted as a member of the
First nation

> Adult after 30 August 2011

3. Twin, Starr (Winona
Twin)

29/11/2002 13

> Illegitimate Child of Female
Band member Not Protested

> Admitted as a member of the
First nation

4, Twin, Rainbow
Band

(Winona Twin)
31/05/1998 17

> Illegitimate Child of Female
member Not Protested

> Admitted as a member of the
First nation

Table 2: Beneficiaries to the 1985 Trust who have become members

15352153_11NATDOCS



#155 Glenorn Cates
10403 122 Street
Edmonton, Alherta
T5N 4C1

SCHEDULE "C"

HUTCHISON LAW
Telephone: (750) 423-3661

Fax (780) 426-1293
jhutchison(glhlaw.ca

Wehsitc: www.jlhlaw.ca

Jnnct L. Hutchison, L.L.B.
Rebecca C. Warner, B.A., J.D., Student-at-Law

SENT BY EMAIL ONLY

May 22, 2015

Reynolds Mirth Richards & Farmer LLP
Suite 3200 Manulife Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton, Alberta TSJ 3W8

Our File: 51433 JLH

Dentons LLP
2900 Manulife Place
10180 - 101 Street
Edmonton Alberta T5J 3V5

Attention: Marco Poretti Attention: Doris Bonora

Dear Sir and Madam:

Re: in the Matter of the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement — Court of Q.B. Action No.

1103 14112

We are taking this opportunity to enclose our Statement of Account, File 51433, Invoice #4015,

for services rendered between April 16, 2015 and May 19, 2015, balance owing $19,369.69. In

accordance with our agreement with the Sawridge Trustees, we are providing you with an

account showing total time and charges but with privileged information blocked out. Should you

have any questions or concerns on the account, please contact me directly.

We look forward to receiving payment of this account in the amount of $19,369.69 within 30

days of the issuance of this account.

If the Sawridge Trustees ate objecting to Supreme Advocacy charges, we would request that all

amounts other than the Supreme Advocacy disbursement be paid as per our costs agreement.

Denotes Professional Corporation
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We look forward to continuing to provide you with quality legal services in this matter.

Yours truly,

ON LAW

T L. HUTCHISON
JLH/nl
Enclosure
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT

Public Trustee of Alberta
400 South, 10365 97 Street

Edmonton, Alberta T5.1 3Z8

#155, Glenora Gates
10403 122 Street

Edmonton, AB T5N 4C1

Telephone: (780) 423-3661
Fax: (780) 426-1293

Email: jhutchisongilhlaw.ca
Website: www.j1hlaw.ca

File #:51433

Inv 4015

May 21, 2015

RE: In the Matter of the Sawridge Band Inter Vivos Settlement - Court of Q.B. Action No
.

1103 14112

To all legal services rendered in connection with the above-noted matter, including the
 following:

DATE DESCRIPTION HOURS AMOUNT

Apr-15

Apr-15

Apr-15

Apr-15

Review file; Receipt and review of corres ondence

Correspondence to

Receipt and review of correspondence from D.

Bonora and M. Poretti; Correspondence to M.

Poretti; Receipt and review of corres ondence

Correspondence to ; Receipt

and review of correspondence from D. Sonora.

Review file; Correspondence to D. Bonora.

Receipt and review of correspondence from D.

Bonora, M. Poretti and N. Cummings; Review file;

Correspondence to D, Bonora and N. Cutntnin s;

Correspondence ; Teleconference

Review file

undertakings; Draft correspondence
Review file re: questioning on P. Butiliim

1.11111111

Receipt and review of correspondence; Review file
; Meeting with II

Review P. Bujold answers to undertakings;

Draft correspondence.

Apr-15 Legal research :;..4.:V-A• .4'. •



May-15

May-15

11111; Review file  7'.ii

May-15 Receipt and review of correspondence from Dentons;2.80

Receipt and review of correspondence
• Legal research; Teleconference

Correspondence
Correspondence

Review file re: preparation for P. Bujold

questioning; Draft and revise ...MI=

Legal research; Draft and revise correspondence to

M. Poretti and D. Bonora; Recei t and review of

correspondence ; Receipt

and review of corres ondence
Correspondence ; Receipt and review of

corres ondence ; Correspondence

; Update
(full day)

Review and
Telephone consultation
Receipt and review of correspondence

; Receipt and review of correspondence

Review and revise correspondence to D. Bonora

and M. Poretti; Review file ININEEMI

111111111

May-15 Review file ; Meeting..

May-15 Recei and review of corres • ondence

Review file
Review corres

correspondence
ME; Draft corres
corres ondence

oxide/ice

oridence

May-15 Receipt and review of correspondence
Review and revise

correspondence

May-15 Review file; Tele hone consultation

correspondence to Dentons and RMRF.

FEES FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 32.10 $13,642.50

Total Hours: 32.10 X $425/Hr (I. L. Hutchison)

• Draft

aft

Revise



OTHER CHARGES
Photocopies $272.75

Total Other Charges $272.75

DISBURSEMENTS

Accusript Reporting Services Invoice #17739 $221.00

Parking - Meeting $5.71

Supreme Advocacy Invoice #2254 $4,955.00

Total Disbursements $5,181.71

GST $272.73

Total Fees, Disbursements & GST $19,369.69

Balance Due $19,369.69

Hutchison Law 
E. & 0.E.

,,,- * tax-exempt

/
/
'  % GST II 87325 1573

Per:
,l'anet--L-rifutchis n

Payer ,le upon receipt. Interest charged at 18% per annum on accounts over 30 days.



TRUST STATEMENT
DISBURSEMENTS RECEIPTS

May-05-15 Received From: Sawridge Trust 338.76

Conduct Monies for Elizabeth Poitras

May-06-15 Paid To: Liz Poitras 288.76

Payment of Conduct money to witness

Paid To: Janet Hutchison Prof Corp 50.00

Reimbusement of Conduct money advance to witness

Total Trust $338.76 $338.76

Trust Balance 
$0,00



ADVOCACY,'

340 Gilmour Street Suite 100
Ottawa, Ontario
K2P OR3
Phone: 613-695-8855
613-695-8580

Janet L. Hutchison
Hutchison Law
#155, Glenora Gates
10403 - 122 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
T5N 4C1

0274-006

1985 Sawridge Trust v. Alberta (Public Trustee)

Invoice # 2254
Date: 05/15/2015

Due On: 06/14/2015

Attorney Description Date

TS Receive emalis from client and review same; discussion 
; April 2015

prepare for teleconference; teleconference ; debrief

" • " "

MFM Review of email sent April 2015

EM Email April 2015

correspondence, detailed review of same, & making notes, meeting

TS Discussion April 2015

EM Email April 2015

teleconference meetings

TS Review summary email ; discussion April 2015

review

MFM Review ' April 2015

Time Keeper Position Quantity Rate Total

Merle-France Major Attorney 2,05 6500.00 $1,025.00

Eugene Meehan Attorney 4.3 $750.00 $3,225.00

Page 1 of 2



Thomas Slade Attorney 2.35 $300.00 $705.00

Subtotal $4,955.00

HST (13.0%) $644.15

Total $5,599.15

All invoice totals are In CDN funds.
HST #839003308
Please make all amounts payable to: Supreme Advocacy LLP

Please pay within 30 days.

E & OE

Supreme Advocacy LLP

Per: Eugene Eugene Meehan, Q.C.
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This is Exhibit "H" referred to in the Affi vit of
SHELBY TWINN sworn before me on the93  day
of October, 2019.

2
A Commissioner for Oaths in and
for the Province of Alberta
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Action No.: 1103 14112

E-File No.: EVQ15SAWRIDGEBAND
Appeal No.:  

IN THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

JUDICIAL CENTRE OF EDMONTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE SAWRIDGE BAND INTER VIVOS SETTLEMENT

CREATED BY CHIEF WALTER PATRICK TWINN, OF THE SAWRIDGE

INDIAN BAND, NO. 19 now known as SAWRIDGE FIRST NATION

ON APRIL 15, 1985 (the "1985 Sawridge Trust")

ROLAND TWINN, CATHERINE TWINN, WALTER FELIX TWIN,

BERTHA L'HIRONDELLE, and CLARA MIDBO, as Trustees

for the 1985 Sawridge Trust (the "Trustees")

Applicants

P ROCEEDINGS

Edmonton, Alberta
June 24, 2015

Transcript Management Services, Edmonton

1000, 10123 99th Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5J-3H1

Phone: (780) 427-6181 Fax: (780) 422-2826
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1 Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Law Courts, Edmonton, Alberta

2  

3 June 24, 2015 Morning Session

4

5 The Honourable

6 Justice Thomas

7
8 M.S. Poretti/ D.C.E Bonora

9 K.A. Platten, Q.C.

10 E.H. Molstad, Q.C.

1 1 J.L. Hutchison

12 J.J. Kueber, Q.C.

13 M. O'Sullivan

14  

Court of Queen's Bench

of Alberta

For the Trustees of the 1985 Sawridge Trust

For the Applicant Catherine Twinn

For the Sawridge First Nation

For the Office of the Public Trustee

For all Trustees (Except Catherine Twinn)

Court Clerk

15
16 Discussion

17

18 THE COURT:

19 on, Madam Clerk?

20

21 Ma'am, what are you on?

22

23 MS. PLATTEN:

24 matter.

25

26 THE COURT: Sawridge. Okay.

27
28 So is everybody here on Sawridge? Okay. We will wait for Mr. Molstad to come 

back.

29

30 MR. PORETTI:

31

32 THE COURT:

33

34 MR. PORETTI:

35

36 THE COURT:

37

38 Okay. Yes, you are excused, thanks, and you are excused too.

39

40 THE SHERIFF'S OFFICER: Oh.

41

What is the next number matter you have got

I'm -- My Lord, I'm here on the Sawridge

I think we're all here on Sawridge --

So come on forward, yes.

-- My Lord.

Sorry. 1 did not recognize some of you.
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1 THE COURT: I do not --
2

3 THE SHERIFF'S OFFICER: Thank you, My Lord.

4

5 THE COURT: -- think we will need security for this.

6
7 MS. BONORA: My Lord, while we are waiting for

8 Mr. Molstad, do you know everyone?

9
10 THE COURT: Well, actually --

11
12 MS. BONORA: Do you know --

13
14 THE COURT: -- thanks, Ms. Bonora. I was just going to ask

15 you if somebody would not mind doing that.

16
17 MS'. BONOP,A: Not at all, so Doris Likiiivia from Demons

18 Canada, Marco Poretti from --

19
20 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

21
22 MS. BONORA: -- Reynolds Mirth --

23
24 THE COURT: Right.

25
26 MS. BONORA: -- Joe Kueber from Bryan & Company --

27
28 THE COURT: Yes.

29
30 MS. BONORA: Karen Platten from McLennan Ross, and

31 Janet Hutchison from Hutchison Law --

32
33 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

34

35 MS. HUTCHISON: Good morning, My Lord.

36
37 MS. BONORA: -- and Ed Molstad I think you know.

38
39 THE COURT: Who needs no introduction.

40
41 MS. BONORA: And in the courtroom is also Catherine Twinn.
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1

2 THE COURT: Mm-hm. And the other gentleman at the back?

3
4 MS. BONORA: And Glenn Godfrey --
5

6 MS. HUTCHISON: Oh --

7

8 MS. BONORA: -- from the Public Trustee's --

9
10 MS. HUTCHISON: -- of the --

r 11
12 MS. BONORA: -- office.

13
14 MS. HUTCHISON: -- Public Trustee's office.

15
16 THE COURT: Oh, Public Trustee, okay. All right.

17

1 8 MR. MOLSTAD: This is my application, My Lord.

19
20 THE COURT: All right. Now, I know there was a flurry of

21 material that --
22

23 MR. MOLSTAD: Do you have that, My Lord?

24
25 THE COURT: I saw it --

26
27 MR. MOLSTAD: I --

28
29 THE COURT: -- land on my desk, but --

30
31 MR. MOLSTAD: -- I've got extra --

32
33 THE COURT:

34 

-- I do not have --

35 MR. MOLSTAD: -- copies if you'd --

36
37 THE COURT: -- of it.

38
39 MR. MOLSTAD: like it? I'm not sure that -- I don't even

40 refer to, but others may. This is the package there. This is just the correspondence that

[ 41 has --
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1
2 THE COURT: Okay.
3
4 MR. MOLSTAD: -- been exchanged.
5
6 THE COURT: All right. Thanks, Mr. Molstad.
7
8 Submissions by Mr. Molstad (Adjournment of Matters Directed at the Sawridge First
9 Nation Only)

10
1 1 MR. MOLSTAD: And briefly, My Lord, I represent Sawridge
12 First Nation who are not a party to these proceedings. If you recall a few years back, we

13 did appear. They were served with notice in relation to the Public Trustee's application,

14 and following that, enquiries were made as to whether we wished to become a party; and

15 we indicated that we did not feel that was necessary and declined.

16
1 7 on T - 1 r niel C ' -1 1-4.- T X- T T.-4.-I-
1 I Pflit riotvv-ithstanding that, 4,01.), We receiveu a 1Cliel 110in 1V1J. 17U1e11111J011

18 on behalf of the Public Trustee, and you have a copy of that in material I have provided

19 to you, advising you that I was included in this communication to deal with the

20 possibility, and I emphasize that word, that Sawridge First Nation may wish to participate

21 or take a position in the pending application. There was nothing in this letter indicating

22 that an application would be made with Sawridge First Nation as a respondent and that

23 this application would substantially affect the rights of Sawridge First Nation.

24
25 On June 15th, 2015 -- and I think the correspondence indicates that my friend had it

26 delivered Friday at 4:51, but on June 15th, the following Monday, the box arrived on my

27 desk; and it was a box that was close to being full of material. It included the Public

28 Trustee's application. Sawridge First Nation was not named as a respondent; however, no

29 one was named as a respondent in that application. It did appear obvious that the

30 application intended to request relief directly affecting Sawridge First Nation. It also

31 included a lengthy affidavit of a deponent for the Public Trustee. Mr. Roman Bombak,

32 and excerpts from pleadings, transcripts, exhibits, and answers to undertakings, and the

33 written brief of the Public Trustee.

34

35 The application, in reviewing it, purports to require production from Sawridge First

36 Nation, a non-party, pursuant to Rule 5.13; and included is a request for documents

37 described as, quote:

38
39 Documents produced in Federal Court Action T-66-86.

40

41 In fact, those were two actions in the Federal Court, T-66-86A and 86B, which were
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1 the Sawridge membership process is relevant and material to dealing with at least 
one

2 certainty of this trust, the certainty of objects. It's also relevant to the interest of the

3 candidate children. The certainty of objects is relevant to the interests of all of the mi
nor

4 beneficiaries including the ones that may be grandfathered or not.

5

6 So to ask the Court to proceed forward and deal with the settlement application w
ithout

7 that evidence, I would submit to the Court, is going to quite literally waste the 
Court's

8 time on the 30th when we obviously have a great deal -- a great many other issues 
that do

9 require the Court's time and the Court's attention and direction so that we 
can move

10 forward with the application.

1 1
12 So, My Lord, the Public Trustee would refer you back to the June 17th, 2015

, letter. We

13 would suggest that the list on page 3 of that letter is an appropriate and manageable

14 agenda for the time we had allocated on June 30th with the addition of
 arguing the

15 prematurity of the settlement application, My Lord.

16
17 Subject to questions, My Lord --

18
19 THE COURT: All right.

20
21 MS. HUTCHISON: -- that -- those are my submissions.

22
23 THE COURT: Thanks. What about this point of there is no

24 evidence or fresh --

25

26 Further Submissions by Ms. Bonora (Adjournment of Matter
s Directed at the Sawridge

27 First Nation Only)
28

29 MS. BONORA: Well, My Lord, certainly we had expected that

30 our transcripts, which are examinations on affidavits, are evidence b
efore the Court as are

31 the undertaking responses; and that is the evidence that will show th
e membership process

32 and criteria, and so that is the evidence that will be before you.

33

34 Not -- I've just -- Mr. Poretti and I were talking about whether i
t's been filed yet. We'll

35 obviously have it filed before June 30th, but we don't believe the evidence is that

36 extensive for you to review in tei Ins of making sure that the process and criteria is

37 ascertainable and working.

38
39 THE COURT: Am I to understand then that, at this stage,

40 insofar as the briefs are concerned, you have not tied that evidenc
e from the transcripts

41 and undertakings back into your submissions in the briefs?
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1
2 MS. BONORA: We certainly have made representations about

3 the membership process and the membership criteria and the fact that that evidence has

4 been produced in our brief.

5
6 THE COURT: Okay, and are those submissions tied into

7 specific transcript -- excerpts from transcripts and undertakings?

8
9 MS. BONORA: Yes, I'm trying to remember our brief.

10
I I THE COURT:

12
13 MS. BONORA: Certainly we've made reference to how the

14 membership process works, the fact that it's gone to the Fed -- three decisions have

15
16 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

17
18 MS. BONORA: gone to the Federal Court of Appeal, the fact

19 that four members -- four minors have been made members, so I think that we have made

20 reference to the evidence. I don't know --

21
22 THE COURT: Okay.

23
24 MS. BONORA: -- about the specificity --

25
26 THE COURT: Okay.

27

28 MS. BONORA: of -- blab, blah, blah, anyway, of the actual

29 references to it, but I believe that evidence is there and not extensive; so we didn't file

30 another affidavit because, of course, the evidence is already there. There would be no

31 need to file another --

32
33 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

34

35 MS. BONORA: -- affidavit.

36

37 THE COURT: It is there in the sense of in transcripts and in

38 undertakings?

39
40 MS. BONORA: Yes, and the -- and --

41

F
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1 THE COURT:

2

3 MS. BONORA:

The responses?

-- and we've made the submissions in our brief

4 about the fact that that information is available and shows that that member
ship process is

5 working. The way we interpreted your decision was you had to look at 
process and

6 criteria, so we provided the criteria. We've shown that the process works for the 20

7 people, I think, who've been --

8

9 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

10

1 1 MS. BONORA: -- admitted so far and that, because it's gone to

12 the Court of Appeal, it addresses all those issues of bias and all thos
e things because the

13 Court of Appeal could have looked at that in terms of saying 
this process didn't work

14 under judicial review -- sorry, not the Court of Appeal, the F
ederal Court, and so we

15 believe that evidence is all there in terms of dealing with our
 settlement offer and the fact

16 that there is enough evidence before this Court to say that
 that membership process is

17 working.

18

19 THE COURT: Okay.

20

21 MS. BONORA: And it is -- you know, I don't think we should

22 lose sight of the fact that the grandfathering of these 23 
children is not automatic. That

23 is, I think, a very significant offer. It could be that the Court would simply decide that

24 the membership definition changes from what it is now to
 members which excludes those

25 23. It's the very reason you appointed the Public Trustee becau
se they could be excluded,

26 and so that's why our settlement offer is so significant t
o include those 23 people and

27 then provide a process in case anybody was missed, I th
ink, is a very significant offer

28 which we have difficulty that the Public Trustee does 
not want to address it and that's

29 why we felt the need to bring it to the Court because of
 the significant dollars that are

30 being spent now and the significant dollars that will ce
rtainly be spent if we embark on

31 this document production and all the other issues.

32

33 THE COURT: Okay. Thanks.

34

35 Further Submissions by Ms. Hutchison (Adjour
nment of Matters Directed at the

36 Sawridge First Nation Only)

37

38 MS. HUTCHISON: My Lord, I apologize.

39

40 THE COURT: Mm-hm.

41
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September 2, 2015

The Honourable Justice Thomas

D.C.E. Bonora

M.S. Poretti

J.J. Kueber, Q.C.

E.H. Molstad, Q.C.

J.L. Hutchison

E. Meehan, Q.C.

K.A. Platten, Q.C.

C. Osualdini

M. Lacasse

Morning Session

Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta

For the Sawridge Trustees

For the Sawridge Trustees

For 4 other Trustees in Action No. 1403 04885

For Sawridge First Nation

For the Public Trustee of Alberta

For the Public Trustee of Alberta

For C. Twinn

For C. Twinn

Court Clerk

THE COURT:

MS. BONORA:

THE COURT:

Have a seat.

Thank you.

I will just get sorted out here. All right. I saw

a flurry of correspondence arriving on my desk this morning including material which

indicated a debate over the agenda. So we are going to skip the debate and I will tell

you what we are going to be doing this morning.

We will spend 15 minutes trying to sort what is going on in respect to the proposition or

settlement offer proposal of the trustees to the Public Trustee in respect to production of

documents disclosure. Once that 15 minutes is up, we are going to go onto deal with the

production application made by the Public Trustee involving Ms. Hutchison and

Mr. Molstad. That is what we are going to deal with today, at 2:30 we are breaking. If

we have to go straight through, we will go straight through, but that is the application we

are going to deal with today. All of the other material issues are over till tomorrow. All

right.

The matter that was set down for today was essentially the production issues, right? So if

you want to go first in respect to the -- whether you have got a resolution or not on this

as between the trustees?

MS. BONORA: Sure and I would -- after the last application

and your direction that the production application would happen first, we reconsidered and
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1 decided that it was probably best just to deal with production. You'll hear later that the

2 costs are becoming astronomical and we need to be sufficient.

3

4 THE COURT: Yes, I do not need to hear about that.

5

6 MS. BONORA: No I'm just telling you how we led up to --

7

8 THE COURT: I want to hear about whether you have got this

9 issue resolved as between the Public Trustee and the trustees.

10

11 Submissions by Ms. Bonora (Settlement Offer Proposal)

12

13 MS. BONORA: It is not resolved, in the sense that we offered

14 to provide an affidavit of records. That's what parties are obligated to do under the Rules

15 of Court and we said we would do that and follow the Rules of Court.

16

17 My friend at the Public Trustee's office has said that that is not sufficient. That, in fact,

18 in addition to that there needs to be a number of issues determined with respect to

19 relevant documents and determining relevancy in advance of any production done. And

20 so it's our submission that these additional requests, at this time, with no foundation for

21 these requests, with no examination on the affidavit, without a chance for the parties to

22 come together and produce their affidavit and then see if they have done what they're

23 supposed to is, is not supposed to be dealt with at this stage.

24

25 I would also say that, my friend, has altered her application so she filed an amended

26 application as she was directed to do. When she sent us the issues that were outstanding

27 and sent us a form of consent order, rather than narrowing the issues, in fact, she

28 expanded the issues that she wanted us to deal with. So if we look at the things that she

29 now wants to address and deal with in respect of the application --

30

31 THE COURT: Yeah, what are you looking at?

32

33 MS. BONORA: So I'm looking at the amended application.

34

35 THE COURT: Okay, let me just get that. Got that.

36

37 MS. BONORA: And there would be a I think it's in the

38 agenda and then she -- my friend provided a form of order that deals with the four

39 remaining issues that she believes are still outstanding that need determination on.

40

41 THE COURT: Okay, now what letter -- what material is that?
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1 again, the number is significant, and I want to be clear that that number of 16 applications

2 that have been accepted do not include the Hugesson 11 people who were court-ordered,

3 and so if you were just looking just generally at numbers, which is what the court order

4 that you gave said to do, is look at -- looking at the numbers of applications and the

5 process therein, those two charts in and of themselves show that that information in fact

6 has already been provided.

7

8 If you turn to the next page in tab 3, you'll see that there is, I believe, a series of letters,

9 and those show applications that have either been denied -- and so we have the people

10 who have been given the letter saying they've been denied, and we also have letters in

11 respect of the people who have been accepted, and so again, Sawridge First Nation

12 provided that information to show what -- where those applications are at, and those were

13 entered as Exhibit 7 and 8 of Paul Bujold's affidavit. The letters are -- and I think my

14 friend referred to them yesterday as form letters, but in fact, if we're looking to satisfy

15 your order with respect to the status and number of Band membership applications, I think

16 that significant amount of information has already been provided.

17

18 And, Sir, I think it's also -- so I'm going to go away from -- but please keep that book of

19 evidence because I want to show you some more things, but I want to just take you to our

20 reply brief of June 19th.

21

22 THE COURT: Okay. Now it's the -- okay. Just let me get

23 that.

24

25 MS. BONORA: I feel like we should have picked a colour at

26 the beginning

27

28 THE COURT: Yeah. I think it's --

29

30 MS. BONORA: -- of this case management.

31

32 THE COURT: Yeah. Just let me organize things a bit.

33

34 MS. BONORA: M-hm.

35

36 THE COURT: What was that date again? Sorry.

37

38 MS. BONORA: It is the June -- it was filed on June the 19th.

39

40 THE COURT: And has it got a buff-coloured --

41
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1 MS. BONORA: It -- yes, unfortunately.
2

3 THE COURT: Okay.
4

5 MS. BONORA: It's about this size.

6

7 THE COURT: Did we look at it yesterday?

8

9 MS. BONORA: We -- I'm not sure if we looked at it

10 yesterday. Mr. Poretti has --

11

12 THE COURT: Okay.

13

14 MS. BONORA: -- the body of it, which is what I would like to

15 read to you, so

16

17 THE COURT: So --

18

19 MS. BONORA: -- I'll just hand this to you.

20

21 THE COURT: It doesn't seem to be in my stacks. Thanks.

22

23 MS. BONORA: Sir, and I just would like to refer you to

24 paragraph 6 of our reply brief this is a quote from Ms. Hutchison in respect of the

25 application that was made before you on June the 12th, and Ms. Hutchison says: (as read)

26

27 Your indulgence, but I'm just going to respond very quickly on

28 that last point. I have to disagree with my friend that to determine

29 functionality you would have to engage in a -- such a detailed

30 analysis. For instance, if we're able to determine that chief and

31 council actually occasionally meets to review membership

32 applications as opposed to they're (sic) never met to review

33 membership applications, I would suggest that's very large

34 indicator of functionality that doesn't require you to go into

35 assessing the merits of each individual application, and at least my

36 current instructions, if we are acting, is not to go into the minutia

37 of every membership application; it's to try and assess whether or

38 not there's actually some function process.

39

40 And I'm sure Ms. Hutchison didn't say "some function process," but that's what the

41 transcript says. So I think that's important. It could be that her instructions have changed.
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1 I certainly would say that that may be the case, but the -- I think what's important is that

2 when she was making submissions in front of you -- and obviously, those are the

3 submissions you took into consideration in making your decision -- she said that

4 functionality could be determined by whether the chief and council actually occasionally

5 meets, and that would be in fact a very large indicator of functionality. Well, we know

6 just from looking at tab 33 and tab 3 that they are meeting, and so I pointed you to the 16

7 applications that were accepted because obviously that just shows that people can be

8 accepted and therefore can become beneficiaries if the definition were to change, but it's

9 also important to know that they also met a lot to deny applications. And so if we're

10 looking at an indicator of functionality being 'do they meet,' we know they meet quite

1 1 often and that they have met and that they have made decisions. And not only has that

12 happened, but there have been several appeals. So they've met. Band -- the council has

13 met and make decisions, and the appeal committee has met and made decisions. And so I

14 think -- I think that's an important consideration.

15

16 If you look at tab 41 of that evidence excerpts, you will see that that's the membership

17 rules, and if you turn a few pages in in respect of the tab, it starts with the resolutions to

18 appoint -- or to approve the membership rules, but ultimately you will get to the

19 membership rules. And I think it's important to note that the membership rules are in

20 force and in place, and they are a certain process. They have been in place since 1985.

21 And if we look at them, we see in section 10 of the rules that it is the Band council that

22 is to make these decisions. It's the Band council who determines what the application

23 would look like. It's the Band council that may conduct interviews, and then there's an

24 appeal to the entire electors of the First Nation, and it ends in those rules at section 13 by

25 saying that every discretionary power exercised is to be exercised in good faith, without

26 discrimination and in accordance with judging the best interests and welfare of -- and they

27 use the word "Band" because it was done in 1985. So this was -- these membership rules

28 were approved by the electors. It went to the minister of Indian and Northern Affairs, and

29 these are the rules that are in place, and they set out a process that we would submit is

30 functioning and also certain in the sense that if we chose to change the definition to

31 members, now everyone knows what process needs to be followed.

32
33 In the Huzar decision, which is at tab 2 of our reply brief of August 21st --

34

35 THE COURT: Okay. I think I can probably find that one.

36 Just a minute.

37

38 MS. BONORA: This one will have a green cover.

39
40 THE COURT: Right. And document production? Is that the

41 one?
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2 MS. BONORA:
3 Filed August 21st.

4

5 THE COURT:
6 which is?
7

8 MS. BONORA:
9

10 THE COURT:
11

12 MS. BONORA:

13

14 THE COURT:

15

16 MS. BONORA:

17 Court says, (as read)

18
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It's, yes, in document production. Thank you.

Okay. And you wanted to take me to that case,

The Huzar case at tab 2, --

M-hm.

-- which is from the Federal Court of Appeal.

Got that. It's from -- right.

And on the second page, at paragraph 5, the

19 It is clear that until the Band's membership rules are found to be

20 invalid, they govern membership of the Band, and the

21 respondents --

22

23 In this case, these are the respondents, including Kolosky and the Huzar and Stoney,

24 which I'll talk about later.

25

26 -- have a right to apply to the Band for membership. . .

27

28 And so these rules have not been struck. They are in force, and in this case in fact, there

29 was a application to amend the statement of claim to declare that the rules were

30 discriminatory and exclusionary, and that was struck, and so now it's clear that until these

31 are declared invalid, these are the rules that are in place, and I don't think there's

32 anything unclear about them, and they appear to be functioning. And I think as

33 Mr. Molstad told you yesterday, the rules were approved by the minister in the first

34 instance, and I think that is shown to you in the first page of 41.

35

36 THE COURT: Just let me double check that. And I hope we're

37 all talking about the same thing, but what I've got and I've been looking at, there's --

38 appears to be a minute of the meeting of the electors and.

39

40 MS. BONORA: Okay. I think that there is something that says

41 that these went to the minister, and perhaps I -- when I -- when -- later, I can find it and
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1 just point it to you, but we can tell you that the process in 1985 was that when the
2 membership rules were going to be put in place for any First Nation at that point, they
3 had to be approved by the minister.
4

5 THE COURT: Okay.
6

7 MS. BONORA: Yesterday, Mr. Molstad also took you through

8 the application. The purpose of that application -- or the purpose of those submissions, I

9 think, was to show you the amount of personal information that is obtained through an

10 application, and there have been different versions of the application, but I can tell you

11 that at this point there have been no challenges with respect to that application. Some

12 people have found it unfair. There have been some submissions about that. But at this

13 point, the rules say that the Band and council can certainly suggest that -- can make the

14 application, and in fact, at this point, that is the application that is in force, and there have

15 been no challenges to that.

16

17 THE COURT: So when you say "application," you mean the

18 form and the process? Is that what you're saying?

19

20 MS. BONORA: Well, I would just say the actual form. That's

21 my submission.

22

23 THE COURT: Okay. Okay.

24

25 MS. BONORA: M-hm. My Lord, my friend has referred me to

26 our reply brief on August 21st.

27

28 THE COURT: M-hm.

29

30 MS. BONORA: And in reference to looking at tab 3.

31

32 THE COURT: M-hm. Stoney?

33

34 MS. BONORA: Yes. And paragraph 4.

35

36 THE COURT: Oh. Just in terms of delivered its membership

37 rules, supporting documentation --

38

39 MS. BONORA: Right.

40

41 THE COURT: Okay.
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